IN MEMORIAM: NELSON MANDELA

We speak here of the challenge of the
dichotomies of war and peace,
violence and non-violence, racism
and human dignity, oppression and
repression and liberty and human
rights, poverty and freedom from
want.
Nobel Peace Prize Acceptance Address (10 December 1993)
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Human Rights: From a Cosmological Anthropic
Principle to the Molecular Revolution of
Quantum Consciousness
AMANDLA! Global Education Magazine is based on a new awareness
focused on ethics, solidarity and cooperation as essential values for the common
future of humanity. A humanity which has a complex pluriculturalism, which is
inherited from the same genetic code: cosmic-biological and cultural-historical, as
we proceed from the same cosmic post-Big Bang evolution. Consequently, the
anthropic cosmological principle, underlying in the existence of human life, implies
making out a new collective and trans humanist horizon.
Headed for that horizon, Human Rights are a lighthouse and a reference point
that helps 21st century sailors to understand the transnational values, autopoietic life,
multidimensional dignity, transcultural equity, trans humanist solidarity, planetary
coexistence, global peace, complex knowledge, and cosmic freedom more easily.
To achieve this, world-society needs a cognitive molecular revolution which
correlates intelligence, thought, and consciousness as interdependent neurobiological
base of the ecological understanding of the human spirit. In this sense, the common
human evolution is a multireferential gnoseologic horizon which must respect the
trans nature of the human nature: the quantum-cosmological consciousness.
The electromagnetic fundamentals of consciousness are a property and a
manifestation of life. In fact, life and consciousness are two aspects of the same
phenomenon of rhizome that interconnects the entire universe: the multiverse. Thus,
the epistemological horizons of the 21st century, with the emergence of multiverse
theory, should provide sensitivity to our consciences to consider life as a
cosmological exception which connects us with the whole.

development and social evolution are interdependent. Human Rights are, thus, a selftranscendence based on co-evolution.
The biospherical evolution of humanity demands a neuro-quantum-logic
mutation that contemplates all dimensions of the human being. We talk about
navigating by the gravitational and electromagnetic forces of cosmic consciousness
through new transcultural, transreligious, transpolitic, and transnational educational
programs, allowing us to develop the reflective cognitive potential of creating a new
spiritual vision of Gaia.
To achieve this symbiosis between cultures and civilizations, it requires a shift
in political, educational, and thought paradigms. To do this, we must appropriate of
the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations internally, to achieve
spiritual and cosmological consciousness that correlates us with the current global
scenario of poverty, violence, and exclusion. If our subatomic particles are composed
of energy inherited from the Bing Bang, we must listen to our hearts and have to
correlate the nature of our consciousness: creating the universal ethical imperative
which mobilizes us to eradicate hunger and extreme poverty of the 2.6 billion
brothers and sisters who live on less than $ 2 a day.

Javier Collado Ruano
Director of Edition

In the same way as the quantum world “is hidden” in the astrophysical world,
Human Rights should be approached from a quantum consciousness that transcends
space-time and relates the whole with its parts. Interactions between individuals
produce societies, but societies produce the individual. Therefore, individual
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Derechos Humanos: del principio antrópico
cosmológico a la revolución molecular de la
consciencia cuántica
¡AMANDLA! Global Education Magazine se basa en una nueva consciencia
enfocada en la ética, la solidaridad y la cooperación como valores imprescindibles
para el futuro común de la humanidad. Una humanidad cuya compleja pluriculturalidad es heredera del mismo código genético, cósmico-biológico e histórico-cultural,
pues procedemos de la misma evolución cósmica post Big Bang. En consecuencia, el
principio antrópico cosmológico, subyacente en la existencia de la vida humana, implica vislumbrar un nuevo horizonte transhumanista colectivo.
Rumbo a ese horizonte, los Derechos Humanos son un farol y un punto de
referencia que ayuda a los navegantes del siglo XXI a comprender mejor los valores
transnacionales, la vida autopoiética, la dignidad multidimensional, la equidad
transcultural, la solidaridad transhumanista, la convivencia planetaria, la paz global,
el conocimiento complejo y la libertad cósmica.
Para ello, la sociedad-mundo necesita una revolución molecular cognitiva que
correlacione la inteligencia, el pensamiento y la consciencia como las bases neurobiológicas interdependientes de la comprensión ecológica del espíritu humano. En
este sentido, la evolución común del ser humano es un horizonte gnoseológico
multirreferencial que debe respetar la transnaturaleza de la naturaleza humana: la
consciencia cuántico-cosmológica.
Los fundamentos electromágneticos de la consciencia son una propiedad y
una manifestación de la vida. De hecho, la vida y la consciencia son dos aspectos del
mismo fenómeno de rizoma que interconecta el universo entero: el multiverso. De
esta forma, los horizontes epistemológicos del siglo XXI, con la aparición de la
teoría de los multiversos, deben dotar de sensibilidad nuestras consciencias para
considerar la vida como una excepción cosmológica que nos interconecta con el
todo.
Del mismo modo que el mundo cuántico “está escondido” en el mundo
astrofísico, los Derechos Humanos deben ser abordados desde una consciencia
cuántica que transcienda el espacio-tiempo y relacione el todo con las partes. Son las

interacciones entre individuos las que producen las sociedades, pero son las
sociedades las que producen al individuo. Por tanto, la evolución individual y la
evolución social se condicionan mutuamente. Los Derechos Humanos son, pues, una
autotranscendencia basada en la co-evolución.
La evolución biosférica de la humanidad demanda una mutación
neurocuantológica que contemple todas las dimensiones del ser humano. Hablamos
de navegar por las fuerzas gravitacionales y electromagnéticas de la consciencia
cósmica a través de nuevos programas educativos transculturales, transreligiosos,
transpolíticos y transnacionales que nos permitan desarrollar la potencialidad
cognitiva reflexiva de crear una nueva visión espiritual de Gaia.
Para alcanzar esa simbiosis entre culturas y civilizaciones, se requiere un
cambio de paradigma político, educativo y de pensamiento. Para ello, debemos
apropiarnos internamente de los Objetivos de Desarrollo del Milenio de las Naciones
Unidas, para lograr una consciencia espiritual y cosmológica que nos
corresponsabilice con el actual escenario global de pobreza, violencia y exclusión. Si
nuestras partículas subatómicas están compuestas por la energía heredada del Bing
Bang, debemos escuchar nuestros corazones y correlacionar en fase la naturaleza de
nuestras consciencias: creando el imperativo ético universal que nos movilice para
erradicar el hambre y la pobreza extrema de los 2,6 billones de hermanos y hermanas
que viven con menos de 2 dólares al día.

Javier Collado Ruano
Director de Edición
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STATEMENT BY FW DE KLERK ON THE DEATH OF NELSON MANDELA
It was with the greatest sadness
that I have learned of the death
of Nelson Mandela. My wife
Elita and I would like to convey
our deepest condolences to his
wife, Graça Machel, the
Mandela family and their
friends, to the ANC and indeed
to the entire South African
nation.
South Africa has lost one of its
founding fathers and one of its
greatest sons.
I first met Nelson Mandela on 13
December 1989, a few months
after I became president. We did
not discuss any substantive
Resource: www.fwdeklerk.org
issues and spent most of the time
sizing one another up. We both reached the conclusion that we would be able to do
business with one another.

the negotiations were not derailed. In the concession speech that I made after the
ANC’s victory in our first non-racial election on 27 April 1994, I congratulated Mr
Mandela on the role that he had played during the negotiations:
"Mr Mandela will soon assume the highest office in the land with all the awesome
responsibility which it bears. He will have to exercise this great responsibility in
a balanced manner which will assure South Africans from all our communities
that he has all their interests at heart. I am confident that this will be his
intention. Mr Mandela has walked a long road, and now stands at the top of the
hill. A traveller would sit and admire the view. But the man of destiny knows that
beyond this hill lies another and another. The journey is never complete. As he
contemplates the next hill, I hold out my hand to Mr Mandela - in friendship and
in co-operation."
During his presidency, Mr Mandela did indeed use his great responsibility to assure
South Africans from all our communities that he had all their interests at heart. He
made a unique contribution not only to the establishment of our constitutional
democracy but also to the cause of national reconciliation and nation-building.
Even in his well-deserved retirement he continued to be a force for reconciliation and
social justice - not only in South Africa, but throughout the world. In later years, when
we had both retired from the hurly-burly of political life, my wife Elita and I became
friends with Nelson Mandela and his wife Graça Machel.

At my next meeting with him, on 9 February 1990, we discussed his imminent release,
scheduled for 11 February. He was initially taken aback and insisted that the release
would have to be delayed to give the ANC time to make the necessary arrangements. I
said that that would not be possible but, in a spirit of compromise, agreed that he would
be able to choose the place of his release. He chose Cape Town.

Nelson Mandela’s courage, charm and commitment to reconciliation and to the
Constitution, were an inspiration not only for South Africans but for the whole world. I
believe that his example will live on and that it will continue to inspire all South
Africans to achieve his vision of non-racialism, justice, human dignity and equality for
all.

In the years that followed, it was an honour for me to have been able to work with Mr
Mandela in the process that led to the adoption of the interim Constitution and our first
democratic elections in April 1994. Although we were political opponents - and
although our relationship was often stormy - we were always able to come together at
critical moments to resolve the many crises that arose during the negotiation process.

Tata, we shall miss you - but know that your spirit and example will
always be there to guide us to the vision of a better and more just
South Africa.

One such moment was the assassination of Chris Hani on 10 April 1993 when Nelson
Mandela was able to use his great moral authority to call for calm and to ensure that

Issued by the FW de Klerk Foundation Cape Town, 6 December
2013.
Statement by FW de Klerk
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leading centre on the field of human rights (more than 100) and above
everything, the Writing Committee, made this project possible. In Previous
years, there was a provisional version written by the Scientific Committee. But,
what is the UDEHR?

O

ver the past decades, massive changes have taken place in the world.

Without going any further, 65 years have passed since The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly. Member States of the United Nations have realized the necessity of a
binding document (considering that UDHR is no legally binding) due to weight
reasons, such as providing welfare to their citizens and protecting them before
the law. Since then, many documents have been written, adopted and ratified,
trying to make the world a better place to live for all human beings. Hence, the
two Covenants were born: the ‘International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights’ (ICCPR) and the ‘International Covenant on Social, Economic and
Cultural Rights’ (ICESCR). The most relevant rights of first and second
generation are included in both Covenants including their respective Optional
Protocols.
With regards to the celebration of the Human Rights Day, one could think
that it would be interesting to analyse a new document related to human rights.
The issue in question is a text named The Universal Declaration of Emerging
Human Rights (UDEHR) written by Human Rights Institute of Catalonia, from
Spain (IHRC). The IHRC was created more than twenty years ago The Institute,

As the website of the Institute describes, the UDEHR is an instrument of
the international civil society, addressed to state actors and other kind of
institutions for the crystallisation of human rights in the new millennium. It
surfaced from a discussion which took place during the dialogue organised by
the Institute as part of the Universal Forum of Cultures Barcelona in 2004,
entitled “Human Rights, Emerging Necessities and New Compromises”. The
document is available in four languages: Catalonian, Spanish, English and
French.
This Declaration was born from the need of improving current societies;
after the monumental social, technological and political changes that
globalisation has posed to our contemporary society, and after more than 5
decades of the UDHR, it seems is necessary to update the law. It is clear by the
context that this new declaration is not designed to challenge or replace existing
instruments which protect human rights. Instead, it complements the already
existing documents, and addresses the human rights issue from a different
perspective. It gives the chance to NGO’s and other national and international
groups to speak up, since traditionally they lacked the opportunity and
instruments to raise their voices for human rights.
The Declaration is divided in two parts. The first one starts with an
explanation of the necessity for such a text. It continues with a branch
denominated “values”. This one explains some core values enshrined in the
UDHR such as freedom, equality and fraternity, as well as justice, peace and
dignity. It puts peace in a historical context in which people around the world
have found themselves involved in wars, terroristic attacks and globalization
without equality for everyone. It enumerates and describes in depth a list of
remarkable values: dignity, life, equality, solidarity, coexistence, peace, liberty,
and knowledge. To conclude, there is a checklist with main “principles” with
7
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which the UDEHR compromises: the principle of human security, the principle
of non-discrimination, the principle of social inclusion, the principle of
coherence, the principle of horizontality, the principle of interdependence, the
principle of multiculturality, the principle of political participation, the
principle of gender, the principle of demandability, and the principle of
common responsibility. Some of those principles are also present in the UDHR,
but most of them are new additions.
The second part of the declaration is based on rights. It starts with a
description and explanation of The Universal Declaration of Emerging Human
Rights and finishes with a section divided in six groups where the main theme
is ‘democracy’. These groups are compound with a total of forty articles.
Succinctly, these are the main groups: the right to egalitarian democracy, the
right to pluralistic, the right to parity, the right to participatory, the right to
solidarity, and the right to guarantees in democracy.
Some articles deserve a special attention. Perhaps, the most remarkable
one is the article 1 ‘the right to egalitarian democracy’ which entails “the right
of all human beings and communities, to their survival, to water and
sanitation, to energy and adequate basic food, and to not suffer starvation. All
individuals have the right to a continuous and sufficient supply of electricity
and to free access to drinking water in order to satisfy their basic needs of life”
(UDEHR, page 84). It should not be necessary to remark it, but unfortunately
people around the world keep fighting against hunger. Besides, the third
paragraph of art. 1 talks about the right to basic income, which has never been
mentioned in existing declarations.
Article 6, right to parity democracy, is significantly important; it defines
the equality between men and women in societies. The rest of articles
enumerate the basic principles of democracy, such as respect for rule of law
(‘all human beings should respect International Law’), fair trial, right and duty
to eradicate hunger and extreme poverty, and many others.

www.globaleducationmagazine.com

The aim of this new declaration is to proclaim new rights besides those
which are already in the UDHR. Why is it called “Emerging Human Rights”?
With the passing of the time, law became outdated. It is indispensable to
update it so that it will serve the needs of the societies. Nowadays, the
definition of freedom is not the same as it was fifty years ago. Five decades
ago, people strove for freedoms and rights and it is thank to their struggle that
societies can enjoy them today. At this moment, nations fight for rights that
they still do not have. This declaration tries to fill that lack of rights that other
important documents do not cover.
There is no doubt that all rights brought together in this declaration
constitute an update in the field of human rights. It takes into account the new
social realities, and the implementation of a qualified democracy through an
exhaustive set of articles. However, it is concerning the fact that it has been
named as emerging human rights, which may eroded the nature of the human
rights as basic of minimum standard.

“When a man is denied the right to live the
life he believes in, he has no choice but to
become an outlaw.”
Nelson Mandela
Ruth Marjalizo González
Refugees, Women and Human Rights Section
Manager
E-mail: ruth.mg@globaleducationmagazine.com
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“SOLIDARIDAD SIN FRONTERAS PARA LOS
DERECHOS HUMANOS DE LOS REFUGIADOS”
ENTREVISTA A OSVALDO LAPORT, EMBAJADOR DE BUENA VOLUNTAD DE ACNUR
POR$RUTH$MARJALIZO$GONZÁLEZ
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Ruth Marjalizo: Señor Laport, en primer lugar, gracias por darnos la
oportunidad de compartir algo de su tiempo en un día tan importante
como hoy: el Día de los Derechos Humanos. En segundo lugar, gracias por
querer compartir con nuestros lectores y lectoras sus experiencias y
conocimientos, teniendo en cuenta que una persona como usted tiene que
tener una agenda muy apretada y un tiempo limitado. Actualmente reside
en Argentina, donde imaginamos que vive muy feliz. ¿Ha vuelto alguna vez
a Uruguay en los últimos 30 años?
Osvaldo Laport: Para quienes tenemos el privilegio de echar raíces en lo más
sur de las Américas, la distancia entre estos pueblos no existe, no sólo porque
sus caminos no los van uniendo, sino que sus aguas tampoco nos separan y sus
vínculos, la familiaridad, los afectos, sus costumbres, culturas y conciencia de
pueblos libres y en paz, hace que la cotidianidad y la vuelta a casa, sea
constante, segura y protegida.

RM: Uruguay se encuentra entre los 6 mejores países del mundo para
envejecer. ¿Le sorprende esta noticia? ¿Volvería a Uruguay y envejecer
allí?
OL: Sí, soy consciente de su privilegio, como confieso también que me
enorgullece. Y aunque parezca obvio contarlo, en uno de mis últimos viajes a
Montevideo invitado para la entrega de los premios “Iris” mientras
esperábamos con Viviana mi Sra. la hora del evento, tomados de la mano y
observando la inmensidad de su océano desde el balcón de la habitación del
hotel, nos prometimos envejecer juntos en ese lugar.
RM: Si hay algo en lo que personalmente envidio al pueblo uruguayo es su
Presidente. En mi opinión, José Mujica es el Presidente que todo Estado
debería tener. Usted el año pasado le ofreció su apoyo en una conferencia
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con relación al tema refugiados. ¿Cómo fue ese encuentro y cómo es el
Presidente? ¿Es tal y cómo dicen?
OL: Agradezco profundamente su sensibilidad de rescatar la sensibilidad de un
hombre que más allá de los colores, aromas partidarios, aciertos o desaciertos
en su política, es así; es un hombre con la
autenticidad de lo simple, de lo transparente, exponiendo siempre la honestidad y la franqueza como
patrimonio a disposición de su pueblo y de los
pueblos que con sus hombres quieran imitarlo.
Atesoro en mi visita como embajador de ACNUR
junto a la directora regional de América del Sur la
Sra. Eva Demant, su calidez, su buen humor y la
preocupación constante por resolver y calmar el
dolor de los refugiados del mundo.
RM: Hablando de refugiados, recientemente leí
un artículo que hablaba que el 53% de
re f u g i a d o s q u e a l b e r g a U r u g u a y s o n
colombianos. Fue una petición de Ecuador que
se vio desbordado con el flujo de refugiados
provenientes de Colombia. ¿Cómo son las
políticas de su país en referencia con los
refugiados?

Junto a Pepe Mojica

OL: Bella oportunidad para decirte “gracias querido Ecuador, por tu
hospitalidad, por tu generosidad, espíritu solidario, por ocupar el puesto número
siete en el mundo como país receptor y de brazos abiertos a los refugiados del
mundo y especialmente con los hermanos colombianos, hermanos refugiados
que testimoniaron en mi visita humanitaria a Ecuador. ¡¡¡GRACIAS!!!”
En junio del 2009, Montevideo (Uruguay) se sumó a la lista de ciudades
solidarias con los refugiados del mundo a fin de posibilitar una mejor
integración de quienes llegan al país en búsqueda de protección. De esta
manera, Montevideo retribuye a la comunidad internacional por todo lo que han
recibido aquellos uruguayos que durante la dictadura tuvieron que escapar para
salvar sus vidas. En lo personal, uno de mis hermanos mayores debió solicitar
asilo político y exiliarse fuera del país durante muchísimos años. Es por eso

también que en mi visita al Sr. Presidente José (pepe) Mujica le ofrecí la
posibilidad de liderar la campaña del voto consular y lograr por fin que todos
los uruguayos lejos del país pudiesen ser partícipes y no excluidos de su tierra.
Los invito entonces para una mejor información, entrar en la dirección que
aporto, donde uno de los últimos comunicados, explica la experiencia que se
realizará con refugiados colombianos repatriados
del Ecuador, y reasentarlos en campamentos
uruguayos. http://t.co/0zdsDqyKWf
RM: Me gustaría continuar con algo muy
relevante para un día como el de hoy. En 2004
donó parte de las ganancias de su perfume
Tiempo a ACNUR. ¿De dónde vino esta idea?
OL: Para una plaza artística pequeña, como
sucede en nuestros pueblos, hablando siempre de
las posibilidades de trabajo o continuidad en ellas,
me confieso un privilegiado que mi personaje
hayan traspasado fronteras internacionalizando mi
carrera. Fue ahí entonces, que decidí compartir un
porcentaje de las ganancias de una de las
fragancias que curiosamente había bautizado
TIEMPO DE PAZ (sin saber claro está) que el
destino sería ACNUR, curiosamente ACNUR con su lucha por la PAZ.
Buceando e informándome de esta organización, recordé a mi querida madre
cuando contaba que desde muy niño yo; siempre decía que ‘debería existir una
gran goma de borrar para borrar todas las fronteras entre los pueblos del
mundo’. Y también tenía que ser ACNUR, porque son muchas las mujeres y los
niños del mundo que han acompañado a mis personajes, mi carrera artística; y
porque son muchas las mujeres y los niños del mundo que ACNUR acompaña,
víctimas de la persecución, la discriminación, que caminan silenciosamente
dentro del éxodo más largo de la historia de la humanidad .Y fue ahí entonces,
que decidí compartir esas ganancias con las mujeres y los niños de ACNUR.
RM: Poco después de eso y de varias apariciones en televisión y radio
apoyando a los refugiados de todo el mundo, se convirtió en embajador de
Buena Voluntad del Alto Comisionado de las Naciones Unidas para los
11
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Refugiados (ACNUR), el primero en Latino América. ¿Qué significa eso
para usted?

© Martín Fernandez / ACNUR

OL: Significa la responsabilidad y el compromiso de visibilizar las crisis
humanitarias del mundo, pero es más que eso, es también mi responsabilidad y
compromiso, concienciar en nuestros pueblos que la solidaridad no debe tener
fronteras. Que lo que sucede en Siria, Congo, Somalia, Pakistán, Irak, etc. etc.
etc. también son nuestra gente, nuestros hermanos, que por más que sean
pueblos distantes geográficamente y distantes en sus realidades, mañana podemos ser
nosotros; uno de ellos. Porque refugiados
podemos ser todos, en cualquier momento,
en cualquier rincón del planeta, no debemos,
no podemos olvidar que cargamos en
nuestros hombros, con una historia de
exilio, huidas y escapes para salvar nuestras
vidas, producida por una cruel y tremenda
dictadura militar vivida. Y que las crisis o
crueldades humanitarias como yo les llamo,
que viven estos hombres y mujeres, son
crisis o crueldades producidas también por
hombres y mujeres, víctimas del poder, la
maldad y la ignorancia.

perdón “Perdón: En nombre de todos los hombres del mundo” Por eso,
aprovecho en el Día de los Derechos de la Humanidad a pedir perdón en
nombre de todos los hombres, porque estoy convencido del arrepentimiento a
todas las personas víctimas, de todo tipo de violencia y persecución, deseando
todos de corazón que muy pronto recuperen la paz para lograr por fin vivir en
libertad. Los invito entonces a visitar mi Facebook Osvaldo Laport Oficial
(https://www.facebook.com/osvaldolaportoficial) en el link Seamos todos
embajadores de ACNUR y podrán visualizar diferentes documentales de mis
viajes. “Un Amigo en el infierno” (documental del viaje a Congo, en tres capítulos) “Rehenes del miedo” (documental de viaje a
Ecuador frontera con Colombia) “Rostros
Distintos” (documental Ecuatoriano)
RM: Bien es sabido que ACNUR está
totalmente desbordada con el flujo de
refugiados sirios provenientes de una
guerra que comenzó ya hace dos años y
continúa sin ver una fecha de caducidad
cercana. ¿Qué nos puede decir sobre la
situación? ¿Cree que algún día dejará de
existir la palabra refugiado?

OL: Creo que la caducidad de los
RM: En 2009 viajó al Congo como embaenfrentamientos históricos de muchos
jador de buena voluntad, y de ese viaje se
pueblos, depende sólo del despertar del
realizó un documental con su experiencia
nuevo hombre, un nuevo hombre sensible al
¿Podría hablarnos de su viaje? ¿Cómo
desapego, al fanatismo, donde la palabra y el
fue la experiencia vivida? ¿Algo que destacompromiso con el otro sean solo los camiViaje de Osvaldo Laport a la República Democrática del Congo
car para nuestros lectores que vio o vivió?
nos que porten esa gran goma de borrar para
desaparecer por fin las fronteras. Cuando se crea ACNUR en 1950 para acomOL: A casi cinco años de ese mi primer viaje y en el Día de los Derechos
pañar a las víctimas de la segunda guerra mundial, lo hacen con la misma ingeHumanos, quiero rescatar humildemente el texto que plasmé en el libro de
nuidad e incredulidad que hoy también tenemos muchos de los que deseamos
visitas, en un hospital en la Provincia de Kivu Norte, donde se atendían solo la
un mundo mejor. Cuando comienzan a crear los estatutos y mandatos de esta
reconstrucción vaginal a mujeres víctimas de crímenes de guerra sexual. Ahí
organización, lo hacen con el lema TRABAJAR PARA DESAPARECER, ellos
tuve la posibilidad de testimoniar la historia de Kavira, una de tantas y de todas
creían que en un término de tres a cuatro años, terminarían con la protección a
las mujeres, sin importar la edad, víctima de esta barbarie. Y fue poder pedir
estas víctimas y la organización desaparecería… ¿¿Usted me pregunta querida
12
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amiga si dejaría de existir la palabra refugiados?? Han pasado ya más de seis
décadas… y me da pudor plasmar en su entrevista el número de los millones de
víctimas que se han sumado en la actualidad bautizados con la palabra
refugiados.

dolor, hasta el peligro, pero sin perder jamás, la posibilidad de la esperanza, la
alegría, el abrazo, la paz y la libertad.

RM: Y para finalizar, ¿cree en la libertad de circulación o cree que eso
incrementaría el desarrollo de las metrópolis y nos dejaría los pueblos y
pequeñas ciudades despobladas?

RM: Muchísimas gracias por su sinceridad, sus palabras y dedicación.
Esperando que nuestros lectores hayan disfrutado leyendo como nosotros
conociéndole, le deseamos lo mejor y esperamos volver a encontrarle
pronto. Ha sido todo un placer.

OL: Para la Convención de Ginebra los derechos de un refugiado como los
derechos de un solicitante de asilo son los mismos; los mismos derechos y la
misma protección. Pero por más que sean derechos internacionales, puede
diferir según los intereses de cada estado, de cada país, o política de turno. Y no
pasa solo en países en desarrollo, también en las llamadas potencias del primer
mundo. Si no hay una política del cuidado a la no discriminación, al derecho
igualitario con el extranjero, desde la educación en las escuelas, en las
instituciones, públicas, privadas, la sociedad toda, etc., fomentando el derecho a
la salud, a la educación, al trabajo, a todo individuo que circule por sus calles
con la necesidad fundamentada de protección internacional y concienciar la
libertad de circulación entre pueblos y hermanos, la historia de nuestro planeta
sería diferente.
Ahora, si la preocupación es que los pueblos o ciudades pequeñas, se transformen en lugares fantasmas, vuelvo a citar lo ya manifestado anteriormente, los
estados deberían fomentar políticas alternativas como la que experimenta
Uruguay asentando a ciudadanos colombianos en campos, terrenos ricos en
agricultura, ganadería y no solo para trabajarlos y producirlos, sino también
para darles la posibilidad a estos hombres, mujeres y niños de echar raíces y
volver a empezar. Si esta política se implementara estratégicamente, con el debido respeto al otro, con inteligencia, sensibilidad, fomentando en todo
momento el diálogo y no el autoritarismo, sensibilizaríamos al resentimiento, la
discriminación, la xenofobia, el fanatismo, la violencia generalizada y a todos
los actos que han llevado a los hombres, al enfrentamiento y a la división.

Perdón, gracias, Osvaldo Laport.

“Rehenes del miedo” (documental de viaje a Ecuador frontera con Colombia)

Para finalizar, permítanme exteriorizar la alegría que como embajador de buena
voluntad del ACNUR me privilegia la posibilidad de conocernos, conocernos
los hombres todos, poniéndome al borde siempre del asombro, la impotencia, el
13
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Javier Collado Ruano: Today, 10th December 2013, we celebrate the 65º
anniversary of Universal Declaration of Human Rights. For this reason,
we have a special person with us to commemorate it. Allow me to
introduce Ms. Marta Benavides, a good friend from El Salvador and an
international activist working on culture of peace, sustainability,
inclusiveness, human rights and women equality. Marta, thank you
very much to open us your heart one more time.
Marta Benavides: Gracias, the pleasure is mine. I see UNESCO as a key
instrument to work for culture of peace, which is the real expression of real
development and real security. I have just returned from visiting and
working with rural and coastal communities, 6 hours trip, from the coast to
the mountains and the valleys. Also to share with you that in the context
of this year’s International Day of Human Rights, we are launching the
Free University for Peace for Knowledge and Practices for
Sustainability.
JCR: I wanted to start by remembering Latin America in the 1970s, at
that time, El Salvador and other countries of the region were under
dictatorships. A context which Mr. Eduardo Galeano expresses very
well in his book “Open Veins of Latin America”, and a period that you
lived with intensity, vehemence and passion. How do you remember
those years? What do you feel it has changed since then?
MB: The reality is that the 70’s are the result of the national security
doctrine, which was imposed by fire all over the world, and in particular in
Latin America and the Caribbean. This was a way to keep law and order so
those military regimes, which were imposed as dictatorships earlier in the
20th century could keep in power, and allow the national oligarchies to
continue their enrichment, while in collusion with international enterprises
which were established in each country. The dictatorships, some were
family dynasties, were awarded loans by foreign industrialized governments
to train and arm the military and police, to keep law and order by force, so
labor would work at low wages, with no rights, and to stop the demands of
peasant movements for land and water rights. This was a time of terrible
repression and oppression against the leaders and members of those

Interview by Javier Collado Ruano
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movements: students, journalists, artists, and any thinking person who dared think
different, and expressed it. I recommend that people do read Eduardo Galeano’s
“Open Veins of Latin America”, and better yet, read all his books. They are a great
gift to humanity’s search for truth and enlightenment. It is important to see that the
70’s are the direct expression and result of the extractive paradigm that was forced
in the whole of the continent of the Americas, by the colonial enterprise, and the
slavery system, which has continued in various forms since 1492 to this date.
Impoverishment, hunger, inequalities became the life of the peoples of the continent, and so was also the destruction of Mother Earth. This is still the reality in the
continent, which includes the Caribbean.
In terms of changes… for me it is problematic to say that much has changed. It is
only the ways in which the extraction continues. Just recently, late November 2013,
we have witnessed a presidential fraud in Honduras, which comes to legitimize a
previous coup d’etat, and all the human rights violations and violence being
suffered by the peoples of Honduras, in particular against the first nations and
Garifuna peoples, and in favor of the rule of organized crime in the region.
JCR: And what do you think it remains to be done yet in this region?
MB: The violence that affects almost all nations from Mexico to Colombia must be
resolved. This is mostly linked to organized crime that is related to drug trafficking,
with its related human and arms traffic. All these is related to the ever increasing
demand and drug consumption of citizens in industrialized nations. The problem is
that now we see that some of the countries in the route are now becoming consumers. The issue of inequalities is major too, as the continent is seen as the one which
is most unequal. These discriminations and lack of opportunities affect the most
impoverished, in particular youth/children, first nations, afro descendants, women,
rural and coastal peoples, older adults, persons with special situations and
challenges. The case of youth is difficult in particular, and in the Central American
region it is notable the presence of very dangerous and violent gangs. These gangs
now seem to be also relating to organized crime. Because of this situation, there is
serious talk to increment the numbers of policemen. However this can be a major
problem, given the traditional corruption and repression practices of those forces.
To work on these concerns is urgent, but it is dangerous to adopt the militarization
“solution”. Another aspect that is urgent is the migration of large percentage of the
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populations seeking work and opportunities in industrialized nations of the north,
not only because of trans culturization, but also because of the disruption of the
social fiber in each nation and families.
JCR: In this sense, what is your opinion about the economical and political
organizations of SICA (Central American Integration System), with
headquarter in El Salvador, and Mercosur? What should it be their
geopolitical role for the coming years?
MB: I think they and other related counterparts, like the regional parliaments are
very good instruments that have not played as yet, the real roles that they must.
Most citizens do not see their added value, and feel that it is a waste of economic
and political resources, but in this age of globalization, and given the
internationalization of major situations and problems, such as water, energy,
migration, trade, employment, professionalization of careers, pollution/climate
change, and sustainability in particular, such bodies are important and must fulfill
their charge the sooner the better. The citizenry must be educated to participate for
the effective use of these entities and processes.
JCR: Doing a parallelism of those reflections, when we were attending the
conference “Building a Global Citizens Movement”, co-organised by DEEEP/
CONCORD in collaboration with CIVICUS and GCAP, we talked about the
future of world-society in so many ways. We dialogued about the role of
current technological revolutions as greatest transition in human history, with
the creation of an emergent planetary civilization. I commented to you that
quantum computers, Artificial Intelligence, nanotechnology applied in health,
alternative energy and space travels will change radically the human life in
coming decades. Then, you replied with a big smile, inviting me to be part of
your project “23rd Century Movement for Sustainable Peace”. But, what is this
project and why you are working in? Could you remind it to all the readers of
Global Education Magazine, please?
MB: I think that what you were talking about, is here, and more is coming… it is
like saying that by the year 2030 there will be travel to Mars… forget the moon,
no? technology is moving very fast, and it changes society quantitatively and
especially qualitatively… people and societies are driven by each new invention,
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innovation…at this point I really wonder, who or what is moving what? I see that
people run and even sleep at the door, regardless of how cold or hot it is, just to get
the new gadget, that seems to be giving direction and meaning to their lives. The
poems and delight on stars seem to be absent in
their lives, oblivious just the same to what is
going on in the world, financial bubbles,
drones, wars, and COPs (Conferences of the
Gov Parties) no matter what number it is, but
usually ending with no effective results, it does
not matter, but getting the new gadget does. I
worry and ask, where is friendship, care for
quality, community, justice, peace, integrity of
“creation”?, where is the soul and character,
critical thinking, integrity and commitment to a
world for all and a planet that is well?
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healthy planet. Now, every person practices quantum physics, regardless, for we see
the world that we have created and continue to create: we are ready to go to Mars,
and not to heal the planet, right?! but this is not necessarily mindful, intentional
practice and the best use of quantum physics. We are
here on Mother Earth as humans, and our purpose is to
become truly humane, as we make our choices and
decide the purpose of our existence, for we are already
in Mars, in the universe, in the moon, but we are still
looking for our soul… human rights, and the economic,
social and cultural rights of peoples, and the practices
for the care of the planet are the ways to be about the
exercise of our full humanity.
JCR: Talking about all that, what is your opinion
about the role of Global Citizenship Education to
achieve a transnational and transcultural
consciousness about glocal problems? How could
future generations build a transpolitical and
transhumanist democracy based in rights to
freedom, equity and fraternity emanated from
Universal Declaration of Human Rights?

The “23rd Century Movement for Sustainable
Peace” is a movement to practice culture of
peace, which is based on sustainability
principles, the mindfulness of who we are, and
the power we are. In this practice we are to
understand that each action is a seed, which
MB: As I see it, the UN plays a most important role in
creates the future that is to come. We must
the discernment of what is going on in the world, the
remember that we reap what we plant. We are
whys and how of that, and on what can and must be
the creators of present and future, thus, it is
done to guarantee quality of life for all present and
important that we educate ourselves to be about
future generations and for the care of Mother Earth.
intentional being-ness, as persons and
The way negotiations come about is a key aspect to
collectively. For the future will not come to us
this, generally speaking, governments do not have as
Marta Benavides speaking at the conference “Building a Global Citizen Movement”
by decree, but it can be justified by a decree.
central concerns the aspects that the UN must be about, thus the politics of that
For example we can affirm that trade is the motor of change, development and
result in great shortcomings in benefits for peoples and nature. The colonial
progress, and this is true. But be mindful, what kind of change, development and
paradigm continues to weigh strongly in the direction and decision making in the
progress?, where would it lead?, who will benefit or profit?, does it take into
negotiations and agreements. We need to be about real education, at this moment
account the quality of life of peoples up to the seventh generation, and the care of
more than ever. We must decolonize our minds and practices, and know what is of
Mother Earth? This acknowledgment and practice, purposely choosing each action
value, and what must be valued. At this moment we must educate on the side of life,
mindful of the seventh generation, is the real use of what is called quantum physics:
that is, prioritizing all aspects to the care of the planet and nature, and the care of
to create the world of justice and peace that are needed for all to be well, living in a
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peoples. The Declaration of Human Rights, the convention on the Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights of Peoples, (as well as conventions such as the right to live in
peace, the right to development, right to self determination-and the right to free,
previous, informed to proceed to any consent. Agenda 21 in all its aspects, must be
at the center of quality education for sustainable practices at the personal as well as
collective levels. These are formative aspects of education. However they have not
been at the core of education, rather pragmatism has been, people are not educated
to think critically, but usually learn to choose for profit, not quality, and least quality
of life, not understanding at all the web of life, of how all is related, and the oneness
we all are, thus how the local is global and vice versa. UNESCO is the entity that
can, and must be about this, yet for the very historical, economic, political and
pragmatic reasons I have already pointed out, most countries, do not see it in this
way, and do not apply it to the educational programs. In my country for example, it
has been easier to save money by having fewer hours for public education, and to
train for employment in low wage factories or call centers, and short contract jobs.
JCR: All those humanitarian and visionary ideas remind me of the UN
Millennium Development Goals- MDGs. In 2015 there will be an opportunity
to reflect on future steps for the common life of world-society. What would
your suggestions be for civil society? And for local and international
governments?
MB: The 2015 development process, to review the MDGs has been going on for a
few months now. And there are some results already. It is clear that eradication of
poverty continues to be a key aspect that has not been fulfilled, as well as the
intentionality in the care of the planet. It is clear also that the very people who suffer
impoverishment, discriminations and inequalities were never properly integrated
into the MDG processes, nor in the creation of them. So, it is important to create
ways to actually remediate such weakness, and now there is talk about making sure
that the New Development Agenda Post 2015 must guarantee that NO ONE IS
LEFT BEHIND. This New Development Agenda Post 2015--the merger of the
MDGs and the resulting Sustainable Development Goals- SDGs-- is to take us to
2030. The UN process on Financing for Development/FfD, works to understand and
map out the present financial architecture, and what the needed architecture for
sustainability must look like. I think that people the world over should learn about
these processes. Universities, education in general, the information society must be
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about this. UNESCO must play an important leading role to bring about this new
culture, which is the concrete expression of Culture of Peace. This is really urgent
and important because we are in a new era, not an era of changes, but a new era, of
global and planetary citizenship, for personal, local, and collective fulfillment, thus
the personal and local must play an important and determining role.
JCR: What structural changes are necessary to introduce in glocal panorama
to achieve the eradication of poverty?
MB: On this point is necessary to understand that poverty is the result of wrong
priorities, that there are structural conditions that create impoverishment, that there
are still colonial practices, and an international division of labor, that are expressed
at all levels that depend on inequalities, discrimination, extraction for exploitation of
humans and planet. These must be dealt with intentionally, again, besides the
political will, education is a major factor.
JCR: In a pragmatic awareness framework, how is Global Call to Action
Against Poverty (GCAP) working in nowadays and what is your role as cochair?
MB: GCAP is about development of peoples movements to accompany the peoples
who challenge the systems of injustice and exploitation, and the structures that
cannot but result on impoverishment and lack of peace. In this context, we also
monitor the UN and related programs so it be about its real purpose, that of
promoting and guaranteeing real peace and real security. We can accompany the UN
as it works with governments on the MDGs and SDGs, but it is our position to
assure that the voices of those who suffer the impoverishment, discrimination and
inequalities, together with the care of the planet, are at the center of that work, as
well as its results. In this sense, the voice of the peoples of the Least Developed
Countries-LDCs, Least Industrialized Countries- LICs, Small Island States-SISs,
Land Locked States-LLSs must be heard as a priority for the goals to be properly
created. It is also our call to work with any other actors in the world, at government
and civil society levels, who commit to this call and the challenge for the
eradication of poverty, for justice, liberation and human fulfillment. My role as
GCAP global co chair is precisely to propitiate and be about that.
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JCR: In this sense, and looking to some of your trajectory recognitions, we see
that you were one of the 33 Laureates of the Women´s World Summit
Foundation Prize for Women´s Creativity in Rural Life in 2003. You were also
nominated to Nobel Peace Prize among 1,000 women in 2005 and you were
awarded with the Woman Peacemaker Prize from the Institute of Joan B. Kroc
for Peace and Justice in the University of San Diego in the year 2009. What is
your secret to be full of energy and develop all that hard work? Where did you
get that “biology of love and solidarity”?
MB: I am glad that you ask this question, because here again is about how do we go
at the personal and local level to bring about the culture of peace, and the call for
justice, liberation and human fulfillment, the education began at home, in
childhood, from my mother and father. My sisters and I, of whom I am the oldest,
were taught and raised in the indigenous principles of sustain- ability, and on the
importance of community building for that purpose. There is a spiritual principle
that guides these practices: that we are born to live a useful and meaningful
existence. And we were taught every day, and in every action to reflect and manifest
that. I do not think that families and mothers and fathers are now about that as a
priority. And this is at the root of the present mindless society.
JCR: I can see this reply is in the same frequency of love that Nelson Mandela
described “No one is born hating another person because of the colour of his
skin, or his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if they
can learn to hate, they can be taught to love, for love comes more naturally to the
human heart than its opposite.” He died almost at 95 years of age, 20 years after
he received the Peace Nobel Award along with FW de Klerk. What could our
children learn from him? What kind of lessons you think he leaves for the
humanity?
MB: In his life we see the affirmation that people are born in kindness, and that we
can and must be about the creation of societies that allow for these principles to be
manifested in the most natural way. Kindness is not our second nature, rather it is
our nature, thus it is all about committing to bring that practice out in an effective
way.
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JCR: As you know, 2013 is the 50th anniversary of Martin Luther Kings´
dream. What should it be yours?
MB: My dream is just as Martin’s dream, which is also the dream of Nelson
Mandela, of Mgr Oscar Romero, Chief Seattle, of Simon Bolivar, Jose Marti, of el
Che, of the countless women who were burned alive, because of their wisdom and
solidarious practices. They were all subversives, but you know what?, all of us who
want justice and peace to prevail, in a world of colonial inequalities and injustices,
where women are made to be invisible, and can be raped in all kinds of ways, a
world where the rights, all of them, of the first nations of the world can be denied
and this be considered normal, where slavery and now human trafficking is
acceptable, where massive forced migrations takes peoples away from their homes
and countries, to then go suffer discrimination and exploitations, and it is ok, where
apartheid based on racial or economic exploitation is the rule, any of us that want
all this to end are SUBVERSIVES, for we work to bring above the negated version,
the SUB VERSION, from below, to change it. These are not mere dreams, this is
for sure humanity’s destiny—the real enjoyment of life.
JCR: Finally, just to finish, what should it be your message to all the readers of
Global Education Magazine in the Human Rights Day?
MB: Work with UNESCO, make sure that it is well known and that all levels of
education make it central to the studies, experiences and work. All institutions of
higher learning, in particular universities, and for that matter, state universities,
should, must make it a high priority and central to their programs at all levels in all
aspects. And the national and regional legislators must learn and use the principles
of culture of peace.
JCR: Thank you very much for your time Marta, I hope to see you soon again
in the near future to carry on with our labor together. I also hope this is the
beginning of a long friendship!
MB: Gracias a ti Javier for such a good effort, you can count with my work, and for
sure my friendship as we continue to carry on. I will make sure to keep you and the
work of the magazine in mind. Abrazos.
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Building a Global Citizens Movement: Towards a World Citizens Movement. The Johannesburg Compass: Questions and Orientations
1. Who are we?
As citizens, global and local, and participants of the
‘Building a Global Citizens Movement Johannesburg
Conference 2013’, we acknowledge our responsibility for
the planet and for humanity and we take responsibility for
our individual and collective actions. Collectively, we
acknowledge that to reach a just and sustainable world
which does not maintain the systems of global oppression,
but act to create the change we want to see in the world.
We have the power and capacity to drive change. Change
that is both personally transformative aiming to decolonise our minds, and visible within collective,
community and political actions. And realising that this is a
difficult and sometimes painful process for many of us.
Together, in humility, we started a journey of
transformation and developed a common vision that we
believe will drive a fundamental shift in our world, the way
we work in our organisations, and within our societies. In
humility, we know that we don’t have all the answers, that
we have and many questions. And that we are aware that
we should find new ways of expressing our politics and
therefore this is not a Declaration but a Question we pose
to ourselves and the world.
As change agents we started an experiment of finding new
ways of cooperation among citizens .
2. What is our shared vision for the planet and
humanity?
Together, we believe in a world built on the principles of
Global Justice and Global Citizenship and on various
principles of indigenous wisdom such as Ubuntu, Buen
Vivir and Neighbouring through a multilingual approach
which allows the full expression of those ideas.
A world built on mutual respect and equality in our shared
humanity where we recognise

and accept our differences. A world whose social and
economic systems further the well-being of all people,
while not undermining the planet and future generations.
We aspire to reclaim, protect and nurture our commons and
respect the rights of other living creatures on our planet.
What is global justice? We believe global justice means
equal rights for all including future generations, through
access to resources, knowledge and decision making. This
means that the earth´s natural environment, ecosystems and
knowledge are common property, and should be managed
for the common good.
What is global citizenship? We believe global citizenship
means that all people have access to participate and
influence in a world democracy. The essence of global
citizenship is built upon the involvement of different
groups within decision making. Global citizenship means
that rights should be the same for all peoples and
responsibilities that are proportionate to their possibilities.
The right of freedom of movement and settlement for
everybody has to be respected.

•

To start developing a possible concept of a world
democracy that would not lead to replicate current
oppressive systems and inequality.

•

Start a process as citizens to develop new ways to
safeguard the global resources as common resources,
possibly through establishing a Global Trust.

•

To re-democratise our organisations to be the change
we want to see in the world.

•

Not to speak for the most excluded, the most isolated,
the most impoverished but and ensure they can
participate fully at every level of our movement so they
can speak for themselves.

•

To establish a global mechanism whereby activists can
learn from each other. Global communities can share
reflections on change processes and the demands of
global justice.

•

To build bridges between civil society networks and
engage with other partners such as trade unions.

•

To organise 3 global action days on 3 burning issues
together

3. What is our commitment to act?
We believe that global change will come about when
citizens start acting themselves and that is what we will do
in this journey and beyond. We will deepen our discussions
after this conference and continue the learning and linking.
As first steps on this journey, several of us are taking
initiatives that will:
•

A new way of communicating that speaks from the
hearts and not only the minds, connecting people
through many forms of communication such as storytelling and art.

Conclusion
We will take these questions and considerations as one part
of our learning journey together in building a global
citizens movement. Together we will continue the
discussions how to implement the commitments, linking
our actions together. The questions and considerations are
an open invitation to participate and to learn together and a
living document, and we will revise it through the
participatory open process in the next years.

Resource: deeep.org
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ans l’histoire de l’humanité, nous pouvons célébrer chaque année

depuis 1948, la journée mondiale des droits de l’homme.
Les droits de l’homme, c’est une jolie phrase, me direz-vous!
Cependant, on peut se rappeler qu’elle n’est pas toujours respectée à sa
juste valeur.
Est-ce que chaque pays a le même sens de la définition de la journée
mondiale des droits de l’homme ou a créé sa propre définition?
Enzo adore l’école, cependant il lui arrive d’être confronté à la
méchanceté de ses copains scolaires.
Pourtant, Enzo, est un petit garçon comme les autres enfants de son âge,
curieux, impatient, il aime apprendre et grandit en toute innocence. Enzo a
le cœur grand, il aime sans conditions, partage, respecte. Il est gentil et
aime jouer avec ses copains.
Parfois, il lui arrive de revenir le cœur serré et de vouloir hurler son
mécontentement. Chaque journée d’école ne se ressemble pas.
En cette journée mondiale de la tolérance, de la fraternité, du respect et
d’amour pour tous, mon petit Enzo semble très septique sur les réalités des
droits de l’homme!
On dit, on entend, que nous sommes «Tous égaux en dignité et en
droits…», mais ne fait-on pas semblant de le dire, de l’entendre que de
l’appliquer?

Les droits de l’homme sont aussi bien pour ceux qui ont cette diﬀérence de
couleur, ou qu’ils ont une religion diﬀérente, une diﬀérente culture, ou une
diﬀérence de statut, qu’ils viennent d ’un diﬀérent pays ou qu’ils soient un
mélange de plusieurs cultures!

Enzo a un petit copain, qui a cinq doigts dans chaque main, il a deux
pieds, deux oreilles, une jolie bouche en forme de cœur, un petit nez
retroussé au milieu de son visage, il est aussi grand que mon enfant, beau
et aussi doux qu’une colombe.
Pourtant chaque matin il se fait huer, on lui tire ses jolies bouclettes, on lui
arrache son pull, on lui rit au nez et dans la cour, il est souvent retrouvé
par terre.
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Parce qu’Isaak est de couleur chocolat, qu’il a de
grand yeux noisette, qu’il parle une autre langue que
nous, qu’il vient d’ailleurs, avec sa religion,
accompagné de sa culture. Il est merveilleux de
connaître un nouveau monde à cinq ans.
Dans l’article cinq des droits de l’homme, il est écrit:
«Nul ne sera soumis à la torture, ni à des peines ou
traitement cruels, inhumains ou dégradants.»
Les droits de l’homme sont aussi bien pour ceux qui
ont cette différence de couleur, ou qu’ils ont une
religion différente, une différente culture, ou une
différence de statut, qu’ils viennent d’un différent
pays ou qu’ils soient un mélange de plusieurs
cultures!
Les parents d’Isaak viennent d’un pays lointain, ils
n’ont pas la même culture, le même langage que moi
ou vous, mais aiment leur fils comme j’aime le mien!
Si j’accepte ces nouvelles personnes dans mon pays,
dans mon quotidien, c’est parce que j’estime que ces
personnes enrichissent ma vie. Mais il y a encore des
adultes qui s’opposent aux étrangers venus d’ailleurs.
Parce qu’Isaak et sa famille sont différents et que la
différence fait peur.
Parce qu’il a des personnes qui refuse d’aller plus
loin que leur pays.
Parce qu’il y a des personnes qui ne savent pas
écouter et regarder la beauté des êtres humains.
Certains parents oublient d’éduquer leur enfant avec
un respect, une politesse à autrui, de leur enseigner
l’essentiel des droits, de libertés universelles et
d’encourager à un développement relationnel amical.

Les droits de l’homme commencent dès l’enfance
Dans mes souvenirs, je me rappelle bien de la
déclaration universelle des droits de l’homme, de la
dignité humaine dont le premier article de 1789 qui
stipule que «les hommes naissent et demeurent libres
et égaux en droits.»
Cet article fut repris dans la déclaration de 1948:
«Tous les êtres humains naissent libres et égaux en
dignité et en droits. Ils sont doués de raisons et de
consciences. Ils doivent agir les uns envers les autres
dans un esprit de fraternité.»
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On nous dit aussi que les parents ont, par priorité, le
droit de choisir le genre d’éducation à donner à leurs
enfants.
Mais devons nous cependant être égoïste, oublié que
la terre est ronde, que la terre regroupe différent pays
avec différents visages et de différentes couleurs.
Avons nous le droit de ne pas enseigner à nos enfants
l’amitié avec ses différentes cultures, différentes
religions par ce que nous avons peur?

Quand mon fils revient en larme de son école, ce
n’est pas parce qu’il a chuté en récréation ou encore
qu’il est grondé et puni, mais parce que son ami Isaak
souffre en silence.

Si chacun de nous appliquait les vraies valeurs des
droits de l’homme, sans imposer telle et telle loi, le
monde serait plus heureux et nous pourrions décréter
le «sourire» comme hymne universel.

Dans l’article trois de la déclaration des droits de
l’homme, je peux lire que tout individu a droit à la
vie, à la liberté et à la sûreté de sa personne.

Il ne faut pas oublier que les droits de l’homme ont
été inventés et qu’il faut les respecter. Ne baissons
pas les bras pour nos enfants de demain.

Et parce que mon petit garçon de cinq ans, Enzo
applique cet article, il est autant rejeté que son ami
de couleur chocolat.

J’accompagne tous les matins mon enfant
avec un sourire, et j’ai le
même sourire à la
sortie de l’école
car Isaak est toujours là près de lui.

On ne parle plus de différence, mais d’intolérance!
Enzo protège Isaak, Isaak protège Enzo. Qui protège
nos enfants?
Où sont les droits de l’homme si nous laissons nos
enfants s’humilier à cause de leur différence?
L’article 26 parle des droits à l’éducation:
L’éducation doit viser au plein épanouissement de la
personnalité et au renforcement du respect des droits
de l’homme et des libertés fondamentales. Elle doit
favoriser la compréhension, la tolérance et l’amitié
entre toutes les nations et tous les groupes raciaux ou
religieux, ainsi que le développement des activités des
Nations Unies pour le maintien de la paix.

by Sonia Colasse
Children Bilingual Manager and
author the children bilingual book:
"The Adventures of Enzo"
e-mail: soloinfinity.ws@gmail.com
website: www.soloinfinty.com/enzo
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Introduction

The Reversibility of Economic Social and Cultural Rights in
Crisis Contexts

Abstract: International human rights law has increasingly imposed clearer and more
precise obligations on states in the area of ESCRs. But at the same time there are flexible legal mechanisms to accommodate imperatives arising from the responses that
states need to provide in light of the deepening economic and financial crisis after
2008. The danger is that ESCRs will pay a high price for a crisis caused by the
excesses of unbridled global capitalism which is allergic to any type of constraint or
regulation. While fully aware of the specific weakness of ESCRs accountability
mechanisms, both nationally and internationally, this paper will show how
international law establishes a number of limits – a sort of red line for ESCRs – that
states should not overstep.
Keywords: Human Rights, Socio-Economic Rights, Financial Crisis, United Nations.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the international legal obligation assumed by
states in the area of economic, social and cultural rights (ESCR), and to what extent these
obligations can be modified in response to the global financial crisis which has engulfed the
world economy since August 2008. International human rights law has increasingly imposed
clearer and more precise obligations on states in the area of ESCR. But at the same time
these same laws offer flexible legal mechanisms to accommodate imperatives arising from
the responses that states need to provide in light of the deepening economic and financial
crisis. However, the danger exists, as has happened on many occasions, that ESCR will pay a
high price for a crisis caused by the excesses of unbridled global capitalism which is allergic
to any type of constraint or regulation (1). While fully aware of the specific weakness of
ESCR accountability mechanisms, both nationally and internationally (2), this paper will
show how international law establishes a number of limits – a sort of red line for ESCR –
that states should not overstep.
Nature of state obligations in relation to ESCR
The affirmation of the indivisibility and interdependence of all human rights, as
expressed in most international human rights instruments (3), is often a mere rhetorical
affirmation that conceals the fact that the satisfaction of civil and political rights prevails
over the so-called second-generation rights. One reason adduced to justify the shortfalls in
ESCR is the different nature of the obligations arising from the two categories of rights.
Whereas civil and political rights (CPR) imply immediate obligations (4), ESCR obligations
are, on the contrary, progressive; and it is precisely this progressive nature which has given
rise to numerous problems in interpreting the scope of ESCR. But, it also provides the
rationale for the core issue discussed in this paper: the prohibition of regression in the
fulfillment of ESCR.

Felipe Gómez Isa
Lecturer in Public International Law and researcher for the human rights
institute, Instituto de Derechos Humanos Pedro Arrupe at Deusto
University, Bilbao, (Basque Country, Spain)
e-mail: felipe.gomez@deusto.es
web: www.idh.deusto.es

Article 2.1 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and cultural Rights
(ICESCR) (5) underscores the progressive nature of these rights.
“Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually
and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and
technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving
progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant”
(Author’s italics.)
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From the outset – when the ICESCR was adopted and the subsequent creation of the
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) – it was evident that the main
challenge was the need to define the nature and implications for states of the obligations
arising from the progressive nature of ESCR (6). In order to shed light on this issue, an
experts meeting was held in the Maastricht Centre for Human Rights at the University of Limburg, attended by several members of the CESCR. The most notable outcome of this fruitful
meeting was the Limburg principles on the implementation of the International Covenant on
Economic Social and Cultural Rights (7), which served as a guide and a source of inspiration
for the CESCR during its first years (8). An important element of the Principles is that, in
addition to stating that several immediate obligations derive from the Covenant (9), all states
parties to the ICESCR “have the obligation to begin immediately to take steps to fulfil their
obligations under the Covenant” (10). Based on the guidelines set out by these Principles, the
CESCR drew up its well-known General Comment 3 in 1990, on “The nature of States
parties obligations (Art. 2, par. 1) (11), which was one of the most significant and systematic
attempts to define the scope of the progressive obligations of states in relation to ESCR (12).
First, the Committee begins by acknowledging that “while the Covenant provides for
progressive realization and acknowledges the constraints due to the limits of available
resources, it also imposes various obligations which are of immediate effect.” (13) This
implied a clear break with the distinction that had been drawn between the immediate
obligations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
progressive obligations of the ICESCR, as mentioned above.
The Committee strove to clearly define the progressive nature of the obligations
deriving from the ICESCR and, in doing so, it acknowledged a stark reality: the realization of
ESCR faces huge difficulties owing to the lack of economic resources in many countries,
hence their progressive nature; as states become more developed, they will be better able to
assume greater responsibility in the area of ESCR. In the words of the ICESCR supervising
body, “full realization of all economic, social and cultural rights will generally not be able to
be achieved in a short period of time”(14). Nevertheless, progressive realisation does not
mean that states are exempted from assuming any obligation or that they are free to choose
which obligations they assume. As emphasized by the Committee, “the fact that realization
over time, or in other words progressively, is foreseen under the Covenant should not be misinterpreted as depriving the obligation of all meaningful content.” (15) The Committee is
aware of the need for flexibility to tackle these obligations “… reflecting the realities of the
real world and the difficulties involved for any country in ensuring full realization of
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economic, social and cultural rights.” (16) (Author’s italics.) In this context, the Committee
formulated the most interesting reflections from the point of view of the prohibition of
regression for ESCR. For the Committee, “any deliberately retrogressive measures … would
require the most careful consideration and would need to be fully justified by reference to the
totality of the rights provided for in the Covenant and in the context of the full use of the
maximum available resources” (17). In other words, any retrogressive measure affecting
ESCR should be based, firstly, on a careful study of its impact, bearing in mind the need to
guarantee the totality of the rights provided for in the Covenant (18). Moreover, if a state
intends to take such steps, it should take into account the resources available, including those
provided by international cooperation (19).
This leads to the introduction of a key element when assessing the compatibility or
not of retrogressive measures in the context of ICESCR: priorities. A state must recall its
international ESCR obligations when undertaking social spending cuts, by ensuring that
priority budget areas are not affected. For example, in the case of the right to the highest
attainable standard of health, the Committee has indicated that “investments should not
disproportionately favour expensive curative health services which are often accessible only
to a small, privileged fraction of the population, rather than primary and preventive health
care benefiting a far larger part of the population” (20).
Perhaps the most important consequence of the debate on public spending priorities is
that when the state intends to introduce retrogressive norms or public policies, the burden of
proof is inverted; it is the state’s responsibility to prove the need for the proposed measures
and that they are justified within the totality of rights recognized in the ICESCR. This is the
meaning of the words of the Committee when it refers to the state’s obligations in relation to
the right to the highest attainable standard of health. In their opinion,
“As with all other rights in the Covenant, there is a strong presumption that
retrogressive measures taken in relation to the right to health are not permissible. If
any deliberately retrogressive measures are taken, the State party has the burden of
proving that they have been introduced after the most careful consideration of all
alternatives and that they are duly justified by reference to the totality of the rights
provided for in the Covenant in the context of the full use of the State party's
maximum available resources.” (21)
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On the basis of these declarations, Christian Courtis has indicated that any state that
intends to adopt retrogressive measures will need to prove, first, that there exists a “qualified
state interest”. Then, the state should be able to argue “the imperious nature of the measure”,
and lastly, demonstrate “the in-existence of less restrictive alternative courses of action
affecting the right in question” (22). Furthermore, “the state cannot use general arguments of
public policy, fiscal discipline or refer to other financial or economic gains, but instead must
prove that other rights provided for under the Covenant have been improved by the measure”.
Furthermore, in General Comment 3, the Committee outlines a concept that became
naturalized from then on (24) and which has proved essential in further defining the scope of
the obligations deriving from Article 2.1 of the CESCR. This concept is the essential level of
each right (25). As the Committee states, “a minimum core obligation to ensure the
satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent
upon every State party” (26). The Committee continues “If the Covenant were to be read in
such a way as not to establish such a minimum core obligation, it would be largely deprived
of its raison d'être” (27). On the other hand, the Committee recognises that resource
constraints may seriously affect a state’s capacity to comply with the minimum obligations
which is why, “In order for a State party to be able to attribute its failure to meet at least its
minimum core obligations to a lack of available resources, it must demonstrate that every
effort has been made to use all resources that are at its disposition in an effort to satisfy, as a
matter of priority, those minimum obligations” (28) (Author’s italics). Regarding the right to
water, the Committee considers that “a State party cannot justify its non-compliance with the
core obligations set out in paragraph 37 above, which are non-derogable”(29). Consequently,
the adoption of retrogressive measures incompatible with the core obligations would
constitute a violation of the right to water (30). Therefore, we can conclude that the
Committee is establishing an absolute prohibition of regression when the measure affects the
satisfaction of essential levels of the rights recognized in the CESCR (31).
Finally, the ESCR Committee makes interesting comments on protecting the socioeconomic rights of the most vulnerable groups in society. The Committee underscores, “even
in times of severe resources constraints whether caused by a process of adjustment, of
economic recession, or by other factors the vulnerable members of society can and indeed
must be protected”(32). Therefore, this should be a clear guideline for governments in the
context of the current recession; any measure intended to mitigate the effects of the economic
crisis should take account of the obligation to protect the most vulnerable members of society
(33). In the case of the right to water, for example, the Committee has emphasized that one of
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the minimum obligations under the Covenant is “to adopt relatively low-cost targeted water
programs to protect vulnerable and marginalized groups”(34). On the right to the highest
attainable standard of health, the Committee considers that “health facilities, goods and
services” (35) have to be accessible to the most vulnerable and marginalized groups.
Challenges in monitoring the prohibition of retrogressive measures
Although both the ESCR Committee and the resulting doctrine have explicitly expressed the
presumption of the invalidity of retrogressive measures for economic, social and cultural
rights, the fact is that the possibilities for enforcing the prohibition are very limited. First, the
possibility of appealing to domestic courts in cases of ESCR violations is scarce, if it exists at
all, as one of the hurdles facing ESCR is their lack of justiciability in many countries (36).
Second, in the area of ESCR, the ability to accurately measure compliance by states requires
a huge amount of data analyzed to a high level of statistical sophistication (37); this type of
data is rarely available in the regular reports that states present to the Committee. It is evident
that much remains to be done in this area. Some progress has been made in the debate on
ESCR indicators (38), but there is still a long way to go before these indicators become a tool
that can effectively monitor the degree of compliance of social and economic rights by states.
The lack of data on ESCR means that courts are reluctant to tackle the assessment of
violations of these rights. As mentioned above, there is “hardly any tradition of litigation in
courts based on proof that requires the systemization of empirical data” (39), not to mention
the fact that traditionally these courts have been reluctant to become involved in decisions
concerning public policies adopted by states (40). Last, but not least, it is essential to
highlight that ESCR monitoring mechanisms on an international level are very weak (41).
The periodic review mechanism, followed by general comments adopted by the ESCR
Committee, has not proved effective in checking regressive policies imposed by states in
response to the global economic crisis, and neither have the ad hoc statements on specific
circumstances that significantly affect ESCR (42).
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Collaborative Proposal Development Towards Sustainable
Communities
Abstract: Sustainable communities require consideration from different perspectives. Maintaining a
sustainable community using a systematic approach enables the meeting of multiple objectives
benefitting ecological systems and human populations, who are dependent on the stability of them.
We list examples of interdisciplinary research, benefitting collaborative proposal formation and
generating and sustaining wide audiences within research and in communities. Mathematic integrated
algorithm construction details qualitative characteristics of plant species integration into common
models and quantification to dictate a control strategy based approach of relevance to over 300 000
plant species. Field-data simulations formed use genetic programming techniques and functional
mathematic approximation via Gaussian process models. Implemented algorithms were made use of
as the modeling basis on which we developed a geographic information system (GIS), summarizing
plant distribution using principal variables of the water-energy dynamic. The primary metabolic
process of plants was ordered within each of the 7 plant strategy environments. Dominance of 3
carbon photosynthesis was seen in ruderal through stress tolerant-ruderal to competitive-ruderal
environments where water is the key part of the water-energy dynamic in effect. Dominance of 4
carbon photosynthesis was found in competitive and competitive-stress tolerant-ruderal
environments. Dominance of crassulacean acid metabolism was found in competitive-stress tolerant
and stress tolerant environments where energy is the key part of the water-energy dynamic in effect.
Algorithms were tested by varying the dynamic variables inputted into the models, in which case the
refined mathematic technique resulted in an incorrect summation. In conclusion control strategy
offered a viable approach to describe plant characteristics using concise statements. It assisted in
development of a modeled GIS to use as a tool for policy makers. The algorithmic basis of the GIS
has great potential in simulation development. Linking of different time scenario climatic data,
topographic data, image processing, map processing, species occurrence records and finally digital
mapping enhance novel software formulation for design of control systems with both mathematical
and geographical global inferences. Collaborative proposals between international research
departments in control science, geography, operational research, plant science, computing / machine
vision, co-operative systems and environmental planning law have potential subject unification,
providing strong recommendations of policy formation with socio-economic connotations. These
areas are key to motivating multi-participation in future research, which ensures natural and human
sustainable communities in different settings.
Keywords: Sustainable communities, systematic approach, ecological systems, algorithm, plant
species, programming, functional approximation, photosynthesis, strategy, collaborative proposals,
policy makers.
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Introduction
In ecological terms, sustainable communities are those that are made up of
many parts the growth of which develop with a synergistic function to benefit the
future population growth of the groups of organisms found within. The abiotic and
biotic conditions of the community share relationships with the components of the
community at various levels (including the ecosystem, habitat, groups of individuals
and individual species). Thus numbers and types of individual species may be used as
an indicator of the conditions in which a community is found. These relationships are
seen to follow both linear and non-linear relationships. Arrhenius (1921)
demonstrated the species-area relationship where the number of species and the area
of a location (with exponents of environmental conditions and taxa types) share a
linear relationship. Arrhenius was followed by authors who applied a species-area
relationship and defined specific terms to different island or mainland areas
(MacArthur and Wilson, [ch.1] 1967; Simberloff, 1974). It is been accepted that the
nonlinear, discrete relationships of species patterns are multi-factorial, the most
important factors include genetic pressures from within the species population / other
species, spatial restrictions and resources required for growth. As ecosystems are
made up of many layers of organization in a hierarchical structure, it is logical to
assume that the primary producing level of the ecosystem is fundamental to the
number of species found in subsequent trophic levels.
In order to clarify essential elements required for growth within plant
communities, modeling has been applied. Biological, chemical and geographical
areas have been integrated with use of engineering based technique. Plant strategies,
plant metabolism and plant life-form type have all been characterized and stochastic
patterns have been distributed on a global scale (Furze, Zhu, Hill and Qiao, 2013a;
Hawkins et al., 2003; Schölzel and Friedrichs, 2008). It is envisaged that the latter
refined mathematic technique enables greater understanding of trophic levels, of the
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conditions in which they exist and of subjects being processed in order to reach the
optimal decision on which multi-objective optimization of plant species
characteristics is based.
Leading experts in the field of plant species characterization cross boundaries
of the contributing subjects and combine disciplines in order to strengthen their
arguments and generate novel subject areas for future research (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990; Grime and Pierce, 2012; Furze, Zhu, Qiao and Hill, 2013b). Areas of
importance include specific morphology development, plant strategy and community
functional organization.
Categorization and mapping of global locations in terms of primary producing
species is of great importance. Further, existing and predictive modelling of species
distributes are an increasingly important established method of informing policy
recommendations of ecosystem and conservation significance (Trauth, [ch. 1], 2006).
However a key element for policy makers is the question of how we may draft and
further implement the policies themselves. Collaborative proposals of multiple
research areas with communities and governmental bodies provide an opportunity for
engagement of individuals with research and the setting of goals which safeguard
natural population diversity and our place within it.
This paper proposes a collaborative program with sustainability and
enhancement of conservation status at its core. The authors would like to highlight
that there are many predictive functions offered with use of mathematic modeling.
These enable foresight within populations for natural species organization application
with variable pressures being imposed. There are additionally benefits of optimal
plant populations meeting the requirements (e.g. food, medicinal, and material) in
human populated areas.
The aim of this paper is to describe areas with synergistic functions for
progress within interdisciplinary areas of plant characterization and to explore
predictive benefits for natural communities and human awareness. Objectives of this
collaborative proposal are to unify plant science, biogeography, mathematics and
operational research; to make formal statements of plant distribution in terms of
global distribution patterns of plant strategies, life-forms and metabolic pathways and
ascertain whether such statements can be justified and made with use of concise modeling frameworks / tools.
It is hoped that funding in contributing disciplines and from national governing
bodies will be generated to facilitate the program set out in the following section. The
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remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the methods section presents the key
parts of the proposal. The results section shows global distribution of plant strategies.
The discussion section details the result and gives other potential applications. Finally
future research and its potential for human sustainability proposals concludes the
paper.
Method
Mathematic integrated algorithm construction
Following review of mathematical methods for plant characterization (Furze et
al., 2013b) we choose to integrate characteristics of plant species of plant strategies
(Grime, Hodgson and Hunt, [ch.1] 1995), plant life-form (Raunkier, 1934) and
photosynthesis (Salisbury and Ross, [ch. 12], 1992) using a Takagi-Sugeno-Kang modeling framework (Takagi and Sugeno, 1985).
We constructed algorithms for plant distribution on a global scale, using fieldbased data of individual plant occurrences for consequent numbers from the publicly
stored multiple-interface portal of the Global Biodiversity Information Facility
(www.gbif.org, accessed December 2010). After consideration of a range of elements
of the water-energy dynamic (Hawkins et al., 2003), we made use of quarterly
climatic data of 1961-90, mean annual precipitation and mean temperature (New et
al., 1999). Altitude data of GTOPO30 was also included (www.usgs.gov, accessed
January 2012) to accord for the variable effect of water and energy at different heights
(Wright, 1983; Bhatterai and Vetaas, 2003). We summarized distribution of plant
species in the richest locations (Barthlott, Mutke, Rafiqpoor, Kier and Kreft, 2005)
with relevance to over 300 000 species and presented algorithms for characteristics of
plant-strategy, plant photosynthetic type and plant life-form (Furze, Zhu, Qiao and
Hill, 2012; Furze, Zhu, Qiao and Hill, 2013c; Furze, Zhu, Qiao and Hill, 2013d). The
algorithms were tested by viewing 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional surfaces of the
algorithms. Varying 1 or more of the driving dynamic factors resulted in either a static
response or the too high/too low a result being achieved for the plant characteristic. A
summary of plant species strategy balance within each environment is given in Table
I. There are three main types of photosynthesis. Ordering of these three types is given
within each strategy based environment. Raunkier (1934) plant life-forms were also
extrapolated throughout the 7 environments, these plant characteristics show
continually expressed distribution patterns which were summarized by imposing the
boundaries of Rastrigin’s function, Gaussian process model to give spectra, for the
results of this standardized analysis see Furze et al., 2013d.
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Geographic information system build
We constructed a geographic information system (GIS) using our algorithmic
foundation detailed above. The technical computing platform Matlab (Version 2010a
©) mapping function was used as the framework for the GIS, enabling a plant
characteristic based global map to be presented. Each location was selected by
selecting the tile code (e.g. W100N40 for Ecuador), number of columns from left to
right and row number from top to bottom. Resolution of the areas may be enhanced to
include the latitude, longitude of each area with use of Matlab (Version 2010a ©) code,
for details contact the first author. The summary GIS tool is presented in Figure I.
Plant science-mathematic expansion
We expanded the primary numbers of plant characteristics (e.g. 7 plant
strategies expanded to 20 rudiments) following a genetic programmed dispersal of the
rudimentary characters. Hence we obtained first and second order equations for plant
characteristics, following T-S-K modeling and multi-objective genetic algorithms
respectively. We made a concise summary of the expansion process in construction of
a hybrid multi-objective genetic algorithm (Furze et al., 2013a). Construction of a
Pareto front of the combined objective distribution of plant strategies enabled linear
and quadratic expressions of utopia to be formed. The significance of the latter is that a
predictive function of climatic systems versus species numbers was enabled. Further
exploration of combined objective planes were enabled with use of a process
functional approximation of the distribution of plant life-forms (Büche, Schraudolph
and Koumoutsakos, 2005; Furze et al., 2013d). The use of this final step was key for
future research and is covered in the discussion section.
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R refers to Ruderal, S-R refers to stress tolerant-ruderal, C-R refers to competitiveruderal, C refers to competitive, C-S refers to competitive-stress tolerant, S refers to
stress tolerant. Example environments are (E1) Ecuador, South America, (E2) Guyana,
(E3) Cuba, (E4) Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, (E5) Georgia, (E6)
Azerbaijan, Europe, (E7) Macedonia (Europe). Justification of the use of these
example areas and their consequent individual occurrence numbers has been stated in
recent publications (Furze et al.,2013c; Furze, Zhu and Hill, 2013).
In reality, the existence of a pure strategy without any elements of the others very
rarely exists due to the polyploidy level of plant species. By extension to an ecosystem
approach this means that in plant-strategy environments it is likely that levels of
competitive and of stress tolerant species do exist in ruderal environments. The limit
after which the strategy element is detected is 1/3.
Figure I Summary GIS tool for policy makers

Results
After proposing the sum of strategy types equates to 1 in order to classify an
environment of plant species (Furze et al., 2013b), we were able to produce the
generalized approximation of the proportions of plant strategy types present in each of
the 7 plant strategy environments (Furze, Zhu, Qiao and Hill, 2013c).
Table I Plant species
competitive-stress
tolerant-ruderal
balance in
numerical form
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Environments E1-E7 were indicated on the above GIS, representing dominant
strategies in the locations to form the environments. Each environment is highlighted with a
different colour in order to reflect the combination of water and energy, which prevail in the
location. Colours are ordered from blue (E1), grey blue (E2), light blue (E3), green (E4), rose
(E5, orange (E6) and red (E7).
The T-S-K algorithms can be broken down into rules of the water-energy and altitude
variables for the above areas, which were given in Furze et al., 2013c.
Processing of photosynthetic types with the environments E1-E7 indicates that
according to the water-energy dynamic effect on photosynthesis, photosynthesis is ordered in
the following way:
C3 ≥ C4 ≥ CAM for all E1; E2; E3 (1)
C4 ≥ C3 ≥ CAM for all E4; E5 (2)
CAM ≥ C4 ≥ C3 for all E6; E7 (3)
Where ≥ is greater than or equal to, C3 is 3 carbon photosynthesis, C4 is 4 carbon
photosynthesis, CAM is crassulacean acid metabolism and E1-E7 are defined as in Table I.
Conclusions
Greater numbers of plant species in ruderal based environments were found in
equatorial areas where the level of water (represented by mean annual precipitation) related
variables are high, whereas competitive and stress tolerant based plant environments were
found in locations where energy (represented by mean annual temperature) are expressed with
greater weight acting on the distribution. The areas of areas of competition and stress
tolerance were principally ordinated above the equator, e.g. Macedonia. The finite distribution
of plant species requires further research in areas of physical and biochemical
characterization. It is suggested that Gaussian patterns identified may be further extrapolated
into discrete distributes as stochastic, discrete functions enable characterization of plant
species in terms of different secondary metabolic groups (e.g. by plant product). It is suggested that use of machine vision technique of viewing colour spectra of climatic images, is to
be of use in establishing knowledge bases for algorithmic construction towards metabolic
characterization at increased resolution within broadly characterized areas.
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mathematical and geographical global inferences. This represents novel simulation
development using driving dynamic factors of the water-energy dynamic and continuously
monitored numbers of plant species occurrence. The inferences of such a GIS allow the
unification of multiple subject areas to substantiate policy formation and enable subject
development in the component areas (e.g. geography, biochemistry, physiology and
mathematics). Generally GIS offer cost and time savings involved in data collection and
interpretation, may lead to better decision-making and improved communication.
Collaborative proposals between research departments offering expertise in control
science, geography, operational research, plant science, computing / machine vision, cooperative systems and environmental planning law have great potential in that they unify
subjects to provide strong recommendations of policy formation with socio-economic
connotations. There are also many roles that the general public can become involved in such
research, including recording and storing species presence data, surveying their living needs
for a requirement of certain plant products (e.g. medicinal, food or structural materials).
Implementation of the algorithmic approach to provide functional approximation of plant
metabolites will provide highly informative material for policy makers (Furze et al., 2013d).
Further benefits of this work are the advancement of research in multiple subject areas
and improvement of knowledge bases used. The work contributes to safeguarding of
indigenous and natural populations reliant on plant species for their living requirements.
Beneficial effects towards long-term sustainability in ecosystems trophic levels reliant on rich
plant distribution are felt (Kreft and Jetz, 2007; Jenkins, Pimm and Joppa, 2013; Kraft and
Ackerly, 2010). Further we are able to direct priority areas to be concentrated on to balance
both the needs of an expanding human population including poverty eradication and food
needs as documented through the United Nations Millennium Development Goals
(http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/ , accessed July, 2013) and the continued distribution of
richness of plant species.

The algorithmic basis of GIS shows great potential in simulation development as
algorithms are constructed from initial knowledge bases, which are publicly available with use
of the internet. Linking of different time scenario climatic data, topographic data, image
processing, map processing, species occurrence records and finally digital mapping are
techniques by which new software may be formulated for design of control systems with both
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Introduction

Livelihoods and Empowerment: A Case Study of Burmese
Refugees in Thailand

Abstract: The research examines the transition from emergency relief and needsbased service delivery to sustainable human rights- based action by NGOs working in
ten Burmese refugee camps in Thailand, that have been in existence since the 1980s.
By focusing specifically on livelihood initiatives and trainings, the research discusses
the potential of livelihood projects to improve their psychosocial health and prepare
them for their futures. Agricultural initiatives, vocational trainings such as sewing,
hairdressing, and auto-mechanics, are all geared towards assisting refugees' to earn
their own livelihoods. Refugee livelihoods are conceptualized in this paper from a
human rights based approach, which recognizes that the denial of economic, social,
and cultural rights by state governments creates unnecessary suffering and
dependency. The research examines in which ways livelihood programs can
temporarily mitigate the consequences of the lack of legal rights.
Keywords: Refugees, livelihoods, empowerment, rights-based approach, Burmese,
Thailand, camps, human rights, asylum seeker, internally displaced person.
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With more than 45.2 million displaced people worldwide in 2013- the highest in 18
years according to the UN Refugee Agency (1)- and increasingly strict border controls in
developed countries, the world faces a dilemma where the tension between respect for
human rights is perceived to chafe with national security and economic interests. Refugees'
potential and abilities to contribute to society are frequently overlooked as country policies
are frequently driven by fear of the outsider, resulting in laws that penalize and criminalize
people who cross borders without legitimate travel documents, regardless of their reasons for
movement. Refugees are often detained in prison-like conditions, suspected of falsehood,
and forced to undergo long and stringent application processes with the UN Refugee Agency
in order to achieve verified status as a refugee, which in itself provides little protection in
countries that have not signed the 1951 Refugee Convention (2), such as Thailand. The social
consequences of policies of containment (limiting refugees' freedom of movement and rights
to work) on the 160,000 Burmese refugees residing in nine camps in Thailand for more than
28 years has led to significant mental health concerns, such as depression and increased
dependence on alcohol as a coping mechanism. Given the tremendous economic contribution
by upwards of one million illegal Burmese migrants to the Thai economy – which was
reported in 2007 to total roughly US $53 million (3) per year – forcing refugees into
dependence is a waste of human productivity not to mention a denigration of human rights
and social well being for the population.
Method
The research problem was formed during a three-month ethnographic field study undertaken
in 2010 with Karenni refugees from Camp 1 in Nan Soi, Mae Hong Son province, in
northern Thailand, who had been there since the mid-1980s after fleeing from conflict and
human rights abuses by the Burmese military in Kayah and Karen states of eastern Myanmar.
It was clear that many of the social problems in the camp, such as domestic violence,
alcoholism, and depression, stemmed from the negative psychological effects of prolonged
encampment and aid dependency of the population.
The implementation of policies protecting the right to work and livelihoods that all
human beings are entitled to (4) would alleviate those problems. The refugees' feelings of
limitation, isolation, and frustration are “normal reactions to abnormal situations (5).”
Interviews with Karenni refugees and NGOs6 staff revealed that programs increase
psychosocial well-being and the sense of empowerment for refugees, maintain skills and
build new capabilities for refugees to be self-sufficient in their future post-camp lives should
they resettlement or repatriate to Myanmar. In addition, productivity, learning, and increased
independence during exile is necessary to nourish well-being, alleviate the trauma many
refugees have suffered, and enhance people’s sense of empowerment over their own lives.
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Providing these opportunities are thus an integral part of sustainable aid that aims to
empower the populations served and not foster dependence, also known as rights-based aid.
Sample
Myanmar is currently the fifth-largest refugee-producing country in the world, after
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Somalia, Iraq and Afghanistan, according to the
UNHCR report on Global Trends in 20107. The country has expelled more than 415,000
people through state-sanctioned violence, human rights abuses against civilians as a strategy
of war, and an ongoing low-intensity civil war waged against ethnic groups in areas outside
the capital of Yangon since the country's independence from British colonial rule in 1948. At
the time of independence, ethnic groups were unable to achieve self-rule, and ethnic armed
forces rebelled against the Burmese government's attempt to exploit their land and control
them through what has been referred to as “Burmanisation” or the control and domination of
ethnic groups by the dominant Baman tribe. Human rights abuses against ethnic civilians,
such as forced labour, rape, pillage, land grabbing, and exploitation were first reported in
ethnic areas the 1970s and 1980s, after which more than 150,000 people8 had fled to
Thailand to seek refuge in camps by 20109. The refugees have now been there for over 27
years. “Most of the refugees have grown up in the camps and are now starting their own
families in the camps- all without knowing where and when they would find a solution to
their plight,” (Loescher and Milner 2011: 4).
Instruments
International human rights documents and conventions, such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the Convention on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, and
the 1951 Refugee Convention, all protect the rights of displaced people to livelihoods. But
the majority of refugee hosting countries worldwide do not support this right out of a fear of
the pull factor — drawing more refugees to their country. With only two countries in all of
Southeast Asia as signatories, the Philippines and Cambodia, non-refoulement (the principle
of not returning refugees to countries where they may face persecution) is the only customary
international law binding states to respect displaced peoples' need for safety. Even this
fundamental right to asylum is not always respected, as adeptly shown by the Australian
government's decision in July 2013 to return all arrivals or transfer them to Papua New
Guinea for processing.
By comparing individuals' subjective interpretations and feelings (through interviews)
with large scale data (in reports) and laws (outlined by human rights and Thai national laws),
the research utilizes the triangulation approach to come up with a study that attempts to
respect both the micro (individual) and macro (context) and therefore paint the human faces
of displaced persons affected by factors beyond their control (conflict in Myanmar and Thai
politics and law).
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The areas and factors that come into play to create this complex situation- which
cannot be summed up easily through a strict and applicable-to-all type of analysis- are the
laws governing the camps implemented by the Thai government, the ideal laws developed by
the United Nations and enshrined in human rights conventions, and the gap between the two
which is the source of much suffering for the Burmese refugees.
Procedure
The research procedure included seven semi-structured qualitative interviews with
refugees from three different ethnic groups (Karenni, Karen and Mon), followed by four interviews with NGOs implementing livelihoods programs, an analysis of the most recent mental
health survey conducted in the camps among other reports, and contextualizing the situation
in the broader international legal framework for the human rights of refugees.
Social and Mental Health Issues
A number of social issues have resulted from the Thai government policy of
containment and the limitation on freedom of movement to within the camps. In what some
advocacy NGOs have termed “warehousing” (Debbie Stothard, Altsean Burma, 2013),
refugees have suffered emotionally, mentally, and economically. The massive influxes of
refugees into Thailand over the past two decades, despite Thailand’s restrictive policies for
refugees and refusal to negotiate integration, show that “building walls is no answer against
those who feel compelled to move,” (Loescher 1993: 9). The refugees suffer from a host of
issues associated with long-term encampment, such as overcrowding, delinquency, physical
abuse, alcoholism and depression as well as the threat of harassment and deportation by Thai
authorities should refugees venture outside the camps seeking employment.
Social problems inside the camp stem from the frustration and boredom that is
symptomatic of protracted exile with limited freedom of movement and livelihood
opportunities. Alcoholism, delinquent youths, and domestic violence are all issues tied to the
constraints on the refugees’ economic, social and cultural rights. “Feelings of frustration and
anxiety due to the lack of meaningful activity has resulted in a rise in mental illness, gender
based violence and alcohol and drug abuse,” (ADRA Thailand 2011). Many of the refugees
feel disillusioned, hopeless, and show an increased likelihood to engage in activities of
‘escapism’ such as drinking alcohol and chewing betel nut. Lack of freedom of movement,
educational opportunities for the extremely poor, and the refugees interviewed cited that the
lack of jobs is a key sources of weariness (Anon. 2010). Those with small children, or who
want to start a family, find the idea of their children growing up in the camp and suffering the
same restrictions they face highly distressing. “At least we do not have fear or forced labour
like inside [Myanmar] but I worry about the new generation and do not want to have babies
with the situation like this,” said one woman, 27 years old, who was recently married (Anon.
2010).
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In idle moments past traumas and current dilemmas surface violently, in the form of
domestic abuse and destructive tendencies. The deprivation of the right to work has led to
further violations, showing how human rights are interrelated and indivisible (OHCHR 2011).
The restrictions on freedom of movement are described as living “in the dark, like death
while you are still alive,” (Anon. 2011). Another participant noted that alcoholism had been a
major cause of death in the last four funerals he had attended. “People drink too much rice
wine, and so many die, some are just under seventeen years old when they start,” he said.
Domestic abuse is also cited as one of the social consequences of economic deprivation and
frustration. WEAVE, the women’s empowerment organization working in the camps, reports
that “domestic violence is pervasive” in the camps and exacerbated by the absence of work to
enable independence (Urgel 2011).
Another protection issue that is intricately linked with livelihoods and displacement is
that vulnerable individuals are even more at risk of exploitation and unsafe working
conditions. Women, children, disabled, and elderly persons are particularly liable to abuse
(Loescher and Milner 2011). Burmese refugee women in Thailand surreptitiously leave the
camps to seek wage labour and often trafficked into situations where physical and sexual
abuse are rampant (Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children:2006). Roughly
40,000 women are trafficked from Burma into Thailand to work as factory workers, sex
workers, and domestic workers (Ward 2005 in WRC 2009:5).
While numerous reports document the extensive gender-based violence that women
face at the hands of the Burmese military before arriving in the camps, there is less
information about the domestic and gender based violence inside the camps as cultural shame
and impunity make it quantitative data scarce (WEAVE 2011). A study by the Reproductive
Health for Refugees Consortium (RHRC) in 2001 did find that domestic violence and sexual
assault were major concerns in Karenni and Karen camps. The Karenni National Women’s
Organization estimated that up to 60 percent of women had experienced some forms of
gender- based violence, with domestic fights as the main cause. “Verbal arguments flare up
regularly because of poor economic conditions… wives accuse their husbands of failing to
provide for the family,” according to a Karenni camp leader in the study (RHRC 2001).
In interviews for this paper, Karenni refugees also reported that the main cause for
divorce in the Karenni camps is domestic violence (Anon. 2010 and King 2011). Livelihood
interventions that improve living conditions invariably decrease economic-related stress. Safe
economic opportunities for women decrease the risk of exposure to gender- based violence
(WRC 2011) while women’s incomes raise their status in the household (WEAVE 2011). In
Thailand those who leave the camps are treated like illegal immigrants, sometimes thrown
into Immigration Detention Centers (IDCs), facing months in jail or hefty fines. Outside of
the camps, there are an estimated 2.4 million documented and undocumented Burmese
migrant workers, making up 80 percent of the migrant worker population and five percent of
Thailand’s total labour force in critical industries like shrimp factories (IOM 2011). The work
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offered to refugees and unregistered migrants is “disgusting, dirty, or dangerous” and not up
to par with the safe working conditions of the International Labour Organization (ILO) (WRC
2009: 33). An informal study conducted in Mae La camp in recent years found that up to 25
percent of refugees had been arrested and deported for illegally leaving the camp (Thompson
2011). Refugees are “obliged to go out of camps to supplement supplies thereby subjecting
themselves to the dangers of arrest or assault” (BBC 2004: 114)- a problem that continues to
pressure aid organizations to re-evaluate their policies and develop livelihood opportunities
inside the camps.
Livelihood programs
Human beings are awe-inspiring, above the mechanical workings of nature, and
yet in need of support for the fulfillment of many central projects.
—Nussbaum 2001: 73
Livelihood interventions are about empowerment, and NGOs and governments should
work as facilitators for the process (Action Aid 2004). The range of vocational trainings and
agricultural initiatives available to people expands their preparation for a vast array of livelihood strategies. Interventions include: organic farming, cooking, hairdressing, motorcycle
repair, income generation through pig-raising and micro-credit for small shops, soapmaking
and handicraft-making. In the most recently conducted NGO survey on employment, more
than 50 percent of refugees in seven camps10 listed their current occupation as ‘housework’
and more than 55 percent reported having no income at all (ZOA Refugee Care 2011: 50-51).
The NGO reports that while there are higher percentages of people with no income at all than
in 2005, there are also higher income levels, with 30.4 percent of households earning between
500-2000 baht per month, a nearly 8 percent increase since 2005. Income generation
initiatives boost incomes for those who are already working, without having a significant
impact on those without any employment. Many of the other livelihoods interventions have
chosen to focus on non-monetary gains, such as providing food and skills, because refugee
restrictions and guiding regulations prevent them from adequately earning an income (Mendoza 2011). In the words of a former ZOA Refugee Care consultant interviewed, from a
purely economic empowerment perspective, “the only way to phase out aid is if the camps
were disbanded,” (Oh 2011). The material benefits may be felt in resettlement or repatriation,
and in the meantime, empowerment also takes place on a non-material level.
All of the NGOs interviewed noted that livelihoods interventions improve the psychosocial health of refugees by giving them productive activities to engage in. While improving
the non-material quality of life was not the original aim of the programs, with the exception
of COERR’s programs for vulnerable groups which strives to provide emotional support, it is
an extremely beneficial by-product that has the potential to alleviate social problems
stemming from boredom and frustration (Purnell 2011) and offers a distraction and enhanced
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mental and physical well-being (Brees 2008). The vocational trainings expand people’s skill
sets and in the future may enhance their capability to seize opportunities for various livelihoods.
On a relational level, empowerment is about enhancing people’s ability to influence
the policies that affect them. The vocational trainings expand people’s skill sets and enhance
capabilities to seize opportunities for various livelihoods. While the main challenge for
vocational trainings has been the inability to match trainings with job opportunities upon completion of the course (Roger 2011 and Oh 2011), the recent adoption of Thai accreditation for
ten of ADRA’s vocational trainings will increase the future employability of graduates and
create sustainable benefits for participants in the event of a durable solution. The certification
has significant weight for the future but given the policy of containment it currently carries no
bearing on employability.
Micro-credit and small grants for businesses do have a current impact, however small.
Despite the limited economy in the camp, a small percentage of small business owners have
been able to increase their incomes as a result of TBBC’s grants. Credit is aligned with a
rights-based approach more than assistance because it boosts people’s financial assets for livelihoods while “maintaining the borrower’s dignity as economic actors- not as recipients of
charitable handouts,” (Jacobsen 2005: 77). In 2009, a study conducted by ECHO found that
higher incomes in the camp were associated with an improved diet (DG ECHO 2009: 48) and
in 2010, TBBC was able to cut down on the quantity of each ration based on the assumption
that the majority of refugees are able to buy supplementary food (TBBC 2010).
A fundamental aspect of self-sufficiency is food security, meaning assuring access to
safe and nutritious food. The organic agricultural programs by COERR and ZOA Refugee
Care provide much needed micronutrient needs and nutrition from chemical- free vegetables,
while allowing people to control a part of their food source. While programs are still far from
being able to meet the feeding needs of the population, supplementing the ration while
teaching farming methods, securing land for refugees, and ensuring environmental
sustainability continues to foster enhanced self-reliance.
The agricultural background of the majority of refugees makes it likely that most will
return to their villages in Burma to farm if they are repatriated. The farming skills and
techniques that people are learning build on their existing capacities and are highly relevant
for repatriation. In an informal interview with the Livelihoods Working Group Coordinator,
Madeline Sahagun, she said that the agricultural programs are moving towards being able to
generate an income through accruing a surplus and selling crops outside, although this is a
long- term vision that has not, as of yet, come to significant fruition (2011). While programs
are still far from being able to meet the feeding needs of the population, supplementing the
ration while teaching farming methods, securing land for refugees, and ensuring
environmental sustainability continues to contribute to an improved quality of life for the
participants through diet and productivity.
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Ongoing abuse and the potential for return to Myanmar
There has been much discussion between the international community, Thai
government, and Myanmar government concerning the repatriation of the 150,000 Burmese
refugees in Thailand since President Thein Sein's nominally civilian government came to
power in Myanmar in 2011. But ongoing human rights abuses in ethnic areas, such as forced
labour, rape, displacement, and portering in Kayah, Karen, Shan, Kachin, and Rakhine states,
continue unabated as the army's presence in those areas continues to disrupt the lives of local
people (dm IRIN 2013). In Kayah, Karen, and Shan states, large scale hydropower and mining
projects implemented by foreign corporations in cooperation with the Burmese army continue
to displace local ethnic communities. Villagers are forced to abandon their land as land is
“grabbed”. In addition, refugees in Thailand have concerns about being able to return to their
land, much of which is rife with anti-personnel land-mines planted over the last 14 years by
both ethnic armed groups and the Burmese military (dm IRIN 2013). In the past six months,
there have already been numerous reports of refugees who have returned prematurely and
suffered land-mine accidents.
Active conflict in Kachin and Rakhine states also continues to destabilize the peace
process and any democratic reform in Myanmar. In Kachin state, conflict has been ongoing
since June 2012 when the Burmese military invaded an area previously controlled by the
Kachin Independence Army (KIA) in order to secure the land for gold and copper mining for
Chinese companies. More than 55,000 people have been displaced and continue to live in
temporary shelters and camps scattered throughout the state. In Rakhine state, sectarian
violence between Buddhists and Muslims (who have been discriminated against since the inception of Myanmar as a country and prohibited from freedom of movement, access to formal
employment, and having more than two children), rights groups have made vocal accusations
against the government for failing to intervene, and sometimes participating, in human rights
atrocities committed against the Rohingya, including the burning down of houses and
destruction of property, torture, and mass violence and killings (Human Rights Watch 2013).
The general state of insecurity throughout the country, and high levels of land
grabbing, development-induced displacement, and general poverty (32.8 percent of people
live on less than US$1 per day), scarce government investment in education and health (0.8
percent and a mere two percent of the annual national GDP is spent on education and health,
respectively) do not create a stable and human rights- promoting environment for refugees to
feel safe to return to. Until land-mines are cleared, the government invests in health and
education institutions, and the rights of ethnic and religious minorities are respected with an
end to the impunity of the military, Burmese refugees remain safer in protracted exile in
Thailand. It is the responsibility of each government to provide for and respect the human
rights of all persons residing within their territory; whether they are refugees, migrants, or
citizens. When narrowly defined national interests dominate the dialogue and policy making
regarding human rights, the international community, the UN, and NGOs must continue to
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encourage and assist the Thai government to provide greater freedoms and protection of all
human rights to the Burmese refugees residing on Thai soil.
Results
Income generation projects have not yet taken off the ground enough to generate sufficient income to protect refugees from leaving the camps to seek illegal employment, but they
do increase food security by providing vegetables to a primarily rice-based ration while
teaching valuable agricultural skills for environmental sustainability. These skills are necessary
to manage natural resources in the current encampment context and can also be transplanted in
Myanmar upon repatriation. The range of vocational skills trainings available builds on the
human capital of refugees by diversifying their skill sets in ways that may be particularly
meaningful in a context where they have the economic freedom to participate in the wider
economy. Targeted vocational trainings based on market assessments of resettlement countries
would have greater benefits. The relatively small percentage of refugees participating in the
livelihoods programs is also a drawback, as some people are not even fully aware of ongoing
projects and the benefits it could bring to them and their households. In recent UNHCR study
conducted in two camps, refugees stated needs for livelihoods programs that are in fact already
running currently (LWG Working Group Meeting 2011). Word of mouth is currently the most
effective way of disseminating information since people are not accustomed to looking at
notice boards or reading fliers and roughly one-third of refugees cannot read (Oh 2011). The
reality is that despite the few legal income earning opportunities, the projects have real benefits
for building skills, increasing psychosocial health, and positively affecting the sense of selfcontrol, confidence, and leadership abilities in the small number of participants. While it may
be, in the words of one former NGO consultant “a band aid instead of a solution,” (Anon.
2011) it is an attempt to take a step beyond the limited relief that can be supplied by needsbased assistance and address violations against the economic and social rights of the refugees.
Conclusions
This study set out to explore the ways that livelihood programs operate to improve the
social and economic situation of Burmese refugees residing along the Thai-Burma border. The
paper analyzed how the programs function in the limited refugee camp context and their social
implications. Livelihood projects on the Thai-Burma border have all incorporated strategies to
improve gender equality by targeting women and the most vulnerable, preserve the
environment, and sustain and maintain peoples’ skills while economically empowering them.
All of these elements are very much aligned with the rights based approach and new humanitarianism. But programs are difficult to sustain without continued funding, and cannot result in
real opportunities with the current legal barriers that are associated with refugee status in
Thailand. Without the opportunity to change the structural conditions of the economic
deprivation in the refugee camp, the programs have little chance to economically empower the
Burmese refugee populations. At the same time the maintenance and creation of skills, the accumulation of land for agricultural programs, and the shift towards refugee responsibility for
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land, set the foundations for sustainability. However the uncertainty about the length of stay for
the refugees and durable solutions in the future makes program outcomes difficult to predict.
What is clear is that the non-material benefits currently surpass the material ones, and the
quality of life for the beneficiaries is improved thanks to the programs. Increased productivity,
gaining diverse skill sets for livelihoods later, maintaining existing farming skills, and supplementing the ration with fresh vegetables, all contribute to enhanced physical and mental health
for the households involved. While the number of participants remains less than one-third of
the total population, direct and indirect beneficiaries of projects amount to nearly 44 thousand
people, equally just over 27 percent of the population.
Subjective and unquantifiable outcomes, including heightened self-esteem, confidence,
and leadership skills, are difficult to measure. While “assessing non-tangible outcomes, that
may be very subjective and private, is a challenge,” (DFID Sustainable Livelihoods Approach
1999: 26) all of the interviewees noted that programs increased the confidence and self-esteem
of participants. Psychosocial benefits also include cultivating a work ethic to counter aid
dependency and engaging peoples’ productive capacity. Communal activities build social capital, or networks, which particularly benefits vulnerable and marginalized groups. Small grants
have proved successful and aided a small number of refugees to start businesses, but need to be
expanded to reach greater proportions of the population, with increased market access, if they
are to truly have an impact. Only the sustained commitment of donors and the political will to
enact policy change for greater refugee freedoms within Thailand will have a significant
impact on improving the livelihoods for the large part of the population.
Notes
1http://www.unhcr.org/51c071816.html
2http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49da0e466.html
3http://www.ilo.org/asia/whatwedo/publications/WCMS_098230/lang--en/index.htm
4UDHR, ESCR, 1951 Refugee Convention [ www.un.org ]
5http://www.who.int/hac/techguidance/pht/mental_health_refugees/en/
6The following NGOs are primary stakeholders responsible for the projects: The American Refugee
Committee (ARC), Catholic Office for Emergency Relief and Refugees (COERR), Solidarites
International, and Thai Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) in the nine camps distributed throughout Mae
Hong Son, Mae Sariang, Mae Sot, and Sangklaburi.
7 UNHCR 2011
8 There are seven main persecuted ethnic minority groups: Karen, Kachin, Shan, Kayah, Mon, Rakhine,
and Chin, who make up the majority of refugees. Out of the total 148, 793 asylum seekers, most are Karen
(78.9 percent), followed by Karenni (9.5 percent), and Burman (4.1 percent), with the other groups making
up the remaining 7.5 percent. Karen refugees make up the majority of the population in Mae La, Upiem
Mai, and Nu Po camps in Tak province, while Karennis are mostly in northern camps Ban Mai Nai Soi,
Ban Mae Surin, Mae La Oon, and Mae Ra Ma Luang, in Mae Hong Son province (TBBC 2011).
9 Thai Burma Border Consortium: 2004, 2010
10 The seven camps covered by the ZOA Refugee Care survey include: Mae La, Umphiem Mai, Nu Po,
Ma La Oon, Mae Ra Ma Luang, Ban Dong Yang and Tham Hin.
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Introduction

Dadaab Refugees Fear Repatriation will deny them the Right
and Freedom to University Education
Abstract: Among the refugee community of the largest refugee camp in the world,
the Dadaab refugee camps (1) in northern Kenya, education is more than a right and a
freedom. It is a door through which the refugees can get out of the camp, or what
some of them call the ‘warehouse’. University education is a window from a camp
life that resembles a ‘Prison from Opportunity’ due to restrictive measures and limited
mobility imposed by the host state. In other words, the university education within a
refugee camp opens and expands refugees’ opportunities, adds value to their lives
thereby transforming their situation from being that of a dependent population into
one that has capabilities to secure its own future. The camp’s university restores hope
and redefines the refugees’ future beyond tertiary education.

In January 2014, Abdullahii Mire, one of the 25 students undertaking the same
course, hopes he will graduate with a Diploma in Public Relations and Journalism
from the first university in the world situated within a refugee camp. Abdullahii is
part of the first generation of Somalia’s refugees at Dadaab refugee camp, that will
graduate from Dadaab university, a branch of Kenyatta University in Kenya, set up to
meet the needs of the 474,485 refugees (2) residing at Dadaab refugee camp, the
biggest refugee camp in the world. Dr Josephine Gitome (3), a lecturer at Kenyatta
University and coordinator of the Dadaab university campus says that the university
education in the camp is a door through which the refugees can walk out of the
restrictive camp life. But when Abdullahi Mire contemplates furthering his education
beyond the diploma, he becomes a worried student. “Our status in Kenya is uncertain,
we fear repatriation. It is even killing the moral of student who wants to join the
university next year. We fear going back to Somalia as that would mean discontinuing
with our education. There is no formal learning in Somalia, just ongoing conflict and
instability.” Somalia has been in proctracted conflict since 1991 and the majority of
her population live as internally displaced persons or as refugees in neighboring
countries.

Keywords: Refugees, Education, Dadaab University, Somalia, Borderless Higher
Education for Refugees (BHER), Abdullahi Mire, Dagahaley.
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The repatriation fears have been with the Somali refugees in Kenya for weeks
now after the governments of Kenya and Somalia and the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) signed a tripartite agreement. An agreement
that among others proposes the voluntary repatriation of Somali refugees in Kenya
back to Somalia within the next three years. Since the Westgate Mall terror attack in
Kenya on September 21st, 2013 that claimed at least 70 lives, calls for Somalia’s
refugees to return home have become louder. Kenyan authorities say that some of the
attackers who carried out the terror attack might have been hailed or gotten trained
within the camps, something the Somali refugees have denied. Among those who
signed the tripartite agreement was Kenya’s Deputy Vice President William Ruto who
noted while signing the agreement, “Kenya has been stretched financially to secure
the camps but criminals including al-Shabaab have continued to take advantage of the
refugee camps to destabilize our country. Elements of the refugees’ population have
also abated the proliferation of small arms and light weapons.”
Methodology
Two methods were used to gather information for this story. The first method
was face to face interviews that I conducted with the refugees during my visit to the
Dadaab refugee camps as well as to the Dadaab University campus location at Dagahaley secondary school during the second week of November, 2013. The second method
applied was desktop research about recent and past developments regarding Dadaab
refugee camps.
Dadaab Refugees and the Right and Freedom to Higher Education
Abdullahii Mire came to Kenya as a refugee back in 1991 by the age of three
together with his parents and two other siblings. They were fleeing the civil war in
their country. Abdullahii started his education journey in 1995 at Juba primary school
in Dagahaley refugee camp. During his first five years in school, the language of
instruction was Somali and English. With Somalia descending into further anarchy it
became apparent that the refugees staying in Kenya would take a semi-permenant
status. Therefore, the Kenyan government and UNHCR decided to adopt the Kenyan
education system as the curriculum of learning beyond standard six. This meant that
Abdullahii Mire had to transfer from his previous school to Unity Primary within Dagahaley and learn a new language in school, called Swahili, Kenya’s second most
spoken language.
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After finishing his primary education, Abdullahii joined Dagahaley secondary
school in 2003 from where he graduated in 2006. Without any post-secondary
institutions available that would have enabled him to pursue further education within
the camp, he started working as an interpreter within the refugee camp for the various
humanitarian agencies. For Abdullahii Mire this work was much more than just a
means to make a living but an undertaking “to break the communication barrier
between his community and those seeking to help them.” His passion for
communication was to mutate into journalism during the 2011 drought that drew
around 100,000 Somalis from Somalia into Kenya. The drought across the Horn of
Africa affected 10 and 12 million (4) people and was termed as the worst drought in
more than 60 years, and Somalia due to two decades of protracted conflict and alShabaab menace were the worst affected.
The drought crisis triggered an international humanitarian response and also
increased media attention among the Somali people are they marched in their
thousands insearch of help and protection. It was at this time that Abdullahii Mire
started working as a fixer or stringer for the various international media institutions
that sought to draw world attention to the crisis. In the effort to prepare himself for his
new but demanding undertaking, he sought to get a Certificate in Communication
from a local college, despite the misgivings of its quality of education. When he was
about to give up hope of furthering his eduaction, the news came that Kenyatta
University in partnership with others would open a branch at the Dadaab camps. Upon
the opening of the campus branch, Abdullahii applied and got admitted as well as a
scholarship to study for his diploma. But due to insecurity within the camp that made
lecturers from Kenyatta university not go to the camp he had to wait until 2013 to
finally start his delayed post-secondary education.
Dadaab University: A Symbol of Hope and Opportunity
Dadaab University opened its doors at the camp and received its first students
in January 2013. The campus is not only welcoming the refugees but also members of
the host community. The university says that one of its objectives is to empower
refugees through tertiary education. It offers diploma, undergraduate and master’s
programs in academic fields such as Finance, Marketing, Project Management,
Education, Public Administration, Community Mobilization, Peace and Conflict
Studies and many others. Previously, most students at the refugee camp faced an
educational dead end as there were no tertiary institutions recognized by the Kenyan
Government at the camp. Unable to return to Somalia, to secure meaningful work in
Kenya, or to continue their education, they sat idle in the camp, and were therefore
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high prey to anyone seeking to recruit them to engage in all sorts of criminal activities.
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argument on ground that Somalia is unsafe and therefore unwilling to return. The
refuges points out that in 2013 alone, 6,000 refugees have crossed into Kenya from
Somalia, running away from al-Shabaab threats, hunger and conflict. According to the
UNHCR, registration of asylum seekers in Dadaab has been on suspension by Kenyan
authorities since June 2013 and the 6,000 new arrivals (6) are still await registration.

Picture by Mugo
Mugo Patrick

Dadaab Refugee Camp: Why Education is more than a Right
Dadaab camp, often referred to as the ‘City in Sand’ is home to 474,485
residents who have been displaced by conflict and drought in Somalia. The camp’s
population equals the number of inhabitants of the Canton of Geneva, Switzerland, or
the population of Doha, capital of the gulf state of Qatar. When it was founded in
1990, the camp had been set up to host 90,000 refugees and was supposed to represent
hope. However, the camp now represents captivity. The movements of camp residents
are restricted to the camps itself. If a resident wants to travel out of the camp, he or she
needs a special pass to do so, else risking detention and deportation. The Kenyan
government argues that the Dadaab camp is an “unbearable and the most imminent
threat to national security”. The government sites series of terror attacks within the
country blamed on al-Shabaab militias and insecurity incidents emanating from the
camps as the basis for its desire to see the refugees return to Somalia. Kenya
government which military invaded Somalia (5) to contain al-Shabaab and now part of
the 17,000 African Union stabilization force in Somalia, says that Somalia is on a path
of peace. The refuges at Dadaab refugee camps discount the Kenya’s governments

Refugee playing football at Dagahaley camp, November 22, 2013. Picture by Mugo Mugo Patrick

Abdulahi Mire’s Perspective on the Dadaab University Education
Abdulahii Mire says that the education he has acquired at Dadaab University
campus has given him hope and liberated him from the dark. Abdulahii is confident
that he can compete with the rest of the hosting nation of Kenya’s students. The possibility of receiving university education within the refugee camp has taken away the
torture of having to travel from the camp to other parts of Kenya to secure a decent
education. In times that Abdulahi and his friends had to do just that, they had to endure countless police and immigration officials’ checks and interrogation, turning the
journey to the capital city of Kenya, Nairobi that takes Kenyan 7 hours into a 10-15
hours trip. The constant harassment the Somalis students had to endure, in some cases
being called ‘mbuzi’ (goat) by immigration or policemen officers during interrogation,
is dehumanizing. Above all, Abdullahii emphasises that the university at the camp is
very well thought-out as it offers courses like nutrition, peace building, media and
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communication and disaster management, all topics relevant to the refugees and also
discussing the Somali context.
Challenges and Opportunities of Being a University Student within a Refugee
Camp
The Dadaab university campus is part of the Borderless Higher Education for
Refugees (BHER). Amid the opportunity that comes with Dadaab University campus,
there are challenges like the absence of a library within the learning institution.
Furthermore, as the university is currently set up within the secondary school building,
the student only undertakes their studies on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. There is also
no university culture within the environment thus absence of pioneers or seniors that
the students could look up to or seek assistance from. The students have extra burdens
like that of having to work to take care of their families with Abdullahii being the only
bread winner in the family. Thus without a scholarship, the students would not see the
inside of a university lecture. UNHCR says that ‘education is a core protection
activity’ and that 36% of school-age children in the Dadaab camps are enrolled in
primary and 7.4% in secondary schools. The UNHCR notes that education within the
camps faces major challenges, “large number of school drop-out due to shortage of
teaching and learning materials, school uniform, stationary and decimated number of
qualified teacher.” (7)
In the primary school 66% of the teachers are untrained while figure hits 90% at
primary level are untrained. Thus, the Dadaab University campus is an avenue towards
offsetting this challenges that in the long run could offset the need for trained teachers
at most of the 39 primary and secondary schools with the Dadaab camps. The refugees
hope that those contemplating to repatriate them back home to Somalia, will
reconsider their decision as even in three years some of them might not have
completed their diplomas and degree. While Somalia remains their motherland, it is
still not a safe place to return to. Furthermore, the education at the camp goes a long
way in preparing them for the future, a future they hope, either within Somalia or in
other countries will constructively contribute to rebuilding their motherland.
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Introduction

The Special Case of the Right to Primary Education of
Children with Disabilities in India: Legally Lacking

Abstract: The education of children with disabilities must be organized not merely on
humanitarian grounds, but also because proper education enables a disabled child to
largely overcome his/her handicap, and makes him or her a useful citizen. Social
justice also demands and it has to be remembered that the constitutional directive on
compulsory education under Article 21-A includes children with disabilities as well.
Very little has been done in this field so far on account of several excuses. There is
much we could learn from the educationally advanced countries which in recent years
have developed new methods and techniques based on advances in sciences and
medicine. It may be reiterated that the primary task of education for a disabled child
is to prepare him for his socio-cultural environment. It is essential, therefore, that the
education of children with disabilities be an inalienable part of the general
educational system
Keywords: Right, Education, Children with Disabilities, India.

In India, the Constitution (86th Amendment) Act 2002 which has made free and
compulsory education right of all children from 6 to 14 years of age, gave further thrust
to the goal of universal primary education. The Persons with Disabilities (Equal
Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act 1995 provides that every
child with a disability shall have access to free education until 18 years of age. This is a
statutory responsibility cast on all appropriate governments in the country.
The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, the nodal Ministry for
disability issues estimates the number of children with disabilities having special needs
as five percent of the total population of the country. One of the focus areas of universal
primary education is to increase access, enrollment of all children and reduce school drop
outs. The emphasis is also on providing equality education to all children and needs of
children with disabilities support to them in regular schools and giving them an
opportunity to receive education in the most appropriate environment. Hence, education
of children with disabilities is considered an important area that requires a great deal of
technical expertise to deal with the problems of children having different kinds of
impairments. The impact of the legislative recognition of right to education of children
with disabilities is that the program of Integrated Education for Disabled Children
(IEDC) has been commenced in each State, District and Metropolis. Naturally, two
questions arise in the existing situation: (a) whether the program of integrated education
for children with disabilities can be offered to those children who cannot benefit fully by
going to regular schools? (b) whether some children with disabilities require specialized
services offered through special needs schools? Hence, there is a need to evaluate the
existing educational scheme with special reference to primary education developed
through legislations in Kolkata Metropolis and suggest schemes supported by law for the
benefit of students with disabilities.
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The education of children with disabilities
The education of children with disabilities has to be organized not merely on
humanitarian grounds, but also on grounds of utility and as a constitutional requirement
under Article 21-A. Proper education generally enables a disabled child to largely
overcome his/her handicap, and makes him or her a useful citizen. Social justice also
demands and it has to be remembered, as pointed out above, that the constitutional
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directive on compulsory education under Article 21-A includes children with disabilities
as well. Very little has been done in this field so far on account of several excuses. There
is much we could learn from the educationally advanced countries which in recent years
have developed new methods and techniques based on advances in sciences and
medicine. It may be reiterated that the primary task of education for a disabled child is to
prepare him for his socio-cultural environment. It is essential, therefore, that the
education of children with disabilities be an inalienable part of the general educational
system. The differences lie in the methods employed to teach the child and the means to
acquire information by the child. These differences in methodology do not influence the
content or goals of education. This form of education is, therefore, referred to as special
education.
The Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full
Participation) Act, 1995 notified on 1st January, 1996 has not been effective so far
because the handicapped arc not getting equal opportunities as envisaged by the Act.
They are also not able to exercise their rights even after admission to regular schools.
This prevents their full participation in life with others Although the National Policy on
Education, 1986 (modified in 1992), stated, “the objective should be to integrate the
physically and mentally handicapped with the general community as equal partners, to
prepare them for normal growth and to enable them to face life with courage and
confidence”, the ground realities are quite different. This policy also envisages “wherever
it is feasible, the education of children with motor handicaps and other mild handicaps,
will be common with that of others”. But in reality, most schools turn away even mildly
handicapped children. The Act, though general in nature, is silent on reservations for
handicapped students in schools and colleges. Section 39 of the Act provides, “All
government education institutions and other educational institutions receiving aid from
the government, shall reserve not less than three percent seats for persons with
disabilities”. But this section occurs in the chapter relating to ‘employment’ and cannot
be interpreted as providing three percent reservations for admission of handicapped
students to various seats in the educational institutions. A similar provision should have
been inserted in Section 26(b) of the Act which deals with ‘education’. It appears that the
intention of the drafters might have been that Section 39 would take care of reservation
for students also, but that is not possible in view of interpretative technicalities.
This is an apparent legislative defect. The reason may be the fast tracking of the
impugned Bill, passed without debate in December, 1995. It does not appear that the
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drafters intended to keep handicapped students away from schools and other academic
and educational institutions. Had that been so, they would not have incorporated other
beneficial provisions in the Act to provide concessions to such students. For example,
Section 30 refers to the provision of “transport facilities to the children with disabilities
and financial incentives to parents and guardians to enable their children with disabilities
to attend school”. It also provides for “removing architectural barriers from schools and
colleges, supplying books, uniforms and other materials to children with disabilities
attending schools, grant of scholarship to students with disabilities, restructuring of
curriculum for the benefit of children with disabilities” and a number of other facilities.
When the legislation provides for three percent reservations for all jobs in both
government and aided schools including teachers with disabilities, how could it not
provide for reservation of scats in academic institutions for students with disabilities? It
definitely appears to be a case of an unintentional oversight and not intentional neglect or
discrimination on the part of drafters. If not, Section 8(2) (f) would not have been in the
Act which requires taking steps to ensure barrier free environment in public places, work
places, public utilities, schools and other institutions. Section 8(2)(g) further directs
monitoring and evaluation of the impact of policies and programs designed for achieving
equality and full participation of persons with disabilities. It will not be possible to
implement these policies without admitting the disabled students to schools and other
educational institutions at a much larger scale. The Act needs to be amended and a clause
may be appropriately added to Section 26 providing that every school and any other
institution, whether government or non-government, aided, unaided or autonomous, shall
admit in every class such percentage of disabled students as prescribed, not less than five
percent, reserving at least one seat for each of the groups with: (i) blindness or low
vision; (ii) hearing impairment; (iii) locomotor disability or cerebral palsy.
The education scheme for children with disabilities comprising Section 26 to 31 is
uncertain and confusing. Though “special education” and “special schools” have been
predominantly mentioned at several places in Section 26(c), their scope and ambit has not
been defined anywhere. Therefore, Act seems to lean towards a segregationist education.
However, the use of the term ‘integration’ in Section 26 (b) and ‘integrated schools’ in
Section 29, shows that the integrationist school concept has a presence here. As far as
‘inclusive’ education is concerned, even though the term itself is conspicuous by its
absence; Section 26 (a) which envisages ‘appropriate’ environment, hints of an endeavour
towards inclusive education in the Act. Other provisions that lend a more credible basis to
the view that inclusive education has been promoted in the Act, are provisions such as
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Section 28 which provides for designing and developing new assistive devices, teaching
aids, special teaching materials and other such items necessary to provide ‘equal
opportunities in education’ to a child with disability; and clauses (f), (g), (h) of Section
29, which provides for suitable modification in the examination system through
elimination of purely mathematical questions for the benefit of blind students and those
with low vision (f); restructuring of curriculum for the benefit of children with disabilities
(g); restructuring the curriculum for benefit of students with hearing impairment to
facilitate them to take only one language as part of their curriculum (h). Section 31 also
stipulates that al1 educational institutions shall provide amanuensis (scribes) to blind
students and students with low vision.
However, these words are bound to fail in the absence of any ideological
underpinning. Much improvement - both in language and concept - is called for in these
provisions: the term ‘normal’ schools presumably intended to be ‘mainstream’ schools, is
only one example. As already pointed out, the phrase, appropriate environment’ is
inadequate and ambiguous, since it fails to lay down any standard of the appropriateness
of the environment. In fact, in the absence of any qualifying words, there is a certain
danger that segregation could be pushed as being appropriate. Further, provisions like
clauses (f), (g), (h) of Section 29 are also inadequate for the same reasons; since they fail
to clearly define the purpose for which these modifications and restructuring is needed
and also fall short of making a definite statement in in favor of inclusive education. If the
intent is to take up these exercises towards inclusive education, then the changes ought to
have reflected the effective factors of inclusive education: such as access in the general
curriculum, the medium and mode of teaching, the learning tools and material, access to
the teaching, methods of assessment and most importantly, compulsory training of all
teachers (not just special educators but all those teaching in mainstream institutions) to
develop the skills and knowledge necessary to equip them to teach children with
disabilities as well. In fact, some of these provisions plainly betray faulty assumptions,
such as clause (f), which assumes an inability on the part of the blind or low vision
students to learn mathematics, which is unwarranted since their only limitation is of
access and tools. Section 28 does provide for designing and developing new assistive
devices, teaching aids, special teaching materials or other such items necessary to give a
child with disability ‘equal opportunities in education’, but it could be better worded to
extend beyond just equal opportunities in curriculum and academics, to a totally
interactive learning process, thereby implying the integration of all students, disabled and
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non-disabled. Therefore, the Act needs to be suitably amended to do away with its
uncertainties.
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Introduction

Augmenting Human Rights with Human Responsibilities

Abstract: The central premise of this paper is that human rights will be better protected or
ensured when people assume their duties to the each other and to the local, regional, national
and global community. There is a well-established human rights framework, celebrating its
65th anniversary this year. A responsibility framework would complement the current focus
on rights. In fact, there is a global movement around the idea of a declaration of human
responsibilities, providing strength for the argument that responsibilities complement rights.
This paper profiles four of these initiatives: (a) the 1993 Parliament of the World’s Religions
initiative, (b) 1997 InterAction Council initiative, (c) the 1998 UNESCO-sponsored Valencia
initiative, and (d) the 2003 United Nations Human Rights Commission initiative. Although
they were developed independently between 1993 and 2003, there was 65% agreement on
what should constitute a declaration of human responsibilities. The paper concludes that this
congruency lends hope to the enterprise of eventually developing a universal framework
document to augment the longstanding Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Given the
concurrent turmoil and potential of our current times, the time is ripe for a renewed global
dialogue about a common declaration of human responsibilities.

Keywords: human rights, human responsibilities, human duties, declaration, charter, global
ethic, InterAction Council, United Nations, UNESCO, Valencia.
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This special issue of the Global Education Magazine commemorates Human Rights
Day, celebrated on December 10th to mark the adoption and proclamation of the UN
Declaration in 1948. Each year, the celebration is shaped by a theme. For 2013, the theme is
Working for Your Rights, with special “emphasis on the future and identifying challenges that
lie ahead” (Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2013, p. 1). One of the
challenges that lie ahead is acceptance of or resistance to the idea of augmenting human
rights with human responsibilities.
Article 1 of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) says all
“human beings... should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood,” intimating
responsibilities to each other (United Nations, 1948, p. 1). Article 29(1) recognizes the
inherent link between rights and duties; that rights cannot exist without people acting
responsibly towards each other. Article 29(1) says, “Everyone has duties [emphasis added] to
the community in which alone the free and full development of his (sic) personality is
possible” (United Nations, p.4). Suter (2010) maintains Article 29(1) was “overshadowed by
the preceding rights and so very little attention was paid to [responsibilities] in comparison
with the rights set out in the same document” (p. 201).
The central premise of this paper is that human rights will be better protected or
ensured when people assume their duties to the each other and to the local, regional, national
and global community. There is a well-established human rights framework, celebrating its
65th anniversary this year. A responsibility framework would complement the current focus
on rights. In fact, there is a global movement around the idea of a declaration of human
responsibilities, providing strength for the argument that responsibilities complement rights
(Gladstone as cited in Clapham, 1999). Not all agree however, with Amnesty International
(1998), Knox (2008) and Saul (2001) arguing that rights are threatened if responsibilities are
codified at the global level.
Regardless of this push back to protect the enshrinement of human rights, evidence
abounds for the need to foster a dialogue about the link between responsibilities and rights.
McGregor (2013) identifies no less than 12 initiatives around the world related to creating
and adopting some sort of declaration or charter of human duties or responsibilities. Those
involved anticipated that declarations of human responsibilities will lead to responsible
behaviour toward the different cultures of humankind (Club of Rome, 1996). Suter (2010)
observes that the current human responsibility initiatives have evolved separately, with little
coordination; however, he envisions a future time when more and more people will identify
with the movement and encourage others to follow. This hope inspired this short paper on the
concept of human responsibilities and related initiatives.
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Overview of four prominent initiatives
McGregor (2013) profiles and compares four particular initiatives. She recognizes
eight others as well but did not elaborate on them in her analysis. The latter include the 2000
Earth Charter Initiative, the International Council of Human Duties’ 1993 Carta of Human
Duties, and the Commission on Global Governance’s 1995 document titled Our Global
Neighbourhood. As well, she recognizes the Club of Rome’s 1991 Declaration of Human
Responsibilities and Duties, and the UNESCO 1999 Common Framework for the Ethics of
the 21st Century.
The four initiatives chosen by McGregor (2013) are repeatedly recognized as the
major initiatives shaping this global movement (Goold et al., 2009; Saul, 2001). Virtually all
of these initiatives clarify that their intent is to enumerate and extend the responsibilities
mentioned in Article 29(1) of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They include
(a) the 1993 Parliament of the World’s Religions initiative, (b) 1997 InterAction Council
initiative, (c) the 1998 UNESCO-sponsored Valencia initiative, and (d) the 2003 United
Nations Human Rights Commission initiative. The remainder of this paper draws on
McGregor’s chronological and thematic analysis of these four declarations.
In more detail, the 1993 Declaration Toward a Global Ethic was developed and
adopted by faith leaders. It was coordinated by the Council of the Parliament of the World’s
Religions (CPWR), led by Hans Küng (1993). The initiative has become known as the
Global Ethic Project, and was signed by leaders from over 40 different faith and spiritual
communities (Küng, 2005). It was never intended for submission to the United Nations;
rather, the intent was to use the ethic document to keep the sense of human responsibility
alive. Küng (2005) ardently believes that “the search for a global ethic will find its
expression in both human rights and human responsibilities” (p. 6, emphasis added).
In a second initiative, a committee of former heads of states and governments, also
headed by Hans Küng, prepared the 1997 InterAction Council declaration (The InterAction
Council, 1997). The intent was to have the declaration adopted by the United Nations,
thereby ensuring a balance between rights and responsibilities at the United Nations. It did
not receive sufficient state support at the UN, so was never put to a formal vote (Saul, 2001).
One of its founding authors clarified, “[o]ur first attempt failed largely due to oppositions
voiced by human-rights advocates....In the meantime, however, the notion that rights and
responsibilities are mutually complementary has found greater acceptance. It is broadly
recognized today that human rights are not undermined by human responsibilities but rather
they support one another” (Schmidt, 2009, p. 7). Saul reports that “a number of governments
have indicated a willingness to sponsor [it] in the U.N. if a major Western government is
involved, but this willingness has not been forthcoming” (p. 578, emphasis added).
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In a third initiative, spearheaded by UNESCO, with interest from the UN High
Commissioner of Human Rights, more than 100 nations meet in Valencia, Spain to draft and
adopt the 1998 Valencia Declaration. It was purposely released in 1998, the same year the
world celebrated the 50th anniversary of the UDHR. The architects of the Valencia document
were a group of experts including Nobel laureates, scientists, artists and philosophers
(Goldstone, 1998a,b). Goldstone, who lead the initiative, is quoted as saying the “document
never went anywhere...but it might see international daylight yet” (Ireland, 2008, p.2). The
ongoing intent is to submit the document to the United Nations to serve as a reference
document (Helsinki-España Human Dimension, 2010).
The fourth initiative, commissioned by and prepared for the UN Human Rights
Commission (now the Human Rights Council), was developed by the recently deceased
Miguel Alfonso Martinez. To prepare his report, he carried out two field missions, and
analyzed the responses to a questionnaire to United Nations Member States and to a
considerable number of NGOs (Martinez, 2002, 2003). While ultimately rejected by the
United Nations, despite that it was commissioned by the United Nations, Knox (2008)
reports that the declaration continues to receive support from several countries, and “it seems
likely that its proponents will continue to pursue the adoption of its principles in one form or
another” (p. 1). It is worth noting that, as with the InterAction Council initiative, many
Western Nation states stood in firm opposition to Martinez’s (2003) declaration (United
Nations, 2005).
Future Prospects for a Declaration of Human Responsibilities
At first glance, the prospects of ever seeing a common, agreed-to, universal
declaration of human responsibilities seem daunting (as predicted by Suter, 2010). Three
attempts to get something entrenched at the United Nations have not succeeded, despite that
they were either sponsored by, commissioned by or intended for the United Nations. But all
is not in vain. McGregor (2013) paints a much more optimistic picture of this scenario. Her
analysis of the four initiatives showed there were 31 distinct duties or responsibilities across
the four initiatives, and that 20 duties appeared in three or more declarations. This represents
a very strong correlation, 65% in fact. This agreement is quite telling since there was no
coordination amongst the initiatives, albeit Hans Küng was involved with two efforts and one
of those was the inspiration for the declaration prepared by Martinez (2003) for UN Human
Rights Commission. Still, they were developed in isolation of each other and such high
agreement bodes well for future global movement toward a common declaration. As well,
McGregor (2013) acknowledges that “it is normal to anticipate resistance to a longstanding
institution - the 65-year old human rights framework” (p. 23). On the other hand, the world
has changed profoundly since 1948, when the human rights declaration was signed.
Humanity is facing the fallout of corporate-led, capitalistic globalization, the reverberations
of climate change and ecological compromise, unprecedented population growth and
changing demographics, worldwide health pandemics, and worrying escalation of violent
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reactions to conflict, including war, terrorism and structural violence (McGregor, 2012). Put
simply, as Goldstone so aptly asserts, “managing globalisation requires equitable global and
regional solutions based on the precepts of both joint and individual responsibility and
solidarity” (1998a, p. 2).
In conclusion, the time is ripe for a renewed global dialogue about a common
declaration of human responsibilities. The high congruency among current initiatives is very
encouraging. People are not as far apart as it may seem at first glance. Fraser (1998) agrees,
stating “[t]he goals of [similar initiatives] are quite converging, whether coming from
scientific, religious, ethical, and philosophical. Time will come for the broad acceptance of
the notion that a sense of responsibilities are (sic) essential” (p. 5). Suter (2010) observes “a
development is slowly emerging that is also worth following” (p. 204).
“The congruency amongst initiatives and the longstanding commitment to adopt a
collection of principles in some form or another, lends hope to the enterprise. Future
initiatives to foster an intercultural dialogue around an eventual universal declaration of
human responsibilities can (b) build on the international determination to adopt human
responsibilities and (b) avail themselves of the well-reasoned critiques of existing initiatives
to inform deliberations and dialogue” (McGregor, 2013, p. 23, emphasis added). Augmenting
human rights with human responsibilities, through complementary formal frameworks, is a
viable mantra for the 21st century.
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(EDH) como estratégia para efetivação da cidadania e da dignidade humana em nosso país.
Na primeira parte discute os conceitos de direitos humanos e educação em direitos humanos.
Na segunda e última parte apresentar os aspectos práticos da experiência, bem como suas
perspectivas para o futuro.
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1. Introdução
O presente artigo tem como objetivo relatar a experiência do Observatório da
Educação:Direitos Humanos, Cidadania e Violência (OBEDHCV) - aprovado no Edital 049/
2012 CAPES/INEP - com a Educação em Direitos Humanos (EDH) como estratégia para
efetivação de uma cultura de respeito e promoção da cidadania e dos DH nas escolas da Rede
Pública de Educação do Estado da Bahia.
Ao elaborarmos esse artigo partimos do pressuposto de que o relato de experiências é
uma das formas contemporâneas de produção e difusão do conhecimento onde os sujeitos
podem expressar suas vivências, valorizando as diferentes formas de saberes, integrando
conhecimento acadêmico formal com a produção de conhecimento em toda a sociedade
(ROCHA, 2012).
Nesse sentido, dividimos esse estudo em duas partes: na primeira tratamos da
importância dos DH na atualidade e da EDH como estratégia para efetivação de uma cultura
de respeito a cidadania e a dignidade humana em nosso país. Na segunda e última parte
tratamos dos aspectos principais do OBEDCHV e as perspectivas para o futuro.
2. Direitos Humanos: Muitas Vozes, Uma Utopia
O dia 10 de dezembro é dedicado a reflexão sobre os direitos humanos em todo o
mundo, são inúmeras as atividades como seminários e reuniões realizadas nesse dia.
Contudo, apesar disso, quando falamos em DH tem sido mais fácil indicar uma relação de
direitos do que formular uma definição. Essa dificuldade tem origem na pluralidade de
disciplinas que estudam esta matéria: direito, filosofia, sociologia, ciência política, história,
psicologia, educação, comunicação, entre outros; bem como no grande número de denominações que os DH tiveram ao longo do tempo: direitos do homem, direitos da pessoa
humana, direitos fundamentais, direitos individuais, direitos subjetivos, direitos inatos,
direitos constitucionais, direitos positivos, direitos naturais, liberdades públicas, garantias
constitucionais etc. Sem a menor dúvida estamos diante de um conceito polissêmicos, com
significados e sentidos diversos ao longo de sua história, mas de grande importância para a
humanidade.
Depois de passar por um longo tempo com a desconfiança dos movimentos de
esquerda no Brasil e na América Latina, os DH passaram a ser a principal plataforma política
dos movimentos sociais pelo mundo, principalmente se eles são vistos numa perspectiva de
interculturalidade (SANTOS, 2009, p.10).
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Outra questão fundamental em relação ao conceito de DH no Brasil, citada por Benevides (2004), é que as elites no Brasil sempre deram a esses direitos um tom pejorativo, associado a ideia de "defesa de bandidos", com um significado político muito importante e revelador da verdadeira intenção dessas elites, que é a de afastar qualquer possibilidade de respeitar
os direitos de um grande massa excluída, pois isso significaria uma melhor partilha do poder
e da riqueza dentro da sociedade.
Entre os juristas Celso Albuquerque de Melo defende um conceito normativo dos
direitos humanos como sendo: "Direitos humanos são aqueles que estão considerados nos
textos internacionais e legais, não impedindo que novos direitos sejam consagrados no futuro" (MELO, 1997, p.5).
Para o jurista Dalmo de Abreu Dallari, a expressão direitos humanos se identifica com
a expressão direitos fundamentais da pessoa humana: "Esses direitos são considerados
fundamentais porque sem eles a pessoa humana não consegue existir ou não é capaz de se
desenvolver e de participar plenamente da vida" (DALLARI, 1998, p.9).
A expressão direitos humanos vai surgir pela primeira vez na literatura internacional
durante a 2ª guerra mundial, como uma reação coletiva internacional às barbáries produzidas
pelos regimes nazifascistas. Essa expressão foi incorporada a Carta das Nações Unidas de
1945 e a Carta da Organização dos Estados Americanos (OEA) que também tratou dos
direitos fundamentais da pessoa humana (ROCHA, 2011).
Em 1948, a Declaração Universal dos Direitos Humanos das Nações Unidas,
consagrou a nova expressão, direitos humanos na maior parte das línguas, com exceção da
língua francesa que preferiu manter a expressão consignada durante a sua revolução, isto é,
direitos do homem. E o que são direitos humanos ?
Para uma primeira aproximação do conceito contemporâneo de DH, podemos elencar
alguns pontos que consideramos fundamentais na discussão.
Historicidade. Em primeiro lugar, podemos destacar a historicidade dos DH, são eles
direitos históricos e políticos, não são fruto de um único país ou de um único povo, mas são
uma conquista da humanidade para toda a humanidade ao longo da história. Não se tem
acesso aos direitos humanos por ser membro de uma nação ou de um determinado povo, mas
por pertencer a espécie humana. Com isso não desconhecemos os princípios dos DH de sua
universalidade e interdependência, mas sabemos que eles foram sendo reconhecidos
progressivamente pela legislação dos Estados nacionais no curso da história.
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Laicos e racionalistas. Outra característica importante dos DH é o seu caráter laico e
racionalista, em que pese as contribuições da doutrina humanista das diversas filosofias religiosas, não se pode perder o caráter laico e racional dos DH, sob pena de cairmos em fundamentalismos ou fanatismos nocivos a uma construção política, racional e humana desse
conjunto de direitos.
Sentido prático e jurídico. Questão não menos importante é o seu sentido prático dos
DH, estes direitos são uma doutrina que não está somente na teoria, mas eles têm um sentido
prático, concreto e jurídico, que tem relação com a vida e a liberdade das pessoas. Por conta
disso, temos um debate ético e político em torno dos direitos humanos, mas também jurídico
e, por conta disso podemos afirmar que os direitos humanos são valores, princípios que orientam o direito, as normas jurídicas dos Estados. Dessa forma, os direitos e as garantias jurídicas de proteção aos direitos humanos (advocacy) são ferramentas jurídicas, administrativas e
políticas indispensáveis a efetivação dos DH, para que estes não se transformem em simples
retórica.
Políticas Públicas. Cabe ainda destacar a importância das políticas públicas. Os DH
enquanto sistema ético de princípios orientadores das normas jurídicas, tornam-se também
critérios de orientação e implementação das políticas públicas de Estado em vários setores.
As políticas públicas e as ações afirmativas são o instrumento para a realização dos direitos
humanos pelos Estados, com essas políticas o Estado assume o compromisso de ser o ente
promotor, regulador e protetor dos direitos humanos, não só do ponto de vista da prestação
negativa do Estado (não fazer), como do ponto de vista de uma prestação positiva (fazer),
implementando serviços públicos que efetivem os direitos humanos.
Universalidade. Por fim, a obrigação com os DH não é só do Estado, mas de toda a
sociedade. Tanto o Estado como a sociedade civil organizada têm um papel importante na
luta pela efetivação dos DH em todo o mundo, para levar esses direitos ao cotidiano das
pessoas e grupos, principalmente, aqueles em situação de vulnerabilidade social, respeitando
critérios de etnia, gênero e classe social.
Em síntese, o conceito de DH é uma pedra angular de nossa humanidade, tais direitos
não são concedidos porque somos cidadãos de uma nação, mas porque são direitos de toda a
humanidade independente de qualquer distinção. O conceito de DH universais é, desse ponto
de vista, uma ideia unificadora, algo que torna cada um de nós importante, pouco importa
onde vivamos e a que país pertençamos, algo que podemos todos partilhar, apesar da
diversidade dos sistemas jurídicos dos nossos respectivos países. Os DH reconhecem também
a diversidade cultural e humana entre os países e a necessidade de uma postura fundada na
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interculturalidade, onde uma cultura não se veja superior a outra e a possibilidade de integração entre as diferentes culturas seja festejada por todos e todas.
Enquanto seres humanos temos diversas dimensões, temos dimensões como etnia,
sexo, orientação sexual, idade, entre outros. Somos iguais na diferença e apesar dos DH
serem universais, devem satisfazer a diversidade social e humana de nossas sociedades.
3. Educação em e para os Direitos Humanos
Na discussão sobre direitos humanos a educação cumpre um papel central, ela
é tanto um direito humano fundamental, sem o qual uma série de outros direitos não podem
ser exercidos, mas é também uma estratégia fundamental para efetivação dos direitos
humanos, na medida em que é através da educação que se pode construir uma cultura de
respeito e promoção dos direitos e não violência. Para Tosi (2005, p.16) os direitos humanos
formam um campo teórico e hermenêutico, um paradigma formado de ideias, princípios,
valores, conceitos, linguagem, fruto de uma reflexão coletiva. Se é verdade que cada linguagem forma um mundo próprio, a linguagem dos direitos humanos cria o mundo dos diretos humanos, da dignidade humana, enquanto ideia reguladora e horizonte a ser perseguido.
A educação para a cidadania e DH constitui uma das dimensões mais importantes
para a efetivação dos direitos, tanto na educação formal, quanto na educação informal, ou
popular, e nos meios de comunicação. Não se trata de "aprender" um conteúdo, de estudar
uma "disciplina", mas de promover uma formação ético, política e metodologias próprias.
A discussão sobre a EDH é recente no Brasil apesar de já fazer parte de documentos
internacionais desde 1948. A EDH é compreendida como um processo sistemático e
multidimensional que orienta a formação de sujeitos de direitos, articulando várias dimensões
como a apreensão de conhecimentos sobre direitos humanos (DH), a afirmação de valores,
atitudes e práticas que expressem uma cultura de DH, a afirmação de uma consciência cidadã, o desenvolvimento de processos metodológicos participativos, o fortalecimento de práticas individuais e sociais que gerem ações e instrumentos em favor da promoção, da proteção
e da defesa dos DH. Em acordo com o Programa Mundial de EDH da ONU, o nosso PNEDH
considera que os DH são uma área de conhecimento inter, transdisciplinar que deve estar
presente na formação de todas e todos.
4. Metodologia: Abordagem Baseada em Direitos Humanos (Human Right-Based
Approach - RBA)
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Na UNEB a pesquisa do OBEDHCV é realizada pelo Grupo de Pesquisa Gestão,
Educação e Direitos Humanos (GEDH/CNPq). A proposta do GEDH/CNPq é realizar pesquisas sobre novas formas de resignificar o direito e a educação buscando construir práticas emancipatórias que contemplem a formação cidadã de estudantes, membros da sociedade civil organizada, gestores, professores, técnicos, profissionais e de toda a sociedade, orientada pela
perspectiva da ética, dos direitos humanos, da emancipação social, da promoção do direito e
da educação como relevantes instrumentos de mudança e promoção da justiça social no Brasil
e no mundo.
Nesse anos de existência o GEDH vem desenvolvendo uma metodologia conhecida
como Abordagem Baseada em Direitos Humanos ou em inglês Human Right-Based Approach
(RBA). A RBA é originalmente uma metodologia recomendada pela Organização das Nações
Unidas (ONU) e utilizada por agências multilaterais, ONGs, Universidades para projetos e
programas que trabalham com o direito ao desenvolvimento, especialmente, em setores como
educação, saúde, governança, água, nutrição, saneamento básico, HIV/AIDS, emprego,
relações de trabalho, relações sociais, desenvolvimento econômico sustentável entre outros. O
GEDH trata essa metodologia como uma estratégia de pesquisa em ação envolvendo os sujeitos coletivos de direito na busca pela sua emancipação social e política.
5. O Observatório da Educação: Direitos Humanos, Cidadania e Violência
O OBEDHCV é uma rede interdisciplinar e colaborativa formada pelas Universidades
do Estado da Bahia (UNEB), Universidade Federal da Bahia (UFBA) e Universidade Católica
do Salvador (UCSAL) com a participação dos programas de pós-graduação Doutorado MultiInstitucional e Multidisciplinar em Difusão do Conhecimento (DMMDC), Mestrado e Doutorado em Educação (FACED/UFBA), Mestrado em Gestão e Tecnologias aplicadas à Educação
(GESTEC/UNEB) e do Programa de Políticas Sociais e Cidadania da UCSAL. O projeto que
tem sede na UNEB é coordenado pelos professores doutores José Cláudio Rocha ( Sede
UNEB), Celma Borges Gomes (Núcleo UFBA) e Kátia Siqueira de Freitas (Núcleo UCSAL).
O OBEDCHV tem como objetivo geral fomentar a produção acadêmica, a difusão do
conhecimento e a formação de recursos humanos em nível de pós-graduação (mestrado e doutorado) e iniciação científica, bem como incentivar a articulação entre pós-graduação,
licenciaturas e escolas da rede pública de educação básica, em especial, na formação continuada dos profissionais da educação em temas como gênero, educação e diversidade na escola; Educação em Direitos Humanos (EDH); Educação Ambiental (EA) e educação para as
relações étnicos raciais.
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Como objetivo específico o OBEDCHV desenvolve pesquisas básicas e aplicadas, de
cunho científico e tecnológico voltadas para a aplicação de medidas de gestão;
desenvolvimento de planos, programas e projetos; formação dos profissionais que atuam na
educação básica e na educação superior; e intervenção nos processos educacionais, a exemplo
de políticas públicas, boas práticas, desenvolvimento de materiais didáticos e instrucionais.
Nesse aspecto, além das pesquisas individuais executadas pelos bolsistas, o OBEDCHV investiga a representação social dos direitos humanos, da cidadania e da violência, no ambiente de
comunidades de escolas públicas de ensino médio da Região Metropolitana de Salvador
(RMS) tendo em vista a realização de políticas públicas de direitos humanos.
O OBEDCHV tem como objetivo específico também, realizar atividades de formação
para profissionais da rede de educação básica como cursos de aperfeiçoamento, oficinas, workshops, seminários, conferências, palestras, articulando o saber cientifico com o saber popular
das comunidades envolvidas com foco no empoderamento das comunidades (empowerment)
e prestação de contas dos gestores públicos (accountability).
Objetiva ainda atuar como ator social em espaços políticos, acadêmicos e científicos
voltados para a formação da política nacional e local de educação em direitos humanos como
conferências, fóruns, comitê de educação em direitos humanos, reuniões técnicas do MEC/
SECADI e MEC/SESU, CAPES/INEP, Secretaria de Direitos Humanos da Presidência da
República (SDH/PR), Secretaria de Educação do Estado da Bahia e Secretaria da Justiça, Cidadania e Direitos Humanos (SJCDH), órgãos responsáveis pela articulação das políticas de
educação para a cidadania e direitos humanos nacional e local.
Por fim monitora a implementação e execução de planos e programas nacionais como
o Plano Nacional de Educação Direitos Humanos (PNEDH), o Programa Nacional de Direitos
Humanos (PNDH) 3, o Plano Nacional de Educação (PNE) e às Diretrizes Nacionais para a
Educação em Direitos Humanos e dos planos estaduais como o Plano de Direitos Humanos da
Bahia e Plano de Educação em Direitos Humanos da Bahia.
Estudos recentes sobre as violências nas escolas ressaltam nas relações sociais intensos
processos de discriminação de gênero, geração, orientação sexual, étnico-raciais, religiosas e
culturais e àquelas ligadas às condições socioeconômicas, às opções político-ideológico. A
convivência social no ambiente escolar pode não refletir a consciência e ação que tem por
base os DH, do que decorrem relações conflitivas que conduzem à transgressão das civilidades até chegar aos atos de violência severos. Há muitas explicações para este fenômeno,
mas todas fogem à afirmação dos DH nas relações sociais (BORGES, 2012).
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É verdade, como afirma Pino (2007), “o problema da violência está intimamente ligado
ao problema das relações sociais, em que a existência do outro aparece como ameaça real ou
imaginária à própria existência (física, social ou psicológica)” Destaca-se, nesta proposta e, em
primeiro lugar, a transgressão aos direitos civis na medida em que estes direitos estão
relacionados ao indivíduo, à sua personalidade, às suas liberdades pessoais, de pensamento, de
religião, de reunião e econômica, enfim, pela garantia de suas opções e desde que sejam
reconhecidos seus próprios limites, na fronteira dos direitos dos outros.
Em segundo lugar chama-se a atenção para os direitos sociais que incluem o direito ao
trabalho, à assistência, à educação à saúde e superação da pobreza e da miséria. Direitos estes
que implicam na ação do Estado para manutenção e segurança das condições dignas de vida e
de qualidade de vida a todos os cidadãos de uma dada sociedade. Universalizar os direitos
sociais é, por conseguinte, eliminar a exclusão social, porque eles representam também os
direitos de participação no poder político e na distribuição da riqueza social produzida. Pino
(2007) assinala que às violências interpessoais associam-se outras práticas que igualmente são
a negação dos direitos humanos.
Para superar esse cenário a EDH se mostra como uma importante estratégia, apesar de
recente no Brasil e na América Latina, a EDH esta presente em documentos internacionais
desde a Declaração Universal dos Direitos Humanos de 1948 (ONU, 2009).
Do ponto de vista dos resultados o Observatório vem realizando os projetos de
pesquisa individuais e coletivo sobre a representação social em direitos humanos, cidadania e
violência; divulgando as ações do projeto e as diretrizes nacionais da educação em direitos
humanos em eventos científicos como A Semana de Mobilização Cientifica da Católica
(SEMOC 2013), o Seminário sobre Direitos Sociais, do Programa Mesa Brasil do SESC e o
Seminário Nacional Ética, Diversidade e Direitos Humanos, organizado pelo Ministério
Público do Estado da Bahia. Organiza também seminários e conferências a exemplo do
Seminário Violência nas Escolas: Repensando Conceitos e Práticas para a Cultura da Não
Violência, organizado pelo Núcleo UFBA ou a Conferência sobre formação de professores
organizado pelo núcleo UCSAL.
Tem organizado ainda cursos de aperfeiçoamento sobre o uso de métodos quantitativos
em educação para pesquisadores, pós-graduandos e professores da rede de educação básica.
Do ponto de vista da produção tecnológica, está sendo executado um sistema on line para divulgação de informações e implantação de uma comunidade virtual de aprendizagem. Se defendemos que professores tenham em sala de aula uma cultura de respeito e promoção em direitos
humanos, precisamos criar oportunidades de uma qualificação em educação em direitos
humanos.
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6. Conclusão
Os resultados do OBEDHCV são ainda preliminares, apesar de sua criação ser precedida de pesquisas que revelam a importância de uma articulação entre a pós-graduação e a
educação básica no campo da educação para a cidadania e os direitos humanos. Instrumentos
como o Observatório podem propiciar um diálogo mais frequente entre estudantes da pósgraduação e professores investigadores da educação básica, favorecer a implantação de núcleo
e centros de pesquisa na escola, bem como melhorar os indicadores da educação. A equipe do
OBEDHCV está dedicada no momento a construção de um portal na internet para socialização
de documentos internacionais e nacionais de direitos humanos, bem como outros instrumentos
de interesse dos docentes da rede pública. Sem a menor dúvida, a EDH pode ser um caminho
viável para recuperar as escolas e a educação em todo o Brasil.
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1. Introduction

The Value of Education for Refugee Livelihood

Abstract: Central to the development of humanity and community is education.
Education is universally recognised as one of the essential human rights and economic
freedoms. For economic progress, it is regarded as an indispensable vehicle of
empowering the disadvantaged and marginalised, socially and economically. From this
point of view, the paper discusses the value of education in responding to and solving
refugee problems.

Keywords: Education, Refugees, Asylum-seekers, Poverty, Development, Dignity,
Integration.

Callixte Kavuro

Education is of the greatest value in a refugee community. It is an indispensable
vehicle by which full integration of refugees into host communities is promoted. It enables
them to learn the languages, culture, and tradition of host communities, on one hand, and to
acquire new knowledge and skills, which advance their employment or self-employment
opportunities, on the other (1). In other words, education empowers refugees and expands
their ability to turn their dreams into realities (2). The status of refugees cannot therefore be
an impediment to refugees’ dreams. In alleviating this possible impediment, the drafters of
the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (3) and its 1967 Protocol (4) (the
1951 Refugee Convention) were convinced that refugees and asylum-seekers should attend
schools “in the same circumstances” as citizens, as regards basic education (5) and “in the
same circumstances” as foreign nationals, as regards tertiary education (6). The latter has
been problematic in most refugee hosting states (7) as will be illustrated.
This paper is concerned with refugees’ access to education focussing primarily on its
importance in a refugee’s life. This issue in question is analytically and critically discussed
from a theoretical standpoint of rights-based approach to development. This approach
‘seek[s] solutions to poverty through the establishment and enforcement of rights that entitle
the poor and marginalised people to a fair share of society’s resources.’ (8) It brings together
two important disciplines, namely, “human rights” and “human development” so as to
empower the disadvantaged, socially and economically and to secure ‘freedom for a life of
dignity and to expand people’s choices and opportunities’. (9)
Within this context, the paper, in section two, explores education from a standpoint of
a human right paradigm and illustrates how education is an indispensable means of uplifting
refugees out of poverty and realising other basic rights if it is translated into entitlement. The
third section explores the right to basic education and it is analysed from a standpoint of its
definitional conceptualisation. On the basis of the definition, the paper argues that basic
education develops refugee children’s personalities, talents and mental physical abilities and
prepares them to be responsible adults who are productive and protect themselves against
economic shocks. The fourth section explores the right to tertiary education which is also
analysed from its definitional conceptualisation. It argues that tertiary education is key to
refugees’ development, both individually and collectively. It empowers refugees with skills
and knowledge that will enable them to fully integrate in host communities and, eventually,
contribute to national and global economy. The paper, in section five, concludes by drawing
on Amartya Sen’s understanding of ‘freedom as development’. It underscores that education
increases refugees’ freedom to take purposive choices and to act upon them so as to advance
themselves and their dependants, socially and economically.

University of Cape Town, Safety and Violence Initiative, Parliamentary
Monitoring Group
callixtekav@gmail.com

2. Education as a human right
The right to education was first entrenched in the article 26 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948 (10) and was given effect by article 13 of the
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International Covenant on Economic, Social Cultural Rights (ICESCR) of 1966 (11) so as to
attain a binding authority. The importance, joy and rewards of education can be drawn from
the narrow definition of the concept of education provided by United Nations Education,
Scientific, and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) in 1974:
“Education is the entire process of social life by means which individual and social
groups learn to develop consciously within, and for the benefit of, the national and
international communities, the whole of their personal capabilities, attitudes,
aptitudes and knowledge.” (12)
In its General Comment No 13 concerning education, the Economic and Social
Council, in 1999, generally and widely defined the concept of education as follows:
“Education is both a human right in itself and an indispensable means of realising
other human rights. As an empowerment rights, education is the primary vehicle by
which economically and socially marginalised adults and children can lift
themselves out of poverty and obtain the means to participate fully in their
communities. Education has a vital role in empowering women, safeguarding
children from exploitative and hazardous labour and sexual exploitation, promoting
human rights and democracy, protecting the environment, and controlling
population growth. Increasingly, education is recognised as one of the best financial
investments state can make. But the importance of education is not just practical: a
well-educated, enlightened and active mind, able to wonder freely and widely, is one
of joys and rewards of human existence.” (13)
In light of this definition, without education, a refugee will not be able to realise other
fundamental human rights, more precisely, civil rights (14), including, the right to life; the
right to dignity; the right to equality; the right to freedom and security of the person; the right
to trade, occupation, or profession; right not to be subjected to slavery or exploitation (i.e.
fair labour practices); the right of freedom of expression, of association, of movement and
residence, and of religion, belief and opinion; the right to assemble and demonstrate; the right
to an environment that is not harmful to their health or wellbeing; the right to housing and
accommodation; the right to healthcare, food, water and social security; the rights of their
children; the right to education; the right to use their languages and to participate in their
cultural or traditional life; the right to access information either held by the state or any other
person; the right to have their disputes resolved by a competent court and, in criminal
matters, at the state expenses, if substantial injustice would otherwise result; and the right of
arrested, detained, and accused persons. Most importantly, how these civil rights can be
exercised and the manner in which they can be reasonably and justifiably be limited or at
what extent a refugee or an asylum-seeker can enjoy these rights. Indeed, refugee rights can
be claimed through actual struggle by refugees’ own understandings of what they are justly
and fairly entitled to. Besides, adult refugees and their children need education for their
minds to wonder freely and widely in a bid of restoring the sense of normalcy to their lives
thereby being able to cope with normal stress of life. (15)
A number of refugees are socially and economically marginalised and disadvantaged
and live in lamentable conditions; they are poor and homeless. (16) By virtue of their status,
they endure a special vulnerability in their respective host communities. For example, in
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South Africa, they are associated with the country’s social ills and criminal activities due to
the South Africans’ understanding that refugees, more often than not, are poor. (17)
Consequently, refugees, asylum-seekers, and economic migrants have been main target of
xenophobic attacks because they are portrayed as ‘a threat to South African lives.’ (18) Also,
the study conducted by Winnifred R. Louis et al (2007) revealed that the same perception
was held by Australian populations, resulting in support for restrictive measures in respect of
entry of refugees and accessing national resources and opportunities (19). In addition, the
many literature points out that the attitudes towards refugee communities in host nations have
become hostile and thus less welcoming (20). They are classified as ‘unwanted migrants’ on
the basis of a premise that they cannot contribute to the country’s economic growth and they
are, instead, viewed as a drain on public resources (21). Education is therefore vital in
fighting against this stigmatisation and denigration. Education will enable refugees to lift
themselves out of poverty and misery and, eventually, obtain the means to participate fully in
the host communities as well as to contribute to national economic development and, upon
return, to the development of their own countries.
In the case of refugee women, education empowers them at such an extent that they
will be able to support themselves and their families. In many conflict situations, many of the
victims are men. Usually, women take flight in a quest for a safe haven along with their
children. In exile, thy often find themselves assuming the role of their husbands as heads of
households and breadwinners in addition to parental responsibilities and attending domestic
work (22). In order to cope with this stressful new life, a woman needs education to acquire a
marketable skills and knowledge and to understand the importance of controlling her
reproductive system. In the case of unaccompanied children, education will keep them out of
the street and they are less likely to be exposed to employers who might exploit them. They
are rather more likely to be able to realise their potentials and to become responsible people
who will, in my view, chart the route to desirable political and social change in their home
countries. From this perspective, I turn to examine the importance of providing basic
education to refugee children.
3. Basic (and secondary) education: Grooming a tolerant nation
As noted above, the concept of education generally shapes an individual attitudes and
aptitudes and develops knowledge and capabilities. In particular, basic education is of
paramount importance for individual and societal development (23). It is defined by the
Constitutional Court of South Africa as:
“an important socioeconomic right directed, among other things, at promoting and
developing a child’s personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to his or
her fullest potential. [It] also provides a foundation for a child‘s lifetime learning
and work opportunities. ” (24)
In other words, basic education prepares children to be able to take tomorrow’s
opportunities for their own advantage. Both basic and secondary educations are directed at
preparing a child to have various talents, from which the child may decide to develop some
talents and skills through tertiary education. It also prepares a child to be responsible for his
or her life in a free society, in the spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of sexes,
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and friendship among all people, ethnic, national and religious groups and persons of
indigenous origin (25). It develops his or her respect for natural environment. (26)
Refugee children have experienced traumatic events. Some have been subjected to
physical, psychological and emotional torture. Those close to them have been victims of
many kind of torture and violence on the basis of personal attributes such as political opinion,
ethnicity, tribe or religion. They are bred and grown up in refugee camps where they are
exposed to political conflicts of their home countries at early age as well as frustration,
depression, and humiliation of their parents arising out of a refugee situation. Those who do
not live in the refugee camps are exposed to local populations’ anti-immigrants sentiment
when they are at home and away from home. Education will therefore help them to be aware
of their self and to strive to make the world a better place devoid of antagonism, xenophobia,
hatred, and social division. Notwithstanding this, basic (or secondary) education will not at all
give refugee children a dream career. It is imperative that they pursue their dream at technical
and professional (vocational) training colleges or universities. In order to acquire a
marketable skills or realisation of one’s potentiality, higher/tertiary education is essential.
Unlike the basic education that is guaranteed by the 1951 Convention to the Status of
Refugees, the Convention requires a hosting state, as regards the right to further education, to
accord to them favourable treatment as possible, and in any event not less favourable than
that accorded to foreign nationals in the same circumstances (27). The right to basic education
is distinct from the right to tertiary education (28) because it needs to be compulsory and
available to all children (29) whereas tertiary education is made available on the basis of
merits (30) and subject to appropriate measures (31). For needy and deserving students,
financial assistance is anticipated to be made available. (32)
Given the vulnerability of the refugees, a hosting state needs to allocate resources to
facilitate refugees to access tertiary education. As the standard of treatment is comparable to
that accorded to international/foreign students, most refugees and asylum-seekers are unable
to turn these rights into entitlement because hosting states tends to restrict public funds to
their citizens (33). As international students, refugees or asylum-seekers are required to cover
their school fees. This challenges vulnerable refugees or asylum-seekers to pursue their
dream. This has an implication of relegating them to the margin of society and subjecting
them to perpetual and structural poverty. In an effort to solving the problems of refugees,
financial and material support should not be taken for granted. Within this view, I turn to
discuss the importance of tertiary education and why hosting state should allocate resources
to educate refugees, which is necessary for the full realisation of their potentials, in particular,
and for enjoyment of other basic rights, in general.
4. Tertiary Education: Vital to livelihood
The concept of ‘tertiary education’ has no universal definition. However, it is defined
by The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) as:
“instrumental in the pursuit and advancement of knowledge and constitutes an
exceptionally rich cultural and scientific asset for both individual and society.” (34)
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In my view, tertiary education is a transmission of knowledge to those people who
have a burning desire or thirst to develop their personal and intellectual abilities. According to
University of Canada, tertiary education is:
“a key to both individual and collective empowerment [and] involving not only the
transmission of knowledge and the acquisition of skills but an awareness of the self
and a capacity and a will to effect change” (35)
This clearly suggests that a refugee who is able to further his/her education will be
able to deal with their trauma associated with forced or involuntary displacement. As noted
above, vocational education is crucial to acquiring skills that will enable them to work,
integrate in host communities, and secure a life of dignity. In this respect, the Supreme Court
of South Africa noted with concern that:
“the freedom to engage in productive work – even where that is not required in order to
survive – is indeed an important component of human dignity,…for mankind is preeminently a social species with an instinct for meaningful association. Self-esteem and
sense of self-worth – the fulfilment of what it is to be human – is most often bound up
with being accepted as socially useful.” (36)
Indeed, if refugees and asylum-seekers engage in productive work, they will not be
viewed as a burden to a hosting state and they will be respected by members of the local
community around them. Tertiary education will, of course, create economic opportunities to
allow them to support themselves and to support their families (37). Stiglitz (2002) argues
that those who engage in economic activities increase ‘their wellbeing and economic structure
and that are able to do are more desirable in a community than those that are not.’ (38) If
refugees and asylum-seekers lack a marketable skill and are thus unemployed, they will
nonetheless face a variety of problems and pathologies, including domestic violence,
divorces, suicides, alcoholism, drug abuse, or engage in criminal activities so as to earn a
living. Unlike citizens, refugees and asylum-seekers are not given greater autonomy in their
own lives. Their rights are limited to civil rights and, in many cases, these rights are not
protected and promoted, notably, positive rights vis socio-economic rights (including
education). Hence they have no political muscle, no voice in decision making and can rarely
hold government officials accountable; they have inadequate vocational education and
employment opportunities. As a result, they are subject to structural poverty and misery. In
that, they are deprived what the World Bank Institute termed “endowment of assets,” which
encompasses ‘the resources that allow people to use social, political, and economic
opportunities; to be productive; and to protect themselves against shocks.” (39) Deprivation
of their right to education inhibits the realisation of the potential for self-fulfilment (40).
As discussed above, tertiary education will empower refugees or asylum-seekers to
achieve other dynamic development outcomes, including poverty, development of human
dignity and personality, understanding tolerance and friendship, maintenance of peace,
effective participation in a free society, promotion of gender equality and respect of
environment. (41) Above all, tertiary education is a weapon to change a refugee situation and,
finally, the primary vehicle by which they can meaningfully engage with various
stakeholders, such as hosting communities, local authorities, hosting state government, the
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United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and a home country’s
government (in the case of a need to return arises). Educated refugees will be able to
contribute in finding a durable solution to their problem through litigation and advocacy or
through liberation struggle, if their countries of origin continue to be characterised by tyranny,
authoritarian, and political repression. In several African countries, former refugees have
become heads of state and government, including Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, South Africa to
name but few. Based on these instances, it is evident that educating refugees is so important
with a view of promoting human rights, culture of democracy, unity, tolerance and
reconciliation. This will contribute to a viable and sustainable peace at national, regional and
international level. Educating refugees is a part of taking energetic measures to prevent escalation of political or ethnic conflict and to create a stable, viable, progressive, and free society.
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Instilling Global Citizenship within the International School
Network
Abstract: Promoting "global citizenship" has become a popular trend within international
schools. There is a huge benefit for students, schools and the world as a whole when
students are aware of the world around them engaged in contemporary issues both on a
communal and global scale. There exist four major ways to develop global awareness
within the international schools: 1) curriculum design which embraces themes of
awareness, empathy and a more holistic educational approach; 2) the use of technology
that fosters connections between classrooms and destinations around the world; 3) social
action projects that use service-based learning to create a deeper awareness of global
issues; and 4) extra-curricular projects that offer a variety of tools to promote global
citizenship. By creating global citizens, we are helping give rise a better world.
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One of the hot trends in education today is “promoting global citizenship,” but this
somewhat amorphous cause can often be as difficult to achieve as it is to define. Being a
global citizen goes well beyond simply traveling on the international stage or living an
expatriate lifestyle; it refers to a more holistic view of the world, understanding the
commonalities we share and recognizing our responsibility to help our fellow man and
safeguard our planet’s future.
The multi-cultural setting of international education lends itself to a more natural
development of global citizenship. From this starting point, there exist different approaches
to developing this global awareness, such as: 1) curriculum design which embraces themes
of awareness, empathy and a more holistic educational approach; 2) the use of technology
that fosters connections between classrooms and destinations around the world; 3) social
action projects that use service-based learning to create a deeper awareness of global issues;
and 4) extra-curricular projects that offer a variety of tools to promote global citizenship.
Firstly, one of the most prominent forms of cultivating this awareness is by creating a
scholastic curriculum around its encompassing ideals. The Academy for Global Citizenship,
a highly-acclaimed Chicago charter school, has based an entire scholastic approach on
“environmental stewardship, holistic wellness and a global perspective.” A similar approach
has been adopted within international schools like Yokohama International School, where the
Former Head of School James MacDonald implemented the innovative “Global Citizenship
Degree” which allows students an opportunity to do extra-curricular activities in order to
obtain a supplementary degree upon graduation. Beyond these school-wide approaches,
teachers can develop ways to link their existing curriculum with these principles of global
awareness. This requires them to seek underlying lessons that can be drawn from course
materials and classroom activities. For example, a geography class on desertification can be
expanded to include the testimony of people who have been forced to flee their villages due
to the lack of grass for their animals to graze and water for them to drink. When students
recognize the human impact of an issue, they become more engaged in the learning process
and start to develop this awareness we are hoping to inspire.
The second tool that can be used to advance these ideals is through the use of digital
technology. For years, sites have offered classrooms the opportunity to link up with other
classrooms in order to learn about each other’s cultures and countries, but the current trend is
to take these partnerships beyond the traditional “what is life like in your country?” model.
Nowadays, partner schools can research social issues afflicting our planet and then propose
and carry out concrete plans of action to create positive change. In some cases, the partner
schools team up to address a local issue afflicting one of the schools, while other programs
unite the schools to address more global issues. There are also a number of web-based
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programs that connect classrooms around the world to foster a cultural exchange. Projects
like this can be carried out on a class-by-class basis or can be implemented on a school-wide
level. Two of the most innovative programs are iEarn (International Education and Resource
Network) and TIGed (TakingITGlobal for Educators); each connect schools around the world
to global issues and provide a framework for collaborative projects that expose students to
global issues and hands-on solutions. For those teachers or administrators interested in
exploring these options, I would also recommend taking a look at Challenge 20/20, Adobe
Youth Voices and Shout Initiative (run through Microsoft’s Partners in Learning).
Another strategy to foster students’ sense of empowerment is by engaging them in
social action projects. Partnering with local non-profits is an excellent way to not only impact
the community, but to engage students in fostering positive change. Research shows that this
model of “service learning” benefits students in many ways. First of all, young people
experience a greater sense of self-efficacy as they see firsthand what a positive impact they
can make. Meanwhile, they develop ideals of empathy and compassion which cultivates
community development and nurtures global citizenship that lasts long beyond high school.
Involvement in these projects has also proven to increase academic achievement as students
learn problem-solving skills, how to plan activities and important team-work abilities. Many
of today’s leaders in public service point out how their formative experiences volunteering or
engaging in community service helped form the civic engagement skills that has defined who
they are today. This just goes to show the deep impact that service learning can have as
international schools seek to foster global citizenship.
Just as important as the effect upon the school and the students is the impact on the
individuals benefiting from these community-based programs. After all, these recipients - be
they elderly, hospitalized, deaf, mentally-challenged or poor - are the reason students,
teachers, parents and community leaders mobilize their efforts. It is heart-warming to see
how community members take a fresh look at the youth of the community once they see
them lending their assistance. When I took a group of at-risk high-school boys from the
inner-city of Chicago to volunteer at a homeless shelter, numerous residents commended the
boys, telling them “It’s so great to see you all in here helping people instead of being out on
the street gang-banging.” For most of the boys, this was the first time they had been in a
position to lend a hand to someone in need and I could see their self-awareness and selfworth skyrocket before my very eyes.
In order to achieve a meaningful service learning project, there are a few guidelines
that should be followed. First of all, the project must be based on real community needs. Just
because kids are learning about deforestation does not mean they should be out there planting
trees if their efforts could be better applied addressing a more urgent concern. Service
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learning projects should be focused on the priorities of the community; remember, the
lessons of empathy and productiveness students take away is often more important than the
exact issue being addressed! Secondly, the young people must have active and meaningful
leadership roles. Too often, teachers have designed these projects in a top-down manner and
told kids, “Okay, today we will go clean up trash on the beach.” When students can study the
issue first, then brainstorm for ideas and propose solutions on their own, they take a lot more
from the experience and display much more enthusiasm in making it a success. Active and
structured reflection is another integral component; the more the students can really think
about the issue and their role in helping, the more profound the lesson will be. A fourth
component I have discovered to be a key in effectiveness is showing a sustained commitment
over time. Sure, one-day visits to an elderly home are beneficial to everyone involved, but
when this collaboration lasts over the course of the school year and students establish a
rapport with the people they are assisting, they often look for deeper ways to help and take
away more from the experience.
Since it has been established that projects like this help foster this global awareness
we are so keen on instilling, the next question is how to go about designing a project like this.
Though some of the on-line resources listed above provide a good framework, it is quite
possible to establish an effective program without relying on digital technology. In many
cases, the most important step is finding a reputable partner organization. By speaking with
community leaders, parents and students themselves, schools can locate efficiently-run
community-based projects to partner with. Most local organizations or non-profits are keen to
partner with schools if they realize that such a collaboration allows them the opportunity to
deepen their impact by engaging young and motivated students to help support their mission.
Partner organizations I have worked with have benefited from the new energy and
enthusiasm that young volunteers bring, especially when they are able to capitalize upon the
unique abilities each young person brings. Involvement with an international school also
helps these organizations increase their public profile; sometimes these projects work in the
exact neighborhood of these schools, but were unrecognized until someone within the school
proposed a partnership, resulting in increased visibility for the project within the community.
My non-profit, The Cause & Affect Foundation, has served as partner organization for
several schools projects and through these experiences, I have learned some valuable lessons
that are applicable in this context. First of all, choose one specific issue to focus your efforts
on. Designing a campaign around “saving the environment” may look good on paper but
unless kids really understand exactly what is the issue and how their involvement will
improve the problem, most will not be interested. Secondly, introduce the issue to students in
the most engaging manner possible. A field visit is ideal, but if this is not possible, photos
and videos are imperative in sparking an emotional connection with students. As they say,
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“An image is worth a thousand words.” Thirdly, involve the students in brainstorming for a
solution and proposing a plan of action. When teachers march in and say, “We are going to
help a local homeless shelter. I need everyone to bring in ten cans of food,” the student gets
nothing out of the experience and sees the effort as another empty assignment. But if they
visit the shelter first or watch videos about life on the street and are then asked to brainstorm
for ways to help these people, they will be a lot more active (and ultimately, more successful)
in their efforts.
If you partner with a local non-profit or an outside organization like Cause & Affect,
be sure to lay out what is expected from each partner and make it clear that your school
requires some sort of field visit or video report to present to the students so they can see the
fruits of their labor. I produce “field report” videos and then post them to You Tube so
students can watch them in school and also share them with their parents and friends. Even if
they do not get to deliver the aid firsthand, they can take pride in knowing they played a role
in the project.
Lastly, make sure that students realize that the project undertaken is just one example
of how they can be proactive in helping the health of our planet or the well-being of a family
on the other side of the planet. It is important they realize that each project can be replicated
or expanded upon. This is where it can be helpful to highlight the work of an activist who has
dedicated his/her life to an important cause. For example, I like to tell students about my
personal hero and mentor, a retired school teacher from San Francisco named Marc Gold,
because it was his person-to-person “micro-philanthropy” model that inspired me to pursue
my own form of humanitarian work. I explain his approach (making small, targeted donations
to directly improve the lives of those in need) to show students that all of us, as individuals,
have the ability to cut across borders and backgrounds to improve the lives of people in need.
When highlighting the inspiring work of others, teachers should try to incorporate
videos and live testimony as much as possible. When I saw Marc Gold, this little 5’4” sixty
year-old man trudging through the garbage dumps of Cambodia, it made a lasting impression
on me. When I show video of him to young students, I can see it has a similar effect. The fact
that he distributed more than a million dollars to improve people’s lives taught me that yes,
one person can make a difference. Global citizenship does not end when the school bell
rings; it is an awareness that will direct their decisions for the rest of their lives!
The fourth approach to developing global citizenship within the international schools
is on the extra-curricular level. Luckily, due to their resources international schools often
have more opportunities to pursue globally-based projects on an extra-curricular level than
public schools. Social Action Clubs are one of the most popular ways of cultivating student
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activism. The basic structure of a Social Action Club involves a teacher or administrator
overseeing the club, first by seeking out students interested in becoming members. Obviously,
the more engaging and dynamic the club activities and description, the more students it will
attract. Once the club has been established, it is up to the teacher and students to decide their
course of action. In general, they should choose an issue and as they begin their research, they
should identify a specific problem within that general topic on which to focus. They can then
identify stakeholders (those impacted by the issue) and go about assessing the needs and
strengths of the community related to the issue, by first finding out what (if any)
organizations are working on the same issue and how best to address the situation.
The next step is to assemble a team. Again, here it is often best to partner with other
organizations or recruit friends to help. Students, working under the supervision of the club’s
faculty member, can then design a project to their resources and draw upon their
strengths. The most effective Social Action Clubs work under a direct action model in which
the members decide a course of action and then create a plan to carry out a project. After the
implementation of their action project, they should be encouraged to monitor and evaluate the
effects. By keeping data, surveying participants, and tracking the results of the project, they
are not only able to measure their success but also approach future projects in an effective,
quantifiable manner.
Beyond Social Action Clubs, there are other extra-curricular options as well, such as
the Global Issues Network (GIN) wherein schools create teams that address global issues and
then attend regional conferences where they collaborate with each other in seeking solutions
to these problems. Though the framework is similar to Model UN, GIN encourages a more
hands-on approach, motivating schools to pair with local non-profits and apply their activism
in tangible ways outside of the school structure.
As we have learned, global citizenship is not just a buzzword within present-day
education circles, but is a worldwide phenomenon that is changing the way people think
about the world and their place in it. As educators, we must help instill in our students their
interconnectedness with the world and their responsibility to act to improve it. When
addressing students, our personal experiences can be a great departure point for planting the
seed, but we must look to some of the tools described above to properly instill this invaluable
consciousness in our students. Once they develop this awareness, they will excel as students
and more importantly, will add value to the world and the communities in which they live.
The effects are yet to be seen, but it is already glaringly obvious that by creating global
citizens, we are helping give rise a better world.
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Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries. Without them humanity cannot survive
Dalai Lama

The Art of Compassion in Natural Life

Abstract: Human nature is essentially loving and gentle. Compassion is
fundamentally a human quality; so its development is not restricted to those who
practice religion. Direct compassion for the suffering of living beings is not an easy
task to undertake as it presumes they want help or that it is being offered in a form
which is useful to them. While it is true that each living being tries to find happiness
and to avoid suffering, yet it is also true that each living being reaps just what they
have sown, and must be allowed to tread the path given to them by their own
accumulated karmic seeds. Our karma inches forward slowly like a great river,
gathering like little rafts, new good and new bad seeds from each life. We reap what
we have sown. Our primary aim, as spiritual people, should always be to ensure that
we create and gamer new good seeds and to deal with, work through and destroy bad
seeds. And we should also strive to create no new bad in our lives. That is our basic
ethical basis: ‘do good, avoid evil and purify the mind’.

Key-words: Nature, Compassion, Humanity, Life, Natural, Well being.

Rashmi Chandran
Founder & Chairperson, Natural Health and Environmental Research,
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India
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Human communities are only as healthy as our conceptions of human nature. It has
long been assumed that selfishness, greed, and competitiveness lie at the core of human
behavior, the products of our evolution. It takes little imagination to see how these
assumptions have guided most realms of human affairs, from policy making to media
portrayals of social life. But clearly, recent scientific findings forcefully challenge this view
of human nature. We see that compassion is deeply rooted in our brains, our bodies, and in
the most basic ways we communicate. What’s more, a sense of compassion fosters
compassionate behavior and helps shape the lessons we teach our children. According to
evolutionary theory, if compassion is truly vital to human survival, it would manifest itself
through nonverbal signals. Such signals would serve many adaptive functions. Most
importantly, a distinct signal of compassion would soothe others in distress, allow people to
identify the good-natured individuals with whom they’d want long-term relationships, and
help forge bonds between strangers and friends.
In the experiment done by Dacher Keltner, he put two strangers in a room where they
were separated by a barrier. They could not see one another, but they could reach each other
through a hole. One person touched the other on the forearm several times, each time trying
to convey one of twelve emotions, including love, gratitude, and compassion. After each
touch, the person touched had to describe the emotion they thought the toucher was
communicating (Dacher Keltner, 2004). Decades of clinical research has focused and shed
light on the psychology of human suffering. That suffering, as unpleasant as it is, often also
has a bright side to which research has paid less attention: compassion. Human suffering is
often accompanied by beautiful acts of compassion by others wishing to help relieve it. It is
not surprising that compassion is a natural tendency since it is essential for human survival.
As has been brought to light by Keltner, the term “survival of the fittest,” often
attributed to Charles Darwin, was actually coined by Herbert Spencer and Social Darwinists
who wished to justify class and race superiority. A lesser known fact is that Darwin’s work is
best described with the phrase “survival of the kindest.” Indeed in The Descent of Man and
Selection In Relation to Sex, Darwin argued for “the greater strength of the social or
maternal instincts than that of any other instinct or motive.” In another passage, he comments
that “communities, which included the greatest number of the most sympathetic members,
would flourish best, and rear the greatest number of offspring.” Compassion may indeed be a
naturally evolved and adaptive trait. Without it, the survival and flourishing of our species
would have been unlikely. One more sign that suggests that compassion is an adaptively
evolved trait is that it makes us more attractive to potential mates. A study examining the
trait most highly valued in potential romantic partners suggests that both men and women
agree that “kindness” is one of the most highly desirable traits.
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Why does compassion lead to health benefits in particular?

How karma operates in our lives and of how we can become more compassionate?

A life of meaning and purpose is one focused less on satisfying oneself and more on
others. It is a life rich in compassion, altruism, and greater meaning. Another way in which a
compassionate lifestyle may improve longevity is that it may serve as a buffer against stress.
One of the reasons that compassion may protect against stress is the very fact that it is so
pleasurable. Motivation, however, seems to play an important role in predicting whether a
compassionate lifestyle exerts a beneficial impact on health. Another reason compassion may
boost our well-being is that it can help broaden our perspective beyond ourselves.

We have karma which ripens as internal karma and some which ripens as external
karma. The opportunities which come to us in life are like doors which open or close for us.
This is the ripening of external karma. Our response to these opportunities is critical and is
predetermined to some extent by our own internal karma. It is true that great artists,
engineers, writers and scientists often say that their interest was focused right from early
childhood, just as if they were already soaked in the subject from birth. For most other people
there is a subtle unawareness about their innate talents, interests and abilities. Most of us are
oblivious of our natural talents and only become conscious of them dimly through the
schooling process, during which we gradually become attracted to certain subjects over
others. We also live in a world of human relationships, and it is often these which case most
frustration and unhappiness.

Research shows that depression and anxiety are linked to a state of self-focus, a
preoccupation with “me, myself, and I.” Finally, one additional way in which compassion
may boost our well-being is by increasing a sense of connection to others. Another study
showed that lack of social connection is a greater detriment to health than obesity, smoking,
and high blood pressure. On the flip side, strong social connection leads to a 50 percent
increased chance of longevity. Low social connection has been generally associated with
declines in physical and psychological health, as well as a higher propensity for antisocial
behavior that leads to further isolation. Adopting a compassionate lifestyle or cultivating
compassion may help boost social connection and improve physical and psychological
health.
Why are the lives of people like Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Desmond
Tutu so inspiring?
Research by APS (Association for Psychological Science) fellow Jonathan Haidt at
the University of Virginia suggests that seeing someone helping another person creates a state
of “elevation.” Have you ever been moved to tears by seeing someone’s loving and
compassionate behavior? Social scientists James Fowler of the University of California, San
Diego, and Nicholas Christakis of Harvard demonstrated that helping is contagious: acts of
generosity and kindness beget more generosity in a chain reaction of goodness. People keep
the generous behavior going for hours. Our acts of compassion uplift others and make them
happy. We may not know it, but by uplifting others we are also helping ourselves; research by
Fowler and Christakis has shown that happiness spreads and that if the people around us are
happy, we, in turn become happier. In collaboration with Thupten Jinpa, personal translator
to the Dalai Lama, as well as several Stanford psychologists, CCARE (The Center for
Compassion and Altruism Research and Education) has developed a secular compassion
training program known as the Compassion Cultivation Training Program. Preliminary
research spearheaded by Stanford’s Philippe Goldin suggests that it is helpful in reducing
ailments such as social anxiety and that it elevates different compassion measures. Given the
importance of compassion in our world today, and a growing body of evidence about the
benefits of compassion for health and well-being, this field is bound to generate more interest
and hopefully impact our community at large.

Many people tend to think that getting the externals of our life right brings lasting joy
and happiness, like money, good job, good relationships, etc. But there are those people who
have terrible misfortune, failure and tragedy in their external life and yet who remain
inwardly quite calm and contented. Such people kind of prove this karmic rule. We should
therefore respect their right to liberty, even to the extent of allowing them to suffer, even if
that suffering is very intense from an external viewpoint. If they do not ask for help, then
what use is there in giving it? Each lifetime is another struggle with the same basic forces
and problems as the last or the next. The actual theme changes little. Each lifetime we face
the same basic mistakes and problems as the last, the same wins and the same losses, but
woven into a slightly different fabric. We even meet the same people over and over again -those closest to us, the ones we have loved so many times and who many times come back to
us, as we do to them. Our karma inches forward slowly like a great river, gathering like little
rafts, new good and new bad seeds from each life.
We reap what we have sown. Our primary aim, as spiritual people, should always be
to ensure that we create and garner new good seeds and to deal with, work through and
destroy bad seeds. And we should also strive to create no new bad in our lives. That is our
basic ethical basis: 'do good, avoid evil and purify the mind'. If we reach the point of death
better off than we were at birth, a sounder, kinder person who can look back on their life with
true pleasure and know that one has done more good than harm and that one has created
happiness for many, then we can truly die in peace. For such a situation moves us forward
along our karmic path towards greater spiritual insights, greater love and greater wisdom in
the future. In this sense we create our own future, for good or ill. Quietly tolerating the vices
and imperfections of others is a massive virtue. We reach all people through this technique of
right livelihood than through any other means. Our joy, our composure, our friendliness, our
self-contentment become radiantly obvious to the spiritually aware, and intuitively attractive
and comforting to the troubled and the unhappy.
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A prayer tibetans use to cultivate the feeling, the basis for universal compassion as we
transfer our feelings for our known mother of this life to all living beings and to regard them
all just as precious to us as she is. It also extends beyond human life to embrace all living
beings including worms, fish and insects and even plants.
“May the infinite mother beings attain perfect peace and happiness and be
released from their pain, fear, sorrow and delusion; may they always abide in
perfect equanimity of mind and in joy beyond all sorrow.”
This short prayer contains all the essentials of Buddhism as it asserts universal
compassion, it is ethically sound, it sees all beings sour mothers and it emphasizes the 4
perfections of love, compassion, joy and equanimity. It is therefore a practice for oneself and
it creates happiness for others too.
So what can we do? We urgently need to change the way we think.
Confucius probably founded the Golden Rule, in a period of the world’s history
similar to our own, when societies were being torn apart: “Do not do to others what you do
not want done to yourself.” 500 years later Jesus taught that we should love our neighbors as
ourselves. And all the great religions share the same rule, expressed variously but always
meaning much the same thing. We must understand and be aware of our dark side and
cultivate empathic imagination. We are not prisoners of our genes, we have choice and
freewill, and the natural human condition is to be kind.
Compassion is important throughout our lives, from birth to death. We need to break
down those divisions by thoughtful analysis and by abandoning any self -interest in our
relationships and actions. We must also cultivate equanimity, because even though our
personal circumstances, cultures, upbringings may be different, we fundamentally all have the
same yearnings, rights, desire to be happy and not suffer. And we must feel these things at
heart level. Only then can we cultivate compassion towards others, and meditation is vital to
this process. We are not mere individuals, but we are all part of a deeply interconnected, social
mind, with huge potential significance for our future. The Science of Empathy, the Spirit of
Compassion. And we need both!
Hippocrates said, “Natural forces within us are the true healers of disease.” Quality of
life is always more important than mere length of life. Many people living today have never
known what good health ‘feels’ like. They survive with an abundance of toxins and an
existence less than healthy (Rashmi Chandran, 2011).
A Healthier Future
To create your principles of practice, ask yourself, “What gives my life joy and
meaning?” This will help you identify your values and define your priorities. Commit to live
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and work within these principles and use them to guide your decision making. Before making
decisions, pause and ask yourself, “How well will this align with my values and priorities?”
You can also think of your “principles of practice” as a compass that can help you get back on
track if you find that everyday stressors are steering you off course. Having a clear vision is
essential to the next step in caring for yourself — learning to say “no.” is what one needs to
do to keep himself emotionally and physically healthy.
Living a balanced life does require that you take the time for self-reflection, identify
what's most important to you and adopt a healthier lifestyle. This isn't something that's been
taught in most medical schools, and it's not something that can wait until changes occur in the
health care system. In India, the equivalent of "peace" is "shanti" which means the highest
state of inner tranquility. A Buddhist scripture describes the state of inner peace as follows:
"Tranquility of mind comes from having successfully transcended greed, hatred and
ignorance." Each human being exists within the context of interrelationships that include other
human beings, all living beings and the natural world. In other words, each person is sustained
by the interdependent web of life.
By awakening to this principle we are able to expand instinctive self-love into an
altruistic love for others; we are able to nurture the spirit of tolerance and empathy for others.
The state of mind of one who ceaselessly strives to transcend this fundamental egocentrism is
that of inner peace and tranquility. The heart of such a person is lit with the wisdom of
dependent origination, and overflows with the spirit of compassion. Happiness is the union
with God. Our Life is so beautiful and each one of us has the responsibility to make it colorful
and magical. Look around. We can see the beautiful nature with beautiful people, animals,
birds, trees, sky, sun, moon earth, what else to say? This beautiful earth is all for us. Enjoy
living here and help others to enjoy. Live your life and let others live too.
“Being natural in mind and soul gives us natural health with healthy body”
Rashmi Chandran
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Looking into Bullying

The Great American NO BULL Challenge

Abstract: Millions of students around the world talk about the problems they face as a teen.
Many suffer from bullying, depression, suicidal thoughts and sometimes never know how to
deal with these issues. Some teens use social networks to anonymously torment other teens,
while other teens are tormenting the people who are different such as disabled students,
weaker students, socially isolated students, and un-athletic students. With technology
increasing, the popularity of middle school and high school students doing this is also
changing. While some students are doing the tormenting, other students are taking a stand
and making a difference. What can you do to make a difference? The Great American NO
BULL Challenge inspires millions of teens each year to take a stand against this behavior in
their community and around the globe. NO BULL is a social action non-profit organization
that offers youth the opportunity to promote digital responsibility, leadership and social
change using creativity, the power of peer-to-peer education, and the magic of filmmaking by
creating short films or Public Service Announcements. NO BULL’s Teen Video Awards
celebrates and promotes all those involved who brave the Challenge and stand up for change
for the most important issues of our time.

Keywords: Bullying, Leadership, digital-responsibility, filmmaking, inspire, video contest,
bullying prevention
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Bullying is quite an issue that makes thousands of teens each day stay home from
school and one out of every four students experience some type of bullying. Where do you
stand when bullying is happening? Being a bully can cause lasting effects on your life if the
person you bully decides to take their own life and/or struggles throughout their adolescents
because of the torment they endured. Suicide is becoming more common as bullying
continues around the world. The actions some teens might take could even stop them from
getting a job in the future. Most companies and businesses do background checks of their
potential employees to see how they behave on social media or if they’ve been a bully.
Companies don’t want to hire someone who has a negative reputation online.
In many countries, law enforcement is starting to become more strict about
cyberbullying and students (as well as their parents) are being held legally liable for their
behavior. Bystanders, who sit back and watch the bullying happen, are sometimes just as
bad as the bully because they have the choice to lend a hand to the target, but instead choose
not to. You may be wondering how The Great American NO BULL Challenge came about?
On the first day of her Senior year of High School, Nicole Edgington, associate student body
secretary, was excessively cyberbullied when she was wrongly accused of being the person
who “turned in” 30 seniors who came to the first day of school intoxicated. Nicole started
receiving hundreds of death threats through Facebook, texting, and even received phone
calls. She lost her outgoing personality that so many people were used to seeing, as well as
her motivation to be a leader to her peers. Not only did this affect young Edgington, but it
also affected her mother, Shawn Edgington, who was constantly worried for her daughter as
any mother would be. Together they decided to make a difference and help teens just like
Nicole, prevent something like this from happening again. In order to have peace in our
world, turning bullies, victims, and bystanders into up-standers using video to tell and share
stories of today’s youth, is the goal of The Great American NO BULL Challenge.
Experience The Challenge!
In an attempt to make sure that no one would ever go through what Nicole went
through, Shawn Edgington, set out to alleviate all forms of bullying and promote digital
responsibility and founded the Great American NO BULL Challenge. Millions of teens
around the globe are inspired and have taken the Challenge by submitting a video into the
annual contest. With the power of music and film making, NO BULL offers a global video
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contest that promotes teen social action and leadership. Ages 13-18 are eligible to take on
NO BULL’s Challenge. Whether you make a Public Service Announcement (30-60 seconds
long) or a short film (2-5 minutes long) by yourself or with a team, teens like you are making
a difference that will last for years to come. Not a video expert? Not a problem! All you
need is a camera, software to edit the film, and a powerful message to have the perfect NO
BULL submission! Video uploads begin on December 13th, 2013 and the deadline to submit
your video is April 30, 2014. Your video will go into public voting where you rally friends,
school, community, and family to vote for your film.
You’ll need to be in the top 50 in order to move on to the
next round, which is when the celebrity judging takes
place. Fifteen lucky filmmakers will be chosen, becoming
the 2014 NO BULL Nominees. Nominees win an allexpense paid trip to Los Angeles, California, to celebrate at
the NO BULL Conference and Teen Video Awards where
students from all over walk the red carpet, meet their
favorite stars, and experience performances from their
favorite artists! Eight “Noble” Award winners will be
announced live at the event! Prizes include: laptops, cameras, scholarships, tickets to the Sun Dance Film festival,
and much more! Past winners have won VIP tickets to the
Teen Choice Awards, a $10,000 production deals, and a
mentorship with movie director, Lee Hirsh. The Great
American NO BULL Challenge is an experience of a lifetime you won’t want to miss! So, get your friends together,
cameras ready and script written now – and get ready for
the journey you will never forget.
My NO BULL Journey
Getting involved in the Great American NO BULL Challenge was one of the best
decisions I have ever made in my life. Growing up in a small town, attending a small school,
and being a normal high school athlete, my friend and I quickly became globally known as
“The NO BULL Guys” (thenobullguys.com), and this is my story: 3.2 Million. That is the
number of students who are victims of bullying every year. If you saw someone being
bullied, would you take a stand to stop it? If you were to ask me that question three years
ago, I would’ve said absolutely not. If you ask me that question today, I would say without a
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doubt, YES!!!. Sept. 18, 2011, a young boy named Jamey took his own life because of
bullying; this tragic event lit a spark inside of me to do everything in my power to alleviate
this epidemic. I teamed up with my friend, Tyler Gregory and embarked on one of the most
incredible, rewarding, and inspiring journey I could have ever imagined.
At the age of 16, I was never one to speak my opinion, I would always just observe.
Observe people’s actions, reactions, and behaviors. When I heard about Jamey’s suicide, I
realized maybe it was time to stop observing and time to
start acting. Using all the observations that I gathered over
the years, we started a kindness movement in our school.
We wanted teens to use their words to build each other up,
instead of tearing each other down. We did this by having
students write anonymous compliments about other students
and we put them on display for the whole school to see,
which turned out a big success. Shortly after we started this
movement, we heard about The Great American NO BULL
Challenge. Little did we know that this discovery would
change our lives forever.
The NO BULL Challenge is an anti-bullying/digital
responsibility video contest. We thought that making a
video would be an awesome way to stand up to bullying.
We were not putting ourselves in danger by actually
standing up to a bully, but we were making a video and letting our peers take away what they would from our creation.
After getting together with 50 students, we filmed and put
together an inspirational video with an original song. After
we finished filming and editing, we did an assembly for our
school, premiering our video, and the response was mind blowing! We had victims coming
up to us with tears in their eyes, bullies confessing that they were sick to their stomach
because of the guilt they felt, and bystanders telling us they were ready to take action.
Shortly after the premier of our video at our assembly, other schools started
contacting us asking us to hold our assembly at their school. All while this was happening,
we found out that our video made it as a finalist for The NO BULL Challenge out of 270
videos that were submitted (over 15,000 students participated), which meant we would get to
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fly to San Francisco to attend NO BULL’s Teen Video Awards. At the awards show, we
walked the red carpet, met some of our favorite artists, and we won The Shining Star Award
for our hard work and dedication to standing up to bullying at other schools, within the
media, both social and on-the-air.
Shortly after getting back from California, we were invited to represent National 4-H
at the 2012 Federal Partners in Bullying Summit in Washington D.C., which led us to being
asked to be National Spokespeople for The Great American NO BULL Challenge. This was a
dream come true because we could continue to go around to schools and organizations to
speak and inspire other students to follow in our footsteps AND help the non-profit
organization that made our work possible and is fighting for such an important teen related
cause.
Before we knew it, we were traveling all over the United States speaking at schools
and conferences inspiring teens to take a stand. We have spoken to over 25,000 teens in the
past year and have helped start NO BULL Clubs in schools. NO BULL has truly impacted us
to become action-based leaders that students would look up to. I have become a lot more
confident, out-going, and more aware about life since I joined NO BULL. Right when we
thought we were on top of the world changing lives, we were featured on The Today Show to
share our journey with their 5 million viewers. It was an amazing feeling, being able to share
our story in front of millions of people. We have also been able to work on anti-bullying
initiatives with Cartoon Network, the government, and national organizations. What started as
a small project in our school, evolved into something that is much bigger than us…
something that was getting national attention and had no intent of slowing down. This is
when I realized that one person really can make a BIG difference.
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we continue to travel the globe speaking and inspiring teens to stand up, make a difference
and make videos for The NO BULL Challenge. NO BULL has not only changed thousands of
lives, but it has changed ours forever. Today, at 19 years of age, I am continuing my
adventure. We were even offered a spot as actors on a feature film in Hollywood focused on
bullying and a book deal. I’m hoping to continue my dream of being an actor, but I plan to
one day be a public relations specialist and continue to work with non-profits to promote
important causes. I never would have taken these steps in my life if I ignored NO BULL’s
Challenge.
The Great American NO BULL Challenge called the NO BULL Academy offers free
classroom presentations on their website using the teen created nominated videos, available to
anyone, anywhere at no cost. For more information about the Great American NO BULL
Challenge, and to submit your videos, visit: nobullchallenge.org!
Conclusion
Bullying is becoming an epidemic in today’s society and we encourage everyone to
take the NO BULL Pledge by taking the Challenge. Get your school together to make an
original and inspirational NO BULL video. Take a look at the last two years of winners to get
some ideas. The NO BULL Challenge has changed not just my life, but numerous teen lives
and it has opened many doors of success for many of the nominated filmmakers who
submitted their work. Are you ready to take on the Challenge? Get inspired and be the
change in your community… YOU could be the next 2014 NO BULL winner… placing you
on a journey that could change your life forever!

Being spokespeople for NO BULL, we were able to help plan the 2013 Teen Video
Awards and the 2014 NO BULL Challenge. The 2013 NO BULL Teen Video Awards was
fantastic! This year it was held in Los Angeles, California with huge celebrities from Pretty
Little Liars, Glee, and Disney Channel attending to celebrate with the top 15 nominees,
students from all over the country and from NO BULL’s coalition of non-profit partners who
were ready to make a difference back in their communities.
The first time that Tyler and I heard someone tell us that if it weren’t for us coming to
speak at their school, they wouldn’t be alive today was the moment that we realized that this
is where our passions were. We both go to college three days a week and on our two days off,
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Introduction

Counter-Terrorism Legislation and Fundamental Rights (1)

Abstract: In this article author addresses national security documents of United States
(US) and European Union (EU) and later measures their impact on constitutional and
fundamental rights. That is why the paper starts with demonstrations of definitions
about terrorism that can be found in most important national and international
documents and security strategies. Later, through analysis of documentation, the matter
shall come to the power of counter-terrorism legislation in EU and US and lead to presentation of two different approaches in understanding counter-terrorism legislation, the
ones that author found appropriate to be part of the paper and that were also named by
the same. Situation on counter-terrorism legislation in Brazil shall be described just
before author concludes that none of the above described approacher are solution for
current "game on fundamental rights" and tries to answer the previously presented
debate by posing possible solution and ground point to the future research.
Keywords: counter-terrorism, legislation, fundamental rights, definitions, law.

Vanja Grujic
PhD Student on Faculty of Law, University of Brasília, Brazil
e-mail: vanjagrujic@yahoo.ca

Fundamental rights and freedoms were created and fought as ideals that should
have been protected and preserved for many generations in the future and to give a new
frame for understanding relation between individuals and their governments. The project
called Universal Human Rights is one of the greatest civilization pride ever made with
most amazing diplomatic efforts performed in the history. Still, with the new world order,
better said globalized order where main goal became to protect its national sovereignty
and integrity, national security passed into being both – mean and the goal. Considered
like that, it has started to be slowly put before human rights. After first greater terrorist
attack on the soil of United States of America (US), the things started rapidly to develop
in the direction of absolute protection of the national security which made huge impact
on legal structure of many countries, especially those that have suffered terrorist attacks.
That is why the story on counter-terrorism legislation has to start with September 11. The
terrorist attacks on US on September 11, 2001, took more than three thousand lives and
changed image of the world. Photos of “burning twins” circled the planet in just couple
of hours and became the symbol of new American “war on terror”, as George W. Bush
named the future compass of American foreign affairs. On the other side of the Atlantic,
European Union (EU) has firmly denounced the attacks on US and promised all need
support to her alliance over the sea. Furthermore, in the wake of other terrorist attacks
since September 11, such as the Bali bombings of October 12, 2002, the Madrid
bombings of March 11, 2004 and the London bombings of July 7 and 21, 2005, western
nations have sought to consolidate, and indeed to extend upon, this post-September 11
body of counter-terrorism law.
The indicated counter-terrorism legislation, has made impact on traditional
structure and nature of legal principles, especially when it starts dealing with the impact
on human rights. These include human rights that underline western liberal democracies
such as the right to silence, the rights to freedom of expression and association and the
right not to be detained except after a fair trial. The impact of these counter-terrorism
laws upon such a principles has been their most controversial aspect. The laws have upset
long held understandings of how legal systems should operate, especially in regard to the
treatment of criminal suspects and the powers given to investigating authorities. Even
before terrorist attacks in US, on World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993,
some country officials, mostly coming from Asia, had stated that human rights need to be
limited and that cannot be consider universally. The foreign minister of Singapore
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warned that "universal recognition of the ideal of human rights can be harmful if
universalism is used to deny or mask the reality of diversity." (2) Even though Asia and
so-called Western countries don't share same ideological tradition about human rights,
this statement perhaps gives clear affirmation for present happening in this context.
Answer on the question what is more important, public safety or fundamental rights was
more obvious before. After “war on terror” the answers became not so clear and doubts
rose. Still, statement of Chinese foreign minister that "Individuals must put the states'
rights before their own." (3) in 1993, shows that present Asian and “western” thinking are
not so distinct today.
Examination of national and international legal documents about terrorism is
essential research ground point for this work that aims to sketch a general picture of the
new statutory regimes and to demonstrate their negative effect on fundamental rights.
Even though this type of full analyze would be at least very rich, the paper in the
following Chapters will stay in the frames of US and EU documentation. However, at the
end of the work, Constitution and National Strategy of Defense of Federative Republic of
Brazil (Brazil) shall be examined in order to show its relation towards counter-terrorism
legislation. Albeit, this part will have just presentation character, because as it will be
presented, Brazil still doesn't possess clear position on terrorist issues, nevertheless
counter-terrorism legislation. The work will try to explain counter-terrorism legislations
and their impact on human rights, by presenting and explaining two approaches orthodox approach and balancing approach. Differences between these theoretical
explanations are important in order to show how the main academic writings nowadays
are upcoming to the problem of clear jeopardizing of fundamental rights through legal
documents and jurisprudence. The author will try to remind on basis of constitutional
rights as absolute and theoretical proves of hazard that overly balancing can cause.
The work will come to conclusion that the limitation of the fundamental rights in
US and EU is obvious and that neither orthodox or balancing methods can resolve
problem of relation between national security and fundamental rights. The conclusion
will summarize again all the main points of the work and try to open new ground point
possibilities for the future research.
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Definitions of terrorism
Fighting terrorism is like being a goalkeeper. You can make a hundred brilliant
saves but the only shot that people remember is the one that gets past you.
Paul Wilkonson (4)

The difficulty in defining “terrorism” is in agreeing on a basis for determining
when the use of violence (directed at whom, by whom, for what ends) is legitimate;
therefore, the modern definition of terrorism is inherently controversial. The
contemporary label of "terrorist" is highly pejorative and it denotes a lack of legitimacy
and morality.
“What is terrorism? (....) That is a method whose roots go deep in the history.
Terror means big fear, and even governments during French Revolution and Soviet Union
were using it to control their population.”(5) Such a broad definition of this notion, which
puts it only in the category of not-good, is may be the best start point in understanding the
same. However, there are still many argues and different opinions, like a famous sentence
says "one man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter". The best example of this
situation can be seen in interview with Nelson Mandela where he says:
"I was called a terrorist yesterday, but when I came out of jail, many people embraced
me, including my enemies, and that is what I normally tell other people who say those
who are struggling for liberation in their country are terrorists. I tell them that I was also a
terrorist yesterday, but, today, I am admired by the very people who said I was one."(6)
Determining terrorism is divided in providing legal definitions on national and
international level. On national level the situation is very diverse, from countries that do
not have definition of terrorism (which is the case of Brazil)(7) to the detailed and
numerous documents (perfect example are US) that make their legal body of terrorism
most developed in the world (8). In National Strategy for Combating Terrorism, already
in Introduction, ex president George W. Bush says: "The enemy is terrorism—premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against non-combatant targets by
subnational groups or clandestine agents. " (9) Further more, the 'war on terrorism' was
presented as the principal fight that is defined through 4D formula: defeat, deny, diminish
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and defend. Under the Federal Criminal Code, Title 18 of the United States Code defines
terrorism and lists the crimes associated with terrorism. In Section 2331 of Chapter 113
(A), defines terrorism as activities that: involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human
life that are a violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State, or that
would be a criminal violation if committed within the jurisdiction of the United States or
of any State; (B) “...activities that involve violent... or life-threatening acts... that are a
violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State and... appear to be
intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a
government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of a government by
mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping; and...(C) occur primarily within the
territorial jurisdiction of the United States...” (10) Subsequently paper will go deeper in
counter-terrorism legislation of US.
UN Security Council will adopt Resolution 1566 in 2004 and gives a definition of
terrorism as “criminal acts, including against civilians, committed with the intent to cause
death or serious bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to provoke a state of
terror in the general public or in a group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a
population or compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain
from doing any act.” (11)
In European Security Strategy, terrorism for which “Europe is both a target and a
base (...) It arises out of complex causes. These include the pressures of modernization,
cultural, social and political crises, and the alienation of young people living in foreign
societies. This phenomenon is also a part of our own society.” (12)
Whether the definition explicitly references ‘‘political, religious or ideological’’
motivations (as does the United Kingdom definition) or whether it is framed in terms of
intimidating a population or a government so as to effect policy changes (as does the
United States definition), these definitions have the potential to criminalize a range of
political activity, such as civil disobedience, public protest and industrial action.(13) The
widest definition is, the impact on fundamental rights can be grater, which this paper will
try to present from the legal point of the view.
Different approaches in understanding Counter-terrorism Legislation
As the paper showed previously, the counter-terrorism policies vary in different
legal documentation, but its relation in practice towards human rights mostly stays the
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same – the impact on the same is inevitable. Therefore, the theory is also trying to present
and explain this type of relation by defining different approaches in understanding
counter-terrorism legislation that has rapidly developed in last twelve years. In order to
stay clear and understandable, the author chose two approaches that found appropriate to
be part of this paper.
First one is conservative or orthodox approach. The orthodox way in its analysis
has a method of protecting either national security, or civil liberties, as if the protection of
one undermines the protection of the other. As a little different approach, shall call it
conservative, it can be presented Ruddock's understanding of counter-terrorism
legislation. He starts from very clear thesis - human security is a necessary precondition
to the exercise of all other human rights. Thus, whenever national governments enact
counter-terrorism legislation in the pursuit of human security, even if that legislation
derogates from accepted rights and freedoms in the process, it is ultimately beneficial
legislation because by promoting human security it is ‘‘preserving a society in which
rights and freedoms can be exercised’’. (14)
The public and individual security is important part of human rights and
fundamental freedoms. Thus, protecting this right cannot mean violating it at the same
time. In other words, counter-terrorism legislation shouldn't be seen as black and white
image where human rights and national security are opponent to each other. However, the
view that comes from Ruddock is very questionable. He is putting right for individual and
public, human security as a necessary precondition for the exercise of all other human
rights. The questions we can make on this assumption would be firstly why is justified to
reduce one or couple human rights in order to fulfill other human right, and if we do
provide legit answer, what institution is going to fortify up to what extension the
reduction of one or couple human rights is enough? Those questions stay without reply in
the writings of legal scholars that are supporting this approach on counter-terrorism
legislation. Like it is mentioned in the Introduction, weighing the human rights and
fundamental freedoms is not only against theory and raison d'être of the institution of the
fundamental rights, but theoretically impossible and morally wrong. No institution or a
person cannot say one human right is more valuable or important than the other. That
would mean that the documents like Constitution or Declaration of Human Rights would
be interpreted differently in each case and lead to depending on the subjectivity of the
court or the judge in individual matters and make judicial assessment as the primer source
of the law. Moving in that direction the process could come to the point of complete
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moral requisitioning which would mean loosing the impartiality of the court. For
example, we can decide that impinge of the right to the privacy in order to gain important
information about terrorist attacks and stop possible future catastrophe and protect people,
is justified. We can decide, as scholars or citizens, but also as a judge or a court, which
means we all agree on it. Now, lets imagine different situation. It is asked that right to
human security prevails over human right against torture or indefinite detention without
trial. Would you agree that some person can be interrogated and kept in jail for indefinite
time without being charged, which means that after some years or months he or she could
be just released as innocent? If we cannot be sure what fundamental right is “better” and
more important, than we or any other institution cannot hold scales and weigh any of our
rights that we hold as the citizens and as the human beings.
Before explaining the second, balancing approach, we shall review the theory of
constitutional rights. In the global legal world, it is becoming increasingly recognized that
every modern legal system is made up of two basic kinds of norms: rules and principles.
(15) These are applied by means of two different procedures: subsumption and balancing.
While rules apply by means of subsumption, balancing is the means of applying
principles. Balancing therefore became an essential methodological criteria for
adjudication, especially in case of constitutional rights. The debate on balancing as a
moral and legal approach are numerous, but two main questions that are always
requestioned and re-examined are first juridical-philosophical question that refers on the
nature of balancing, whether it is a rational procedure for applying norms or a mere
rhetorical device. Second question is relevant from the point of view of constitutional
rights and laws is the question of the legitimacy of the judge as the balancer, especially
when the judge doesn't have sufficient constitutional standing to apply principles from
this standpoint, and that when he does so, he unduly restricts and even usurps other
powers enshrined in the constitution. Moreover, the critique of Habermas would be most
interesting to our work and it is that the balancing approach deprives constitutional rights
of their normative power. By means of balancing, he claims, rights are downgraded to the
level of goals, policies, and values. They thereby lose the “strict priority” that is
characteristic of “normative points of view” (16).In this point of critique we can again
turn to the problem mentioned before, problem of comparing and weighting fundamental
rights. To use words of Alexy, "constitutional rights norms are considered as ruled that are
applicable, in essence, without balancing.” (17) This work wont enter in the detailed
nature and features of balancing, nevertheless it will use one strong argument regarded to
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this approach, the argument of rationality. Again, the work is not going to explain
rationality distinctly, even though that is very interesting approach in observing this issue.
The balancing approach comes as a middle way between orthodox and
conservative. Authors that are writing about it are commonly found as more realistic and
objective than the others. They saw the same flaws we previously discussed and share
thesis that impact on the fundamental rights is already happening and that it is a part of
the modern politics and international security strategies, thus the process have already
gone to far to be corrected and the best thing it can be done is to accept facts and
institutionalize balancing of the human rights and fundamental freedoms as a part of
democratic processes. In order to present this approach better, this paper uses the
balancing method of B. Golder and G. Williams like it is described in their paper
Balancing National Security and Human Rights: Assessing the Legal Response of
Common Law Nations to the Threat of Terrorism. In their work are examined the counterterrorism legislation systems in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and United
Kingdom and the conclusion they come up with is that the fundamental rights of the
citizens in those countries are impinged due to legal system made mostly after September
11 (in some countries like New Zealand and United Kingdom was even earlier).
According to their research, the rule of law as embodied in nations such as Canada, South
Africa and the United States requires that all laws be subject to assessment for their
compliance with constitutional norms. In such a forum, balancing can play a key role and
they argue that the proper method for assessing the new counter-terrorism laws, from a
human rights perspective, is to adopt a ‘‘balancing approach’’ according to which the
importance of the relevant human right is weighed against the importance of the societal
or community interest in deciding whether to take legislative action (or, from the position
of a judge, in deciding whether a certain law is valid). (18)
According to Golden and Williams, weighting between national security and
constitutional rights is not only happening in many countries, but it also abuses rights in a
great deal. Historical and contemporary examples of the abuse of the rights of minority
groups in times of perceived threats to national security are rife, and indeed, as the
infamous United States case of Korematsu v. United States demonstrates, even the
presence of a domestic Bill of Rights is no guarantee of the protection of minority rights.
(19) In balancing approach security concerns versus human rights protections, must state
exactly whose rights will be affected by the proposed measure. This makes no difference
than already existing hierarchy of rights in European Guidelines. Besides, balancing
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under such a hierarchy, impact on rights is still occurring. The concept of balancing stays
at the heart of many theoretical and practical discussions.
Conclusion
By the way of conclusion main ideas of this work shall be presented. Examination
of documentation in this work was focused only to help understanding laws and
documents concerned about national security, especially the ones to combat terrorism.
The terrorist activities are probably the toughest, if the one has to make comparation
between different crime activities. Too many innocent lives were lost in order to make
political, ideological or religious point. Human security is indeed the basic of our rights,
because if we are not protected, logically we cannot practice the rest of our rights. Still,
does that mean that our Governments and international community have right to comply
and limit all other rights in order to protect one?
Giving reasons for this is very hard because there are many arguments addressed
in different cases. That is why jurisprudence doesn't have one doctrine, one method to
obey and serve. Thus, each case that confronts right to human security to another
fundamental right, is in the free hands of the judge. Balancing comes as rational, natural
approach. Rationality is in the centre of balancing theory and requires rational law
discourse to make balancing acceptable, for the reason that if the balancing were by its
nature irrational, it would have to be rejected, and with it, principles qua norms that
require something irrational (20). On the other hand, Habermas will be very sure in his
critique saying that there are no rational standards for balancing 'because there are no
rational standards for this, weighting takes place either arbitrarily or unreflectively,
according to customary standards and hierarchies (21). Therefore, balancing can be or
doesn't have to be rational, but it is reality of the new world order, especially in new
security order.
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were used on the same level. Many democratic nations have followed the US model in
enshrining certain rights in their constitutions. Countries whose written constitutions
include a bill of rights include Germany, Indian and Japan, but most of democratic
constitutions incorporate human rights in their text in high level. Universal Declaration of
Human Rights has been proclaimed by UN on December 10, 1948, which was 65 years
ago. We cannot ignore the fact that the world is changed since more than half a century
ago. If we assent the situation as that, the possibility to answer on its challenging
problems, would be to change the character and documents of human rights. This is at
least very interesting idea to examine in the future, and as one academic example of the
work on this matter, I shall mention Universal Declaration of Emerging Human Rights
(UDEHR) that was conducted on Human Rights Institute of Catalonia in 2004. This
Declaration involves a new conception of citizen participation and conceives the
emerging rights as citizen rights (23). That would also mean incorporation of human
rights in a great many constitutions. The value of freedom in the democratic liberal
societies depends on the capacity to maintain the balance between the individual freedom
in one way and the rest of the rights, the guarantee of which comes to limit these
freedoms in one way or another (24). This 'value' according to Emerging Rights
argument, should be included in the text od Declaration and in the Constitutions, which
makes balancing more limited and defined. Perhaps this different approach to counterterrorism legislative in relation to fundamental rights, could inspire Brazilian authors in
order to change its neutral observing of this legal issue.

As it has been shown, both approaches don't represent final solution. As citizens,
we cede a measure of our rights and liberties to the State in order to secure the common
good. Thus, in this utilitarian understanding of counter-terrorism legislation, the interests
of national security and the protection of human rights are placed at opposite ends of the
conceptual spectrum (...) (22). Indeed, the weight of human right should be measured at
its end, in the state law. Observed as that, constitutional rights are closely connected to
human rights, which is the reason that in this work both human and constitutional rights
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Introduction

Right to Informational Self-Determination of The State and
The International Human Right to Education

Abstract: The article aims at discussing the relationship between the sovereignty of the
state and an international human right to education with a focus on informational selfdetermination, including collective identity building and history education. In the first
part the content of the international human right to education is discussed, the second
part concentrates on history education and the question about the right to truth in it. In
conclusion it is argued that the state’s right to informational self-determination might
be restricted by individual’s right to truth in history education.

Keywords: identity, history education, right to education, right to truth, selfdetermination.
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“We are slowly accepting the idea that people have the right to information selfdetermination. This right could, and should, be extended to all self-aware entities,
which may include many people – for example, families, communities, villages,
clubs and definitely nation states. A nation state’s right to information selfdetermination means, inter alia, that it has the right to secrets and lies.” [emphasis
added, M.K]
The quote belongs to former minister of defence of Estonia, Jaak Aaviksoo. In his
article about informational and emotional confrontation and self-defence he argues that
acknowledging and practicing the right to informational self-determination by states is
necessary for psychological self-defence because instead of conventional attacks the
informational ones are much more evident today, the informational opposition always
exists and “the ‘sword of truth’ is not enough for self-defence.” (1)
State security and the field of self-defence are very evident examples of how
global situation and actors from outside the state affect people’s lives within the state.
The strength of a state lays in first place in a strong collective identity. William Somerset
Maugham in his essay collection “Strictly personal” published in 1942 shares
deliberations and memories about France and Great Britain, he claims inter alia that the
reasons for France’s defeat by Germany in 1940 were not so much in weaponry or
military strength but in society itself: as patriotism and protection of homeland for
ordinary citizens, he says, had become a mere catchphrase, valid only for protection of
rich people’s assets, the hope for people uniting for the defence of France in case of
foreign attack, was crashed (2). Somerset Maugham talks about the alienation of citizens
from the state in context of unequal and unjust socio-economic standards but it illustrates
very vividly the interdependence between the strength of the state and attitudes of its
people on the one hand and between the state security and security and welfare of the
people on the other.
Based on that example it is in the interest of the state and for security reasons of
its citizens to have a strong national identity. But, as will be elaborated below, there
might also appear a conflict between those, a conflict illustrating a question about
relationship between state sovereignty and human rights – the two main cornerstones of
international law. The state has on the one hand freedom and obligation to develop and
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sustain its collective national identity and on the other hand an obligation not to do that
by e.g. “brainwashing” of people. The main and probably most powerful state controlled
collective (sic! and at the same time individual) identity formation takes place in schools.
Let us call that an interconnected identity formation. Therefore the right to education
contains both of the mentioned obligations, setting at the same time criteria on how a
state can and should fulfil them.
As a last element to this dynamic picture global level needs to be brought in. In
the education process the students are prepared to become citizens not only of one
country but of the world (global citizens). Drawing from that and the fact that education
is a prerequisite for reasoned exercise of civil and political liberties, “well-educated
population may also be a prerequisite to maintaining democratic structures and ideals”
(3), education has a pivotal role in sustaining peace in the world (according to democratic
peace theory at least)(4). So creating and implementing curriculums and education policy
is not only an internal matter but has important impact also on global level. The main
subjects of education are people whose lives and fates are directly affected by and
dependent on it, therefore human rights law has an important role to play. As historical
picture of one’s country forms an integral part of both, individual’s and state’s identity, I
will set my focus on history education and pose a maybe a little provocative question: if a
state’s right to self-determination contains a right to “secrets and lies”(5) then does the
individual’s right to education and self-determination include the right to historical truth?
The role of the right to education as an international human right in people’s lives
The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action (hereinafter Vienna
Declaration) from 1993 states that the universal nature of human rights (being “the
birthright of all human beings”) “is beyond question” and at the same time that “the
significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and
religious backgrounds must be borne in mind.” (6)
The right to education contains, besides the mentioned general paradox of human
rights, also a twofold purpose in itself: it “may be regarded as a commodity to which an
individual is entitled both as an end in itself but also as a means to other welfare
rights.”(7) A similar perception was described by early natural law philosophers as J. J
Rousseau and J. Locke already (8). The developments in 19th century – the emergence of
socialism and liberalism – placed education more firmly than before in the catalogue of
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human rights but also in a twofold way: from social side as a positive obligation of the
state to secure economic and social well-being of the community; from liberal side as a
right “formulated to defend and advance the freedom of science, research and teaching
against interference by the Church and state”. (9)
I would say that the right to education in its twofold nature overarches the general
twofold of all human rights: not only its implementation is twofold (having to be
universal and particular at the same time) but the particularities actually can be and are
created and sustained by implementing the right to education. Cultural or regional
particularities do not come from outside, they are created by the people and are therefore
in the first place dependent on the identity (individual and collective) of people, which’s
main state controlled part of creation takes place in school. As a result education
influences, inter alia, the perception of the world, human rights and international order by
people. These perceptions gathered into collective consciousness create legitimatisation
for the policies, including education and foreign policy, of the state. In that way the
content and implementation of the right to education, by influencing the behaviour of
states, influences the enjoyment, universality and credibility of all human rights not only
in one country but in the world.
The first proclamation of the right to education on international level took place in
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter UDHR) in 1948. Art 26 (2):
“Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and
shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.”(10) The
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter ICESCR)
has stayed in principle with the same definition with some additional key-points such as
“sense of one’s dignity” and “enabling effective participation in a free society”.(11)
It might be said the international legal definition of the right to education contains
all the above mentioned levels: individual, national and global. The global dimension is
well described by the idea of “international education” – the term brought up by the
United Nations Educational Social and Cultural Organisation (hereinafter UNESCO)
(going in line with abovementioned human rights acts) gathering together different
connotations of terms ‘international understanding’, ‘co-operation’ and ‘peace’ as an
indivisible whole (12). That is a vivid example of the statement in Vienna Declaration
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that the protection of human rights is not only an obligation for the state but, parallel to
that, also a “legitimate concern of the international community.”(13)
The legitimate concern does not mean that state’s responsibilities have diminished.
A research group GEPS (Globalisation, Education and Social Policies) of Autonomous
University of Barcelona (UAB) have initiated a petition draft concerning the future
developments of UNESCO’s Education for All framework, it includes inter alia the
following critique: “[...] efforts that would outsource the role of elected and accountable
governments to provide free quality education to the private sector and for profit
companies are neither equitable nor democratic.”(14) So at the same time states remain
and, from the social point of view, should remain the main duty bearers in providing
education in the best interests of its citizens. Therefore the ideas of “international
education”, “legitimate concern of international society” but also human right dimension
can be reflected and implemented prima facie through changing of state’s obligations and
extent of sovereignty. As stated in a report Deepening Democracy in Fragmented World:
“Empowering people to influence decisions that affect their lives and hold their rulers
accountable is no longer just a national issue.“ (15)
UDHR as well as ICESCR set out the full development of the human personality
as a central aim of education. At the same time “an international dimension and a global
perspective in education at all levels and in all its forms; understanding and respect for all
peoples, their cultures, civilizations, values and ways of life, including domestic ethnic
cultures and cultures of other nations; awareness of the increasing global interdependence
between peoples and nations“ (16) should be the objectives of education.
This idea is well concluded in the following formulation: “The right to education
thus refers to a person placed in a specific context but also to a subject with the ability to
distance himself or herself from and above the cultural frameworks.”(17) In my opinion
these dimensions of the universal right to education are compatible, interdependent and
necessary to achieve the aim of full development of one’s personality and potential in
respect of human dignity.
History education and the right to truth as part identity formation
“Done well, the study of history provides a framework for exploration and
analysis, for pondering contingencies of the present and past.”(18) History “teaches that
there is no such thing as a self-made man or woman, that we are all shaped by the
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influences of others.”(19) By corresponding to these characteristics, history education
would meet the criteria of the global-individual education described above. The content of
education (and memory politics) highly depends on cultural, historical and social
specialities of the country. We cannot give one definition of historical truth or write
identical history books for all countries. But the way history education is conducted and
textbooks written must not inhibit individuals from being able to think critically and hold
different perspectives as global citizens. Based on the deliberation above, I claim that the
aim of full development of one’s personality cannot be achieved through the education
(and memory) policies lacking the provision of impartial information (which is one of the
cornerstones of democratic society) about one’s history and therefore the right to
education also contains right to truth.
Taking into account the very sensitive and culturally various historical
consciousness and respect of state sovereignty, what could be constituted as the minimal
level of truth which a state has to provide in order not to infringe individual’s right to selfdetermination and education – what are the limits for “secrets and lies” in history
education as a part of state’s informational self-determination? Besides the above
described criteria for education it has been recognised by international community that
there is a right to human rights education (20). I consider history and citizen education as
the most directly focused and influential subjects in that sense. Therefore teaching about
crimes against humanity in history lessons is in my opinion an absolute necessity to
achieve the objectives of the education described above, thus fulfil the right to human
rights education.
According to the definition in article 7 of the widely accepted Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court crimes against humanity are murder; extermination; torture;
rape; political, racial, or religious persecution and other inhumane acts if they are part of a
widespread or systematic practice (21). Looking at the number of ratifications of the
statute, it might be said that there is an international consensus on this definition. In many
European countries it is prohibited to deny crimes against humanity. European Court of
Human Rights (hereinafter Court) has in one of its decisions (upholding the previous
case-law) said the following:
“There can be no doubt that denying the reality of clearly established historical facts,
such as the Holocaust, [...] does not constitute historical research akin to a quest for the
truth. The aim and the result of that approach are completely different, the real purpose
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being to rehabilitate the National-Socialist regime and, as a consequence, accuse the
victims themselves of falsifying history.” (22)

Therefore the Court found that expressing this kind of opinions does not fall under
the protection of the freedom of expression according to article 10 (1) of the European
Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The Court continues:
“[...]The denial or rewriting of this type of historical fact undermines the values on
which the fight against racism and anti-Semitism are based and constitutes a serious
threat to public order. Such acts are incompatible with democracy and human rights
because they infringe the rights of others.”(23)

The prohibition of denial of clearly established historical facts about crimes
against humanity constitutes in itself a protection of truth (which the victims of crimes
against humanity have a right to claim in the court). It is also clear from the decision
referred that a state has a positive obligation to protect this right by legal and judicial
means. This protection would be vain, however, if a state would at the same time violate
this right itself on the very basic level – in school education – by either not having the
topic in the programmes or teaching it in the way which actually diminishes or denies the
crimes. Therefore, we can claim that the right to education includes the right to truth
about crimes against humanity.
In one of the Russian study materials Bolscheviks’ terror is depicted as “a measure
to improve the management of the society”. It is also emphasised that Stalin acted as a
manager totally rationally in a specific critical historical situation which could destabilise
the country from inside and outside:
“as security guard of the system, as consistent advocate for the transformation of the
country into industrial society managed from united centre, as leader of the country
that faced a great war in the nearest future.” (24)

If the previously described could be taken as more or less an interpretation, the
following is undoubtedly a falsified presentation of facts:
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Leaving aside the question about justicability, it could be claimed that the right to
education (especially right to self-determination and right to receive impartial information
in education) is being infringed because of the inconformity of the described practice with
state’s obligations under international law described above.
Conclusion
A strong national identity should serve interests of people, as described before,
people capable of critical thinking and reasoned participation in a free society. As the
world has become “compressed in time and space” (26), this participation also includes
global level and the identity building of one country influences the whole world.
Therefore the right (and obligation) of the state to develop its national identity exists in an
interconnected framework of global accountability and international human rights law.
The dynamics could be summed up with the following scheme:
A distinction has to be made between national identity building legitimate under
international human rights law and a propagandistic ideology formation serving limited
interests of people in power. The right to truth about crimes against humanity in history
education, taken in coherence with the objectives of education under international human
rights law, sets limits and obligations for the state. The truth about these crimes needs to
be provided for the protection of victims of those crimes but also people and society
(national and international) in general: the identity formation taking place in schools
touches upon individual and collective (national) identities at the same time, the
objectives of education under international human rights law demand putting a student, an
individual, in the centre of the learning process to fully develop his personality and at the
same time take into account the demands of democratic society in state and in the world –
the world in which a person needs to manage and which needs good peaceful citizens. So
the influence of international norms and principles on people’s lives is expressed on a
very existential level – identity formation: the state has no right to secrets and lies as far
as people have the right to truth, exact limits of which are not completely clear yet but
existence, however, (at least concerning crimes against humanity) subsists.

“regarding the number of people repressed, the author included only people who were
executed. Repressions during World War II are presented as a necessary means in
preventing looting and alarmism, thereby strengthening the labor discipline and social
order. The author indicated that every country uses such measures during wartime.”
(25)
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Islamic Attire: Religious Symbol or an Obstacle to Women’s
Rights?

Ισλαµική Ενδυµασία: Θρησκευτικό Σύµβολο ή Εµπόδιο στα
Γυναικεία Δικαιωµάτα;

Abstract: This article examines and discusses issues arising from bans of Islamic attires of
women in public areas, schools and universities in High Contracting Parties of the European
Convention of Human Rights (ECHR). This article revolves around the argument that the Islamic
outfit is a symbol of oppression on women’s rights or a symbol of religion and faith. With the
aim to comprehend and analyse the Western perspective on the prohibition of veils in contrast
with the Islamic one and the reasons behind the issue, I set the theoretical background of this
issue through the discussion of these ban-measures across some European states (i.e. France, Belgium etc.). The analysis of Articles of the ECHR relevant to the issue and particularly Articles
9(Freedom of religion) and 2 of Protocol 1 (right to education) , the citation of the related case
law and my personal experience, help me answer whether the right of a Muslim woman to be
educated, work as a teacher, believe and manifest her religious views is being deprived by her
decision to follow the Islamic dress-code or by prohibition-laws passed by European states and
approved by the European court of Human rights (ECtHR). Through the study of the relevant
case law, I realise that even the legislation itself has difficulties stipulating the idea of religion
within the frame of the Islamic world. From one point of view, everyone is free to choose and
manifest without discrimination his/her religious views. On the other hand, someone’s religious
ideas should also respect other individuals’ religious beliefs. For many people in the Western
World, the idea of the Islamic veil is related to the violation of women’s rights and gives the
image that these women are oppressed. However, through my personal experience on the issue
and the study of the relevant academic sources, I can tell that many of these women decide to
follow the Islamic dress code on their own. Their choice to defend their religious views and their
way of life should be recognised and be appreciated by the European countries and the ECtHR
and not be violated. It is obvious that prohibition-laws do not benefit their rights but instead have
as a consequence the violation of important human rights such as the right to education, teaching,
expression, religion and non-discrimination.

Απόσπασµα: Το άρθρο εξετάζει και συζητάει τα θέµατα που προκύπτουν απο απαγορεύσεις
Ισλαµικών ενδυµάτων σε γυναικες που βρίσκονται σε δηµόσιους χώρους, σχολεία και
πανεπιστήµια από Υψηλά Συµβαλλόµενα Μέλη της Ευρωπαικης Σύµβασης Δικαιωµάτων
Ανθρώπου (ΕΣΔΑ). Το άρθρο περιστρέφεται γύρω από τον ισχυρισµό εάν το Ισλαµικό ντύσιµο
είναι σύµβολο καταπίεσης των γυναικείων δικαιώµατα ή σύµβολο θρησκείας και πίστης. Με
σκοπό να κατανοήσουµε και να αναλασύσουµε τη Δυτική άποψη στο θέµα της απαγόρευσης των
πέπλων σε συγκριση µε την Ισλαµική και τους λόγους πίσω από το θέµα, θέτω το θεωρητικό
επίπεδο του θέµατος µέσω της συζήτησης των µέτρων απαγόρευσης που έχουν θέσει κάποια
Ευρωπαικά κράτη (π.χ Γαλλία, Βελγιο κτλ). Η ανάλυση των σχετικών άρθρων της ΕΣΔΑ και
συγκεκριµένα του Άρθρου 9 (Ελευθερία στη Θρησκεία), Άρθρου
2 του Πρωτόκολου
1(Δικαίωµα στην Εκπαίδευση), η παράθεση των σχετικών νοµολογιών καθώς και η προσωπική
µου εµπειρία, µε βοηθησαν να απαντήσω εάν το δικαίωµα µίας Μουσουλµάνας γυναίκας στο να
µορφώνεται, να εργάζεται, να πιστεύει και να εκδηλώνει τις θρησκευτικές της πεποιθήσεις
στερείται από την αποφάση της να ακολουθήσει τον Ισλαµικό κώδικα ντυσίµατος ή από τους
νόµους- απαγόρευσης (κατά του Ισλαµικού πέπλου) που περνούν τα Ευρωπαικά κράτη και
γίνονται αποδεκτόι µε τις αποφάσεις του Ευρωπαϊκού Δικαστηρίου Ανθρωπίνων Δικαιωµάτων
(ΕΔΑΔ). Μέσα από τη µελέτης της σχετικής νοµολογίας, συνειδητοποιώ ότι µέχρι και η
νοµοθεσία απο µόνη της έχει δυσκολίες στο να καθορίσει την ιδέα της θρησκείας µέσα στο
πλαίσιο του Ισλαµικού κόσµου. Από τη µία άποψη, ο καθένας είναι ελεύθερος να επιλέγει και να
εκδηλώνει τις θρησκευτικές του πεποιθήσεις. Από την άλλη, οι θρησκευτικές πεποιθήσεις
κάποιου θα πρέπει να σέβονται τα ιδεώδη άλλων ιδιωτών. Για ένα µεγάλο µέρος ανθρώπων του
δυτικού κόσµου, η ιδέα του Ισλαµικού πέπλου σχετίζεται µε τη παραβίαση των γυναικείων
δικαιωµάτων και δίνει την εικόνα ότι αυτές οι γυναίκες είναι καταπιεσµένες. Παρόλα αυτά, µε
βάση τη προσωπική µου εµπειρία πάνω στο θέµα και τη µελέτη των σχετικών ακαδηµαικών
πηγών , είµαι σε θέση να ισχυριστώ ότι δεν είναι λίγες οι γυναικές που αποφασίζουν µε δική
τους βούληση να ακολουθήσουν τον Ισλαµικό κώδικα ενδυµασίας. Η επιλογή τους να
υπερασπιστούν τις θρησκευτικές τους πεποιθήσεις και τον τρόπο ζωής τους θα έπρεπε να
αναγνωρίζεται, να εκτιµάται και όχι να παραβιάζεται από τα Ευρωπαικά κράτη και το ΕΔΑΔ.
Είναι φανερό ότι νόµοι-απαγόρευσης δεν ευεργετούν τα δικαιώµατα τους εν αντιθέση έχουν ως
αποτέλεσµα τη καταπάτηση σηµαντικών ανθρωπίνων δικαιωµάτων όπως το δικαίωµα στην
εκπαίδευση,διδασκαλία, εκφρασης, θρησκείας και κατά των διακρίσεων.
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Introduction
Religious attires are types of clothing that people wear in order to distinguish their
rank or status within the frame of a religious community. In a lot of cases, religious
dress codes and particularly Islamic attires have been intensively criticised and even
banned across Europe. In many occasions ban-measures against Islamic outfits were
accompanied by important violations on women’s rights. Important human rights such
as the Right to education (Article 2 Protocol 1 ECHR), the Freedom of thought,
conscience and religion (Article 9, ECHR), the Prohibition of discrimination (Article
14 ECHR) etc. are systematically taken away from women that choose to wear their
Islamic outfits. Following from this point, this article examines and discusses the
issues arising from bans of forms of Islamic attires in relation to the Articles of
ECHR.
Islamic Veil: Symbol of Oppression or Sign of Will?
In many countries where religion is a crucial part of the society, people express
their faith through their clothing, ornaments or body decoration. Clothing is not only a
way of expression but is also a symbol for every religious community. In history,
religious instruments as priests, monks, priestesses, shamans, nuns and others should
follow a specific dress code. The world of Islam gives great importance to the outfit
and attaches a special symbolism to it. The sartorial code in Islamic societies became
the symbol of a particular culture which serves the religious beliefs of their people.
So, Muslim women, through their outfit, constitute the conveyor and the bearer of the
Islamic communities. The Islamic outfits Khimar (headscarf), hijab (a "veil" that
covers the hair and the shoulders), chador (a black wide semi-circular piece of fabric,
which covers the entire female body), burqa (the cloth in which the whole body is
covered and eyes covered by a translucent or mesh fabric), niqab (is similar to burqa,
but it has a slit in front of the eyes, which are visible) are closely connected with the
position of women in Islamic societies (Ssenyonjo, 2007, p.657).
In the Western world, there is a general perspective that the spread of the
Islamic attire took place firstly during the period of the Political Strength of Islamic
fundamentalism and has political interests like strengthening and highlighting the
Islamic identity (Shadid & Van Koningsveld, 2005, pp. 45-46). According to the
article of Hera Hasmi (2010) the veil existed before Islam in many societies; a
characteristic example is the Christian nun. Based on this, it is natural to question the
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reason why a large amount of people in the western world consider the “veil” a
symbol of oppression when it is worn by Muslim women, but a symbol of religion
and faith when it is worn by a nun.
My personal experience as a postgraduate student in the UK, away from my
country, significantly helped me with the examination of the issue of the Islamic veil.
As a student, I came in contact with several students from different cultural and
religious backgrounds than mine; among them an Iranian girl, then a graduate student.
It always felt awkward to start a conversation regarding her Islamic outfit because I
was not sure if she would be comfortable to discuss it. One day during a conversation
the issue of religious attire came up so I decided to ask her. She did not looking
uncomfortable answering my question as I feared and she replied to me directly and
naturally. She revealed to me that she started wearing her hijab when she was nineteen
years old and when I asked her how she reached this decision she said that her family
had nothing to do with her choice. Her choice to wear her hijab was entirely her
decision and came to it mainly when she moved out of her country to study. As she
said, she wanted to integrate into the new society without adopting the Western
cultural norms and forgetting her own religious and cultural origins.
It is obvious that the interpretation of a religious symbol as a piece of cloth can
have many different approaches and most of the times this depends on someone’s
personal cultural norms and religious beliefs. Nevertheless, the concept of religion or
beliefs is personal and subjective as everyone has the right to be faithful to his/her
own concepts (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights & Council of Europe,
2010, p.111-112).
Issues arising from bans of Islamic attires in High Contracting Parties of the
ECHR
Based on the study of Article 9 of the ECHR, freedom of religion is an
individual right that establishes the obligation of member- states to protect the
configuration or the manifestation of religious beliefs of individuals. However, many
member-states of the Convention have been opposed to and prohibited the religious
attires. For instance, in 2009, the president of France, Nicola Sarkozy, claimed his
opposition against the use of the burqa. Specifically, he said:
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Sign of Enslavement, the burqa is not welcome in the territory of French
Republic. We cannot accept in our country women imprisoned behind a
mesh, cut off from society deprived of all identity. That is not French
Republic’s idea of women’s dignity (Gabizon, 2009).
A year later, specifically on 11 October 2010, the French law No.524/2010
prohibiting religious attires was approved by the French Parliament and came into
force on 11 April 2011(Semertzis, 2011). However, this is not the first time that
President Sarkozy tried to introduce a law regarding the prohibition of Islamic veils. In
2004, the French government passed a similar law concerning the ban of headscarves
in schools and universities with the pretext of avoiding religious discrimination among
students (Gandley, 2010). Sarkozy’s argument was that female students are forced by
their parents to wear headscarves and had no choice to do otherwise (Gandley, 2010).
Nonetheless, France is not the only member-party of the ECHR that has dealt
with the issue of the Islamic outfits during the 21st century. Other member-states of
the Convention such as Germany, Belgium, Albania, Italy, Netherlands and Switcherland have also discussed, penalized and prohibited Islamic attires in public areas,
schools and even universities. Particularly, in Belgium an analogous prohibition-law
entered into force in 2011(Erlanger & Camus, 2012) while similar national ban-laws
have been discussed and suggested in other European states (Sunderland, 2012).
Although prohibition-measures such as those in the case of France were not only
regarding Islamic veils but also included every religious dress or sign that was
extremely obvious like Sikh turbans, kippas (Jewish skullcaps) and large Christian
crosses (Jones, 2012, p.22), the public debate on the issue across Europe mainly
concentrated on the Islamic attires. However, considering the case of France where the
Muslim population is approximately five million people makes it easy to understand
why prohibition-laws were mainly focused on the religion of Islam (Gandley, 2010).
The claims of Sarkozy against Islamic dress code brought to the light more issues
behind these prohibition-measures and indicated that Sarkozy imposed this ban in
order to serve his political interests. Particularly, critics of the law argued that the
government of Sarkozy wanted to attract far-right voters and supported that only a
small minority of Muslims in France wear the Islamic headscarf (Murray, 2012).
Furthermore, in order to adequately comprehend the issues that came up
through prohibition-measures such as the above, it would be interesting to examine
two relevant cases of the ECtHR. The first case is the Dahlab v Switzerland (2001).
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Ms Dahlab, a school teacher of young children, wore her headscarf in class and
refused to remove it while she was at school. The ECtHR admitted that according to
Article 9 of the ECHR, she was allowed to wear her Islamic headscarf. However, it
also claimed that this allowance could be interpreted as a violation of the Article 9 (2)
because the Islamic headscarf could be taken as a symbol of extreme manifestation of
her religious beliefs with the possible result of creating a proselytizing environment
for the young children in the class. In the end, the ECtHR decided that Ms Dahlab was
not allowed to wear her headscarf in school.
The other case is the Leyla Şahin v. Turkey (2005) in which the applicant
claimed that the University she studied at (she was a medical student), denied her to
attend the University’s courses due to her Islamic headscarf. Following from this
incident the applicant alleged that Turkey’s prohibition was an intervention to her
religious beliefs under Article 9 of the ECHR (Leyla Şahin v. Turkey, 2005).
Based on the above case-study, it is clear that the issues that come up are quite
a few. The content of the cases is not only relevant to Articles 9 and 2 Protocol 1 but
also questions the violation or not of other articles of the ECHR such as the
Prohibition of Discrimination in Article 14, the Freedom of expression in Article 10
and the Right to respect the private and family life in Article 8 of the Convention.
According to Article 9(1) of the ECHR, everyone has the right to manifest his/
her beliefs on religious issues without being afraid of other people’s reactions.
Furthermore, Article 9(2) of the ECHR declares that limitations to this Article:
are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the
protection of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others (Art.9(2), ECHR)
As Jim Murdoch noticed in his book (2007) Freedom of Thought Conscience
and Religion: a Guide to the Implementation of Article 9 of the European Convention
on Human Rights, according to the ECHR any kind of prohibition at this point is
considered an infringement of individuals’ religious rights. However, he goes on to say
that according to the Strasburg Court, there are special cases where a state is allowed
to prevent an individual from expressing his/her religious beliefs. Particularly, the
state can do so based on fear of extreme actions taken by fundamentalist groups or
individuals against people who belong to either the same or different religions
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(Murdoch, 2007, p.36). Having a careful look at the case law and the above discussion
regarding the issue, it is obvious that the prohibition of Islamic attires introduces many
other issues such as immigration policy, national identity, and other domestic and
political issues. Besides, according to Article 2 of Protocol 1 of the ECHR, the right to
education and teaching has to be in consistence with the religious and philosophical
views of the person.
Through the study of the above case-law and the examination of the relevant
articles, I felt that the Court lost its neutral position regarding the ban of Islamic veils
in schools and universities as I consider that ban-measures have little significant
effectiveness on the field of human rights and on the equality of genders. In my
opinion, the issue of the right of women to wear their Islamic outfits when they are in
public places, schools and universities was mainly approached from a Eurocentric and
paternalistic perspective. In this context, the headscarf or burqa or niqab is not a free
choice of women but is a rule that is imposed on them by their family or community.
So the state intervenes in order to release them since they cannot do so by themselves.
Despite the fact that prohibition- measures seem to defend women’s rights and
protect other people from being proselytised by them (women that follow the Islamic
dress code), in reality they are turned against them. The state automatically banishing
them from wearing their Islamic veils at schools and universities sometimes even
stigmatizes them within the Islamic society (Wing & Smith, 2005/06, pp.760-761). In
addition, they (measures) impel women to decide between their education/work and
their religious/cultural norms. Even if this decision in some cases is taken under the
pressure of a woman’s familial environment or community, that does not certainly
improve, benefit or promote her human rights.
Conclusion
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cultural model. Instead of accusing their way of life it would be proper to accept it and
reward them for their choice to support their beliefs and cultural norms.
Consequently, I consider that the axis of future arguments and researches on
this issue should mostly revolve around the following issues: the political interests and
reasons behind the debate regarding the prohibition of Islamic outfits and whether the
rights of women that follow the Islamic dress code are violated by the religion of Islam
and their families or by the Western idea of “how a free woman should be”.
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Introduction

Internet Speech: Is It Free or Not?

Abstract: As the Internet is continuously growing, there has been a serious issue: can
we express ourselves freely in the cyberspace or not, because it is strictly monitored?
The freedom of expression is a fundamental human right which has been violated even
in the Internet by the authorities. This has happened in three cases: that of Wikileaks,
Google policy in China and Press-gr.blogspot.com in Greece. According to the cases
mentioned above, officials, including in the democratic societies, have tried to stifle the
online speech in different ways, such as criminal charges. But, even technology
companies comply with the censorship rules, as long as it meets their interests.
Consequently, the freedom of expression in the Internet needs to be protected more,
because it is highly restricted. As the number of web users will be increased in the next
years, this issue will remain interesting.
Keywords: free speech, Internet, Wikileaks, Google, China, Press-gr.blogspot.com,
human rights.

There is no doubt the freedom of expression is one of the most important rights, as it is a
main characteristic of human's personality. This means that the personality is offended,
when this right is restricted. The freedom of expression is significant for another reason.
It is linked to the democratic regime, where anyone can express their thoughts freely.
Open exchange of opinions is necessary for any democratic procedure and good
governance. Even international conventions have recognized its significance, such as the
European Convention on Human Rights. (article10: “Everyone has the right to freedom
of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart
information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers.
This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting,
television or cinema enterprises.”).
Moreover, this right is based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The
Declaration was written in 1948 and was an aftermath of the II World War, after the defeat of Nazi. This right was totally violated in Adolf Hitler's Germany and Joseph Stalin's
Soviet Union. In those regimes the authorities controlled the expression and the media
were used for propaganda. In particular, it is referred that "Everyone has the right to
freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers" (article 19). The freedom of expression is significant not only for
individuals but for the societies. For this reason, it is protected especially from
international conventions.
Internet
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Internet has been used by more and more people all over the world. The Internet is is a
worldwide collection of computer networks, which cooperate with one another to
exchange data using a common software standard. Telephone wires and satellite links are
necessary, in order that the users can share information. Historically, the World Wide
Web was born in the United States of America. It began as a US Department Defence project called APRAnet, which intended to create a nationwide computer network being able
to function under extreme circumstances, such as nuclear war or natural disaster. Meanwhile, its use was mainly for educational and research methods. In 1992 its nature
changed rapidly, as the American government stopped to manage the cyberspace and the
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Internet was offered to the public for the first time. Then a new period started for the cyberspace.
It has become a very useful tool for the majority of the people who have
conducted business, education, social and financial activities, as it is connected with the
technology, global market economy and the freedom of movement. Its main features are
the speed, the frequency, the anonymity and the integration of innumerable exchanges.
By using it people all over the world are able to communicate each other, transmit data
and exchange information freely. There is an interesting question if the internet access is
a human right, as millions of people use it daily. Communication, involving technology,
is a main principle. Esler argues ''the right to impart and receive information freely has
long been a cornerstone of human rights, law, and of democratic theory''. Therefore, the
Internet access may be a human right. Under these circumstances the legal restriction of
this human right should be discussed. Even if it is generally said the internet access is a
private-law issue, according to a 2010 BBC survey four in five people in the world
believe that internet access is a fundamental human right. Internet is said to be so special
for another reason. Anyone is able to publish information, to which millions of people
can access. Breaking News, encyclopedias, books and others are available through the
Internet. Notably, nowadays more and more people, regardless of age, are informed
through the cyberspace, because they can find anything there. This technological
information revolution has changed human's life as much as the previous revolutions. In
other words, it is a new kind of mass media which has been very popular.
However, some serious issues have been raised. One of these is the restriction on the free
online speech. Despite its significance, governments worldwide have attempted to restrict
it for alleged reasons. But is this method correct or is it a type of censorship?
Consequently, someone would wonder whether there is actually freedom of expression in
the cyberspace or not.
Aim
My aim is to “critically evaluate if there is freedom of expression in the Internet’’.
Methodology
Under these circumstances it is being examined if the right to free speech is violated in
the cyberspace. The data collected by the author come from literature and other sources,
especially academic texts, journals, newspaper articles and electronic resources. In
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particular, the data obtained from the cyberspace may not have been monitored. All of
these are being used; in order the author tries to develop a reliable academic base. Finally,
it is accepted there is some bias in this study. The reason is the limitation of time,
resources and experience. In other words, a handful of resources about specific place and
time were used for the purpose of this study. However, critical reflection is apparent
throughout the study. The cases are analyzed and interpreted, in order the findings to be
made.
Brief case history
Initially, the violation of the online free speech is not uncommon. This means the access
to the Internet is limited in order that people are not able to access certain information. To
a certain extent, this happens in all countries, for instance most countries restrict access to
sites with offensive material such as child pornography, terrorism, racial hatred and
crime. All of them are international issues which can be solved through global
cooperation. But, this phenomenon in some countries is much more complicated.As far as
the reasons of this restriction, they can fall into three categories. The most controversial
category is that of political reasons. Through the censorship access to the sites of minority groups is limited, as they are thought to be a threat to the authorities. The second category is for protecting social norms, for example children. The third reason for internet
censorship is the national security. In this case, the purpose is to block the sites of terrorist groups and extremists. The Internet can be censored by two ways: through technical
means and non technical, namely legislation. Α very characteristic example is the United
States. After the terrorist attacks on 11th September censoring websites was widely
acceptable. At that point, three really interesting cases will be studied.
Wikileaks
The Wikileaks case is said to be one of the most controversial cases in ages. The website
launched in January 2007 was founded by Julian Assange, an Australian former computer
hacker. It was created, in order to expose official and corporate secrets through anonymous whistle-blowers. It operated on a low budget from servers in Sweden where
legislation protects anonymity. Except for Julian Assange, other top members were Jacob
Applebaum-Tor developer and activist- Dutch activist Ron Gongrijp and the media figure
and Icelandic MP Birgitta Jonsdottir. They all contributed to the website. In December
2007 it posted a manual about the American military operations in Guantanamo. In 2008
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a Cayman Islands-based bank, Julius Baer, said that an ex-employee handed over stolen
documents to Wikileaks, despite a confidentiality agreement as well as banking laws.
According to Wikileaks, these documents were important, on ground that they unveiled
bank's secret about asset hiding money laundering and tax evasion. For this reason, a federal judge in San Francisco issued an order to indispose the site's domain name, which
was capsized after two weeks. This decision is thought to be controversial. In particular,
David Ardia, the director of the Citizen Media Law Project at Harvard Law School,
characterized it unconstitutional, as " there is no justification under the First Amendment
for shutting down an entire website''.
In April 2010 Wikileaks posted a package of documents and videos known as "Collateral Murder". One video depicted the killing of two Reuter's journalists and other
individuals in Iraq by Apache helicopter gunship in July 2007. Meanwhile the website
posted about 76,000 classified military reports from the war in Afghanistan against Taliban figures from 2004 to 2010, which were related to unknown incidents of Afghan
civilian killings by NATO forces. In December 2010 Mr. Assange was arrested in London
in accordance with a European arrest warrant due to alleged rape sexual molestation and
unlawful coercion. Having denied the charges, Julian Assange has tried to avoid the extradition from the UK to Sweden, according to the UK's Supreme Court decision. Not only
Julian Assange but also the other Wikileaks contributors were charged. Particularly, a US
judge ruled Twitter must have released the details of Birgitta Jonsdottir, Jacob Appelbaum
and
Rops, Gonggrijp. Jonsdottir's account was under scrutiny from the Justice
Department due to her role in the "Collateral Murder" video release. In her opinion, "this
is a huge blow for everybody that uses social media. We must have the same civil rights
online as we have offline. Imagine if the US authorities wanted to do a house search at
my home, go through my private papers".
However, there were a lot of website's supporters. Needless to mention that Amnesty International condemned the prosecution of Wikileaks founder Julian Assange. The
organization described it as an attempt to "stifle" free speech in the name of national
security. It emphasized that governments cannot avoid their obligations to respect and protect the free speech, directly or indirectly. In particular, Amnesty's Asia Pacific director
Sam Zarifi said “National security should not be used to stifle freedom of speech except
in very restricted circumstances where there is clear evidence that there is a genuine threat
to national security.” Furthermore, a lot of individuals supported Wikileaks, such as Arianna Huffington. Interestingly, she commended the website for publishing notably un-
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known incidents from the war in Afghanistan. Jack Shafer, the media critic for Slate
magazine, said «information conduits like Juliane Assange help shock us out of our complacency". Guardian editor Alan Rusbridger supported the publication of leaked
information. Besides, the Guardian newspaper put the contributors to Wikileaks on its list
of twenty "champions of the open internet".
As for the Wikileaks' case, there is a conflict among free online speech, the people's right to know and have transparency, national security and the government's right to
keep secrets. Although it is widely thought that the governments have the right to keep
secrets, it could be said the free speech is more important. This means anyone can inform
and be informed without restriction about any issue, let alone wrongdoings of authorities.
What is more, the citizens in the democratic societies should know everything, in order to
make the correct decisions in the elections. Even though the United States are widely
thought to be a beacon of democracy, the Wikileaks case has proven a totally different option. The real reason for Julian Assange’s prosecution was his contribution to Wikileaks.
Needless to mention that he is the first person to be prosecuted for a leak in the press in
the American history. He has been charged with espionage. Furthermore, by trying to find
out sufficient evidence, Justice asked for Twitter to release information about other
contributors.
It is remarkable that Wikileaks managed to globalize the leak of
documents. Wikileaks has been characterized as the first multi homed journalistic
organization all over the world.
Internet in China-Google’s policy
Another interesting case is the Google’s policy in China. Firstly, the situation in the Chinese cyberspace is being studied. Two great walls in China are popular. One is the
physical Great Wall built to protect the country from the invaders. The second is the virtual Chinese Firewall, which was created and controlled by the Chinese authorities.
Although the officials say the regime is a form of democracy, it is actually totalitarian.
There is only one Party, which makes all decisions. No civil society watchdog exists and
corruption is rampant. It is a successful economic world power lacking of social and
political freedoms for its population. For instance, churches, NGOs and civil groups must
have official permission. Arbitrary searches and arrests, tortures or imprisonments are not
uncommon. As for the news industry, it is regulated and censored. The Propaganda
Department controls whatever is said and written. As for the Internet, the government examines the online information and delete what is considered objectionable by using the
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Great Firewall. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology uses filtering software in which sensitive data are detected. In case that a user looks for banned words such
as Tiananmen Incident, software detects them and the connection is being broken.
Thousands of websites, including many porn-related, are blocked and destinations such as
YouTube, Flickr, Twitter, Facebook, Wordpress and Blogger are heavily restricted. Web
users in Internet cafes, where the majority of Chinese go online, are obligated to supply
personal details in order to sign on.
Under these circumstances a lot of media outlets and web surfers have been confused. For instance, the New York Times' website was inexplicably blocked, while the
BBC's English language content was just as surprisingly blocked. News should be
''healthy'' and ''in the public interest'' and ''in accordance with Chinese culture or
tradition''. Needless to say that nothing must challenge the Communist party. Interestingly, the authorities declared that '' internet administration is not a special case in China
as all other countries regulate networks according to their own laws.'' As for Google
Search, it is the most popular internet search engine across the world, as it has over 1
million servers and one billion search requests a day. The Chinese version, Google.cn,
was launched in January 2006 and received the license from the authorities in September
2007. Google should have complied with the filtering rules applied to all foreign internet
companies operating in the country and Google.com should have remained blocked.
Moreover, it promised not to maintain any services which involve personal or confidential
data such as Gmail or Blogger. According to Eric Schmidt's, the chief executive, statement, the company would become the leader of the Chinese internet market despite the
challenges, such as censorship issues and fierce competition from the largest home-grown
rival called Baidu.com.What is more, Google's Vice President and "Chief Internet Evangelist", Vint Cerf, supported the company's decision to expand its activities in China,
although it should have complied with the Chinese government's demands to censor
information. In an interview, he said there were thoughts over years whether it should go
to China or not. Besides, only 1% or less of information was censored. In other words,
Google decided to follow the law.
However, the criticism was tough. Google and other companies, such as Yahoo,
Microsoft, Cisco Systems were accused by lawmakers at a Congressional hearing on the
ethics of doing business in China. On the other hand, the four firms defended their
decision to invest in this country, although they conceded that restricted online access was
not ideal. Especially Google came under attack, because it was made to block politically
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sensitive terms in agreement with conditions set by the Chinese authorities. In February
2008 a Chinese human rights activist by the name of Guo Quan announced that he would
sue both Google and Yahoo due to excluding his name from its local search results. In
Guo Quan's opinion, '' to make money, Google has become a servile Pekinese dog wagging its tail at the heels of the Chinese Communists''. He was imprisoned for ten years in
2009. Conflicts between Google and China started to surface in 2009. In January 2009
Google was accused of making pornography available through its search engine. In June
the Chinese authorities decided to punish the company for failing to remove pornographic
content. Consequently, Google's global website was blocked for hours. In January 2010
Google announced on its blog that accounts of human rights activists were hacked. In accordance with firm's statement, the attacks had originated from China, although the
authorities declared that they held no relation to or responsibility for these attacks.
Furthermore, Google said that it was '' no longer willing to continue censoring the results''
hinting at the possibility of shutting down Google.cn.
In March 2010 Google said it planned to re-route searches to its Hong-Kong site
outside the reach of censorship. In an official blog post, Google's chief legal officer,
David Drummond, said'' … No longer willing to continue censoring our results on
Google.cn. This may well mean having to shut down our offices in China.'' He added that
the Hong-Kong based search engine would be ''entirely legal'' and ''meaningfully increase
access to information for people in China''. Notably, China has respected freedoms in
Hong Kong, since it regained the place in 1997. In the former British colony freedom of
speech and other individuals liberties are protected. In July Google stopped the automatic
redirect and created a static page for the Chinese users. Then, users mourned the departure
and left flowers at firm's office in Beijing. It could be said Google was made to follow the
censorship rules, in order to operate in the fast-growing Chinese internet market. In other
words, Google filtered itself, on ground that it expected to have a good share in the
world's largest internet base. This decision was thought to be controversial for its history.
Unlike in the rest of the world, Google did not succeed in dominating the search engine
market in China. Notably, Beijing-based Badu had 77 percent of the market share in that
country and Google just 19, according to Fortune magazine. Taken account all these facts;
it seems that initially Google accepted the terms of Chinese authorities, in order to expand
its activities in the country. This means Google preferred to support its interests and
profits. Therefore, it did not defend the right of free speech and censored a great amount
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of terms, despite the criticism. The reason for leaving from China and stopping censoring
was the failure to achieve its financial and commercial targets.
Press-gr
Greece, especially its capital Athens, is the birthplace of democracy. The
democracy in ancient Athens was said to be very developed in the past. A phrase in Iliad,
a principal Homer's figure of ancient Greek literature, said: “To speak his thoughts is
every freeman's right, in peace and war, in council and in fight.” However, violations of
human rights are not uncommon in this country. A very interesting case for free speech in
the Greek cyberspace is that of Press-gr. Press-gr has been one of the most visited blogs
in the country. Its purpose has been to criticize the authorities and publish news that goes
under the radar of the mainstream media. But, it was publishing so many exclusive
documents, that it was annoying for some officials. Under these circumstances it was accused of blackmailing a journalist at a daily newspaper and threating to reveal
information for his political connections in 2008. Due to this charge of blackmail, a
special prosecutor authorized the Hellenic National Police's cybercrime to initiate an
international investigation. The investigation's aim was to identify its anonymous bloggers, owners and operators. But, they could not be found without breaching the confidentiality of private data, which were protected under the Greek legislation. Therefore, this
was a serious issue. Google cooperated on this case. It was said that the investigation was
based on the Council of Europe's Convention on Cybercrime (COE Convention).
On 22nd February 2008 the police entered the home of one of the alleged writers at
Press-gr, journalist Andreas Kapsambelis, in order to search for evidence about the blackmailing incident. Furthermore, his computer in his job was confiscated for the same
reason. Interestingly, the authorities tried to conduct investigation to the Parliament, on
ground that comments were found to have been posted from there. A month later, the
Greek government announced that it would impose a new set of regulations about blogging activities. The most crucial issue was the battle against bloggers' anonymity. Under
this proposed law, anonymous postings would be illegal. Moreover, bloggers would be
obliged to provide their true identities, in case that they planned to continue their online
activities. Needless to mention the intense reaction from the Greek blog world.
As it seems, the Greek authorities attempted to censor a blog, because it revealed
their wrongdoings. Undoubtedly, it was a violation of online free speech. Then, they tried
to restrict the blogging activities and the public dialogue by legislation. But, the cyber-
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space is so huge, that it cannot be controlled easily. This means that the authorities,
especially the Greek, had not realized its power. Even though they would pass such
legislation, users could find alternatives to express themselves and to communicate
freely.
Taken consideration the cases mentioned above, the online speech is not so free as
it should have been. It is a serious issue not only for totalitarian regimes such as that of
China but also for democratic societies, for example the American and the Greek society.
They made attempts to stifle the online expression even by imposing criminal charges.
Interestingly, even multinational technology companies, for example Google, obey these
rules in China. Apparently, the authorities did not realize the Internet’s power, as it is a
very difficult tool to control. As a result, the users will always find out an alternative way
to avoid from censorship.
Conclusion
Freedom of expression is a fundamental right which is connected with the human’s personality. The Internet has highly changed human's life. Millions of people all over the
world use it for different purposes. Most of them express their opinion through it. For this
reason, the freedom of expression in the cyberspace has become a serious issue. Although
the value of online freedom of expression has been theoretically recognized, the reality is
much different. Therefore, people are not totally free to express themselves through the
Internet, as it is monitored by governments. It would be expected that countries which are
thought to be free and democratic such as the United States and Greece would try to protect the free online speech. However, it is not true. It is perceivable that any regime regardless of its democratic character is reluctant towards to the Internet. But the fear is not
a good advisor. Interestingly, even companies such as Google in China do not challenge
the online censorship. They prefer to violate human rights in favor of their interests.
Finally it could be said that the freedom of expression in the Internet is restricted by the
governments across the world. Notably any restriction can raise strong controversies
immediately.
The online speech should be free and should be protected at any cost. It is
significant, because anyone can express their voices through the Internet. Furthermore,
people have become more active and informed; as a result they can react for any misjudgment, abuse of power from the authorities. Furthermore, they have the ability to be
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organized in order to support their opinions or people who are illegally punished. The web
users are mature enough to distinguish the online mistakes and illegal methods.
Consequently, the freedom of expression in the cyberspace needs more protection.
In the future the Internet will be developing, as more and more and a great amount of
people across the world will use it. The issues such as the protection of online speech will
be still interesting for all societies. Undoubtedly, more and more theoretical issues and
cases about this topic will be emerged. Therefore, new trends may be created. All of us
should pay our attention in order to protect significant rights such as the freedom of
expression in the Internet. The solutions of such issues which are related to rights may
lead to improve the human's life and culture.
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Introduction

Literacy Education Traditions: The Continuity of Secondary
and Higher Schooling

Abstract: The article considers the problem of the continuous development of
secondary and higher education in the Russian tradition, for example in literary
education. The scientific approach to the problem of continuity have been ensured by
a long standing tradition of interconnected functions within secondary and higher
education.

Secondary and higher education continuity became a state task in Russia under
Peter I. Creating the academic project which Peter provided in academies, universities
and other schools. During this period the academic system was unique to Russia.
State officials reproached the tsar for buildings a mill (meaning the higher education
facility) without creating roads towards this mill (meaning the absence of mass
secondary school). Peter's answer was remarkable: the sovereign considered that his
task − to construct a mill, “and the roads will construct themselves” (Tatischev, p. 7677). Under the new law “About education in the Russian Federation” federal state
educational standards should provide continuity of the main educational programs
including basic and higher education programs (Eksmo, p. 22). Thus, the continuity of
secondary and higher education became one of the key factors in Russian education
development today. But, educational innovations should build on the rich historical
tradition of the secondary and higher literary education in Russia.
Main part

Key words: The continuity of secondary and higher education, methodical tradition,
curatorial function of universities, mandatory literature for learning in the Russian
higher education system in the 19th century.
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Before beginning a conversation about the history of Russian literary
education, it is necessary to explain the concept of “methodical tradition”. Methodical
tradition relies on wide interdisciplinary justifications: sociocultural, philosophical
and pedagogical. In addition, the tradition is closely connected with the concept of
innovation. We think, everyone will agree that the modern scientific community is
open to innovation. But there is also “a danger of underestimating classical heritage”
as mentioned by V.A. Slastyonin (p. 114). Thus, the development of modern
pedagogy is associated with two polar concepts − tradition and innovation. The
methodological tradition (in the aspect of literary education) can be defined as a
function of objective inheritance to educational regularities, being realized in ideas,
purposes, tasks, subjects, contents, tools and institutes of literary education.
It is necessary to notice that in the history of Russian literary education there
was a very remarkable period. Daily interaction between the secondary schools and
universities was approved and paid for by the state (between 1804 and 1835). In “The
University Charter” (1804) the principle of registering a submission between basic
and higher educational facilities was recognized. University professors inspected all
the schools of the area. They were to gather information about the methods of
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teaching, the textbooks and the abilities of pupils (Ministry of Public Education, p. 6).
A university´s curator´s function allowed the professors guidance in problems of
schooling techniques. Literature as a school discipline (in the school curriculum of
1828) took a lot of time in the senior classes: 4 hours per week. This fact confirmed
the key provision of literature at secondary school.
In the Charter of the Moscow Noble Guesthouse (school for noblemen) the
following literary activities were spread among the students: “speeches about
scientific and moral subjects, analyses of their own compositions, analyses of the best
Russian writers” (Ibidem, p. 435). These training techniques show the influence of the
University technique on the pedagogical process in schooling. The academic character
methods and high degree of independent activity among students helped further
training in literature at universities. In the XIX century the secondary and higher
literary education systems were connected using the general preparatory courses in
the universities. The main topics in the courses were the Latin language and Russian
literature. These disciplines have been the same for all departments. Thus, the literary
education in universities was not tied only to the historical and philological
departments. The main reason for the existence of such courses was to satisfy the
requirement for excellent knowledge of classical languages for students.
There was a change in pedagogical education in 1828. In the Charter of the Petersburg pedagogical College, right after “knowledge in the God's law”, there was a
requirement called “knowledge of the Russian grammar and rhetoric”. Knowledge of
Latin and Greek became second place (Ministry of National Education, p. 115).
Classic languages for the first time gave way to Russian grammar and rhetoric. The
main reason for such a change, in our opinion, was the growing influence of a
discipline titled “Russian literature” which became, during this period, an obligatory
discipline in school. After the period of 1804-1835's discipline "literature" extended as
an obligatory academic subject for any faculty and specialty. So, the higher pedagogical education was shared for two periods − the initial period and the subject period.
The literature belonged to the initial period, which was compulsory for all students.
The scientists of that period connected literature with necessary memory training and
imagination at a youthful age. The scientists believed that development of these
abilities kept the desire to address to creativity throughout life. The importance of
literature among other sciences was so great, that the person without literary
knowledge was considered as an imperfect.
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By the beginning of XX century literature, as the general subject of all
faculties, left the Russian higher education system. But at the same time, university
professors insisted on its return. Methodologists considered that the literature course
should have abroad basis, without any special tasks. In particular, A.I. Borgman (p.
69) noted: ”There is no doubt that if in each higher educational institution, there were
open literature courses, these lectures would be visited with great interest“.
Undoubtedly, A.I. Borgman meant to illustrate the absence of logic in the following
fact: a literary school course has no continuation in the higher education except in
historic-philological departments.
Conclusions
Thus, the continuity of secondary and higher literary education in Russian
tradition was long based on obligatory literature training at among all faculties.
Literature was declared and studied as a basis for higher education in any
specialization. The training process was hand in hand with the idea of the famous
teacher Pirogov – without humanitarian knowledge any person is ”rough empiricist or
a street charlatan”. In conclusion, we would like to note that the history of secondary
and higher literary education has a great deal of concrete, analytical material. As a
whole, modern innovative literature training may only exist together with a long
historical experience of development in the literary disciplines in secondary and
higher education with methodical tradition.
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Estrutura harmônica do cravo no Concerto Italiano-971 de
Bach: visualizando a relação Física e Música, no ensino desta
ciência.

Resumo: O timbre é dos atributos do som o que maior complexidade apresenta e são
os harmônicos componentes de um som os que caracterizam o seu timbre. No
presente trabalho pesquisamos a contribuição harmônica de um fragmento do
Concerto Italiano -971 de Bach, interpretado em cravo. Para estudar as contribuições
harmônicas foi aplicada a Transformada Rápida de Fourier com o objetivo de
transformar o sinal sonoro que estava inicialmente no domínio temporal num sinal no
domínio da freqüência. As curvas de contribuição marcam destaque nas faixas 5, 10,
3, associadas aos intervalos de freqüência: (500-1k250Hz), (10-16kHz ) e (125250Hz). Nesse sentido, acredita-se que o enfoque dado possibilite uma aproximação
entre a ciência e arte (música), portanto, se nos apresenta como uma variante válida
para o tratamento de conteúdos físicos em sala de aula no ensino de Física.
Apontando fundamentalmente para uma formação integral, desde o ponto de vista do
conhecimento e geral para cultura dos cidadãos.

Palavras chaves: música, física, freqüência, harmônicos, timbre, contribuição
harmônica.
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Introdução
A pesquisa ao redor da junção da Física e a Música constitui uma grande inquietude para
mim desde a época de estudante universitário. Então, me perguntava como colocar em claro
para leitores, estudantes e interessados em geral o elo entre estas duas disciplinas. Inicialmente pensava explicitar esta relação nas aulas de Física, tendo em vista o tema da Física
acústica ou durante o tratamento do Movimento ondulatório mecânico. De tal forma que as
pessoas percebessem esta ciência desde uma ótica diferente à que tradicionalmente é transmitida pelos professores de Física. Um exemplo do dito anteriormente o representa o desconhecimento ou surpresa que manifesta um considerável número de pessoas quando lhes falo
sobre as minhas pretensões nesse assunto; assim mesmo o reconhecimento à importância que
particularmente vejo nessa área da pesquisa científica.
A Física está presente em muitos dos eventos com os que interagimos diariamente e
constitui objetivo do ensino de Física motivar à reflexão sobre a presença destes no
cotidiano, tendo como luz guia a compreensão da natureza e dos fenômenos que nela se sucedem. Por sua vez, a Música é grosso modo a arte do bem combinar os sons no tempo.
Poderíamos dizer que esta manifestação cultural possui a qualidade de movimentar o pensamento humano à reflexão, o movimento do corpo, a interpretação, os sentidos, a espiritualidade, o subjetivo e o objetivo, a escuta, a percepção. Penso que independentemente do
gênero que se cultive, tem o poder de atingir a um grande número de pessoas, embora uma
quantidade estimável destas mostre que este vínculo fica distante do domínio público.
Durante a minha pesquisa de mestrado intitulada “Física do som e sua relação com a
Música. Um olhar nos livros didáticos” fiz um estudo sobre como os livros de Física do
Programa Nacional do Livro para o Ensino Médio no Brasil (PNLEM, 2000) refletem e analisam esta relação nos temas dedicados ao Movimento oscilatório e ao Movimento ondulatório
mecânico. Assim, foram analisados os seis livros que compõem esta seleção, mas o estudo
foi iniciado com uma revisão do Livro de Física de Décimo grado do ensino médio cubano.
A razão pela qual foi tomado este livro para iniciar a pesquisa é justamente porque as ideias e
questionamentos primários, sobre o tema, me surgiram em Cuba. Devo reconhecer que então
não tinha o conhecimento concreto do estado da arte, aos poucos fui me introduzindo no
tema e assim mesmo sabendo de investigadores que como José Miguel Díaz (Espanha), Javier Luzuriaga e Raúl Pérez (Argentina) e os brasileiros João Zanetic e Carlos Eduardo
Campos Granja, por citar alguns dos vários autores com que trabalhei durante a pesquisa.
Todos de alguma forma vinculados à investigação relativa à Física e a Música. Vale a pena
dizer que no caso de Zanetic o espectro é um pouco mais amplo quando se dedica também a
relação desta ciência com outras manifestações artísticas. Da mesma forma, fui percebendo
que este é um caminho pouco trilhado pelos investigadores e que conseqüentemente o nível
de conhecimento da área é bastante limitado pela comunidade em geral. Posso parecer em
ocasiões um tanto fechado nesta linha de investigação querido (a) leitor (a), mas acredito que
se o vínculo das ciências como a Física fosse mais discutido pela população ou se
potencializaram desde a escola, por exemplo, discussões dessa índole, a aversão que as
pessoas têm pela Física seria minimizada e justamente essa diminuição levaria, a meu ver, a
uma maior compreensão dos eventos naturais relativos a esta ciência. No que diz respeito a
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este artigo, tenho me proposto subir mais alguns degraus no estudo aos eventos sonoros, especificamente aqueles vinculados à sensibilidade musical.
Neste trabalho, terei presente argumentos adquiridos durante a pesquisa de mestrado e
a partir deles pretende-se aprofundar nesta relação entre arte e ciência. Agora desde uma
perspectiva mais abrangente que me ofereça à possibilidade de dar resposta aos questionamentos que ainda como pesquisador me faço sobre o tema. Outra razão que me mobiliza continuar a investigação neste tópico é a de socializar o saber que possa adquirir com este artigo.
Embora não se coloque nas mãos dos leitores, ainda, como se dá a relação da Física com as
emoções desencadeadas através da escuta musical, pois neste estudo só trataremos dos componentes harmônicos que formam um trecho do Concerto Italiano-971 de Bach executado em
cravo. Isto visando um conteúdo que pode ser tratado em sala de aula com o intuito de colocar ao alcance dos estudantes a relação da Física com a Música. Ao final os PCNs propõem
que a Física seja tratada não como um elemento único e sem nexo, mas relativa a outras áreas
do saber as quais podem estar tão próximas no nosso cotidiano.
A abordagem ao redor da Música e seu elo com a Física, penso, permitirão perceber
esta última desde uma dimensão cultural e aproveito para especificar aqui cultura como
conhecimento, instrução, como os saberes adquiridos pelos homens na sua interação com o
mundo. Interações nas quais, este, tem estabelecido relações sociais e com o meio em
questão e nas quais também a Música tem tido uma participação significativa que lhe tem
possibilitado ao ser humano construir o saber que deu e dá passo ao saber científico como o
conhecemos. Este trabalho pretende dar às pessoas ferramentas que lhes possibilitem
visualizar o mundo mais profundamente, assim como também mudar a sua interpretação
sobre este. É o intento de quebrar a dicotomia existente entre ciência e arte, de forma que se
contribua à diminuição do caráter hegemônico da primeira ainda no século XXI. No que a
minha pessoa se refere, percebo nisto uma discussão enriquecedora, inteligente, motivadora,
propiciadora de elementos que levaram de alguma forma a que os seres humanos se replantem a interpretação que dão aos sons com que convivem. De maneira que a audição e a escuta, a sensibilidade e o sentimento como formas de perceber e manifestar o mundo, sejam
também vistas não apenas como capacidades que temos os humanos, mas qualidades estreitamente vinculadas à ciência, a arte musical.
Fundamentação Teórica
1.1 Uma discussão sobre a percepção
A Física é uma ciência que está presente em muitos dos eventos naturais, porém sua
visualização pela comunidade ampliada e questionável. Pouco tempo após começar me
interessar por este ramo da pesquisa científica, estimei possível que a dificuldade do
reconhecimento da Física como parte do nosso dia-a-dia poderia ter suas bases no próprio
ensino de Física. Aos poucos e com atenção, pensei se a raiz do problema pode-se estar na
escola, idéia que foi sendo mais concreta e ganhando significados.
A percepção ocupa um espaço fundamental no que se refere à dimensão cognitiva
humana. É através dela que o homem, conhece o mundo em que vive, com o qual interage
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observando os seus eventos naturais e objetos. Tais manifestações ganham diferentes
significados para uns e outros em dependência do contexto de atuação, por exemplo, a
história de vida, o desenvolvimento de habilidades ou não nos indivíduos na sua constante
interação com o meio. De tal forma que a percepção não está desvinculada de um contexto de
significado.
Geralmente quando se fala de percepção, intuitivamente pensamos nos órgãos dos
sentidos, especificamente, na visão, a audição e o tato. Segundo Santaella (1993-2001) olho e
ouvido são órgãos dos sentidos mais ligados ao cérebro com um grau de complexidades
superior aos demais como o tato, o paladar e o olfato. Uma mostra disto refere-se a que a
atualidade o homem tem construído um certo número de instrumentos para ampliar a sua capacidade visual e auditiva, exemplo disto o constituem: microscópios, telescópios, microfones, alto-falantes entre outros aparelhos. Estes últimos muito utilizados na música e na
emissão de som. Nesta manifestação artística, a percepção ocupa um lugar central, seja na
perspectiva de ouvinte (receptor) ou na de emissor, neste caso específico de músico (interprete ou compositor). Para Campos Granja, 2008 o nível de conhecimento musical de uma
pessoa está estreitamente vinculado ao grau de refinamento que se tenha da percepção. Músicos com certa experiência são capazes de distinguir harmônicos de um som e reconhecer notas de um acorde. Estas sutilezas auditivas passam comumente por alto aos ouvidos de
pessoas que não estejam relacionadas à Música ou que não tiveram o mesmo
desenvolvimento perceptivo. No caso da Música a Teoria Semiótica mostra que a percepção
é o meio mais eficaz de aproximar (Campos Granja, 2008) o sensitivo do cognitivo.
A semiótica estuda os diferentes tipos de linguagens, entende-se linguagem, qualquer
tipo de sistemas de signos que produza algum sentido para o ser humano. Portanto, a
semiótica não se restringe às linguagens verbais ou simbólicas, englobando uma ampla gama
de linguagens. No que diz respeito à Música, é uma linguagem com signos próprios, cujo entendimento não passa necessariamente pelo crivo verbal. A teoria semiótica de Pierce discute
três categorias que são a essência de qualquer experiência, evento ou pensamento: a
qualidade ou primeiridade, a relação ou secundidade, e a mediação ou terceiridade. Para
Pierce (2003), um objeto representa um objeto qualquer para a mente, provocando o surgimento de um novo signo. Esse novo signo surge na forma de uma nova percepção. O signo
corresponde justamente à noção de terceiridade, ao ponto que coloca um primeiro em relação
a um segundo, funcionando como mediação. O objeto que o signo representa pode ser um
objeto tangível e pode ser também algo intangível ou imaginável. Nesse sentido pode-se
nomear, sonhos, pensamentos, ideias, uma abstração, etc.Resulta importante ressaltar aqui
que nenhuma percepção, pensamento ou linguagem se constitui pela mediação de um único
signo. Sendo assim Pierce (2003) distingue três tipos de signos que se relacionam em
qualquer tipo de processo perceptivo. Estamos falando do que Pierce deu em chamar signos
fundamentais, os quais estão baseados nas categorias antes mencionadas: o ícone, o índice e
o símbolo.
Ícone: é o signo que medeia o objeto recorrendo a uma qualidade comum, sendo
assim relativo à primeiridade. É um signo altamente sugestivo, podendo produzir na mente
humana as mais variadas associações. Por exemplo: uma clave de Sol dá a idéia de Música
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para aquele que veja ela numa propaganda, por exemplo. Assim mesmo ocorre com uma notas
musicais que se desenhem em comemoração de uma festa popular.

possuam em um alto nível esta habilidade. E de essa mesma forma uma grande sensibilidade
musical.

Índice: O índice funciona como referencialidade e aponta para algo com o qual guarda
relação. Pressupõe um vínculo com o objeto, próprio da secundidade. Tem-se como exemplo
deste signo poderia ser o cabelo cinza de um regente musical, pode indicar a experiência desta
pessoa ou o domínio na atividade que realiza.

1.3 Oferta e escuta musical hoje

Símbolo: Este signo atua como mediação de seu objeto por meio de uma convenção ou
representação. É o signo no seu caráter mais elaborado, ligado à categoria de terceiridade explicada acima. Um exemplo seria neste caso mencionar a palavra piano, representando um
objeto do tipo piano na mente das pessoas.
Vale ressaltar aqui que não existe percepção, linguagem ou pensamento vinculado a
um único signo, mas por uma combinação dos três em qualquer seja o processo perceptivo.
Embora exista um predomínio de um signo por sobre os outros dois em uma percepção determinada. Na linguagem musical o icônico por exemplo.
1.2 Escuta e audição
Na fala comum dos seres humanos as palavras: escuta e audição acostumam levar o
mesmo significado, associado, como é lógico a atividade própria da audição. Embora,
segundo Campos Granja, 2008, não há um consenso quanto à distinção entre estas palavras,
achamos pertinente destacar que a palavra escuta constitui um processo mais elaborado que o
ouvir. Nesse sentido, ouvir seria captar fisicamente a presença do som no ambiente em que se
esteja. Nesta perspectiva o ouvir estaria mais perto da dimensão sensorial da percepção, que
corresponde à categoria perciana de primeiridade. Por sua vez, a escuta estaria mais próxima
da categoria interpretativa da percepção, que corresponde à categoria da terceiridade. A escuta
é o sentido da convivência e da significação. Ela nos permite ter acesso à palavra falada, e
com isso ao mundo dos outros seres humanos e assim mesmo ao conhecimento. A escuta é
uma instância fundamental tanto de decodificar sinais sonoros extremamente complexos,
dando a eles um significado que nenhuma outra espécie é capaz de dar, é assim que ouvimos
sons melódicos e harmônicos, dissonâncias, consonâncias, timbres e mudanças na intensidade
sonora de uma música.
Escutar musicalmente é mais que uma simples percepção das vibrações sonoras. Escutar musicalmente é estabelecer múltiplas relações entre as ondas sonoras que atingem nosso
ouvido. Este processo da escuta musical é conduzido por um processo de antecipação, ou seja,
antecipamos aquilo que já conhecemos. A compreensão de uma música ocorre quando
reconhecemos relações sonoras que existem em nossa memória. Ainda que a música seja
totalmente nova para os nossos ouvidos, nós seres humanos podemos reconhecer elementos
sonoros já conhecidos. É assim que por meio de uma escuta atenta o ouvinte pode ampliar o
seu espectro de “relações sonoras” conhecidas. Quanto maior for esse espectro, melhor será a
sua compreensão musical. Embora varie de pessoa para pessoa, a habilidade para a escuta
musical pode ser desenvolvida. Daqui que músicos e pessoas vinculadas à atividade musical

Hoje a oferta musical existente é demais, desde o acesso até a quantidade de grupos,
bandas que desenvolvem um tipo ou outro de gênero musical. Antigamente isso não acontecia
dessa forma, pois o único meio de divulgação musical que existia era a partitura. Antes da
revolução tecnológica que possibilitou ao homem o registro e a reprodução sonora a larga
escala, havia poucas formas de se ter acesso à música.
Na atualidade uma enorme oferta de CDs, rádios, ipods entre outros equipamentos eletrônicos dão ao ser humano a possibilidade de acesso imediato a todo tipo de música. Esta
manifestação cultural se faz presente desde a capital até o sertão, e a curtem todas as classes
sociais. Se escuta música nos locais comerciais, nos trabalhos, igrejas, espaços públicos e privados, nos veículos de transportação, e está presente também em outras manifestações da
cultural de um povo como no cinema, no teatro, na dança, as artes plásticas. Na sociedade
atual a Música é usada para as mais diversas finalidades. Utiliza-se a Música para influenciar
o comportamento ou a atitude do consumidor nas compras de um mercado, a paciência das
pessoas, e inclusive a velocidade que devem ter os trabalhadores. Porém a conseqüente
transformação da Música num bem de consumo e o seu uso constante têm relegado a escuta
musical atenta para outros planos distantes do primeiro. Hoje a música, por exemplo, que se
faz para o carnaval da Bahia por muitas bandas não está feita para ser ouvida ou levar ao receptor a uma interpretação consciente das frases musicais. O grau de atenção da nossa escuta,
assim como da sensibilidade musical varia de acordo com o significado que determinada
música tem para nós. Nossa atenção é maior quando ouvimos uma música da nossa preferência do que quando ouvimos uma música ambiente ou comercial.
Ao nos acostumarmos com essa escuta passiva, estamos perdendo uma dimensão
importante do conhecimento musical, que é a criação de significados e assim nos convertemos
em plenos repetidores do que dizem algumas letras vazias que acostumam a soar por aí. Assim
é que estreitamos nossas perspectivas musicais ao deixarmos de enfrentar a novos desafios
perceptivos. De acordo com Campos Granja, 2008.
Por meio de uma escuta musical ativa podemos diferenciar uma música ambiente de
uma sonata de Mozart, compreendendo o que há de profundo, no que diz respeito à
história e a cultura da humanidade.
A Música é uma linguagem que chega a nosso corpo diretamente antes de nos levar a
qualquer tipo de reflexão e, por isso, costumamos nos entregar a ela passivamente. Por outro
lado, e este mais ligado com o interesse de nosso trabalho, a Música também tem a capacidade
de provocar nossos pensamentos e sentimentos, levando o ouvinte a apreciar sua beleza estética e a compreender seu significado.
1.4 A Física e a Música. Elementos históricos desta junção
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Estarão acaso relacionadas estas duas disciplinas? Para alguns pesquisadores da área
com os que concordo, sim estão relacionadas. O que é Música? É de maneira mais simples, a
seqüência de sons rítmicos que soam de forma agradável ao ouvido humano.
O que é a Física? Na forma mais simples, a ciência que estuda a natureza e assim
mesmo encontra as leis que a regem.
Será o cantar dos pássaros música? Sim e não; sim porque corresponde à definição:
Seqüência de sons agradáveis ao ouvido humano e não, porque com certeza para os pássaros,
as notas que eles mesmos produzem são uma forma de linguagem para a comunicação entre
eles e não uma seqüência propriamente musical, no que diz respeito aos seus ouvidos. Neste
sentido, temos certas emissões sonoras de determinados animais não poderiam ser consideradas como agradáveis.
O ser humano, ao longo dos séculos, tem-se transformado num ser cada vez mais exigente conforme amadurece a sua inteligência e sua sensibilidade; com isto, as seqüências de
notas tem-se ajustado às leis da Física, ainda o próprio homem não o reconheça. É assim que
começa trabalhar na combinação de sons e descobre dessa forma as dissonâncias, isto é, o
efeito desagradável que certas combinações de notas produzem (Díaz, 1998) quando se tocam
ao uníssono e descobre a beleza de outras combinações de notas que certamente guardam
entre si uma relação matemática. Neste aspecto, foram os gregos especialmente os pitagóricos
quem começaram fazer física musical, ao estudar os comprimentos das cordas musicais e com
isto, as relações numéricas que fazem agradável o som ao ouvido humano.
Posteriormente dedicaram-se a confrontar o que eles chamaram de escalas musicais,
escalas baseadas em seqüências deduzidas das relaciones numéricas entre as notas. Aqui devemos dizer que uma nota musical se propaga no ar em forma de uma onda longitudinal sonora e
que suas características físicas são: Altura ou freqüência, Intensidade ou volume e o Timbre ou
forma da onda. A altura de uma nota representa quão aguda ou grave é esta. Uma nota aguda é
a que dá uma soprano em seu registro de voz e uma nota grave é a que pode dar um baixo; as
notas intermédias correspondem aos registros das metzosopranos, das contraltos, dos tenores e
dos barítonos. A intensidade é, o forte ou fraca que pode ser a nota; a intensidade corresponde
fisicamente à amplitude de oscilação da onda sonora. O Timbre o Forma de Onda, nos permite
distinguir, dentre duas ou mais notas da mesma altura ou freqüência e intensidade ou volume,
nos possibilita distinguir, o instrumento ou a voz que as produzem; se escutamos ao mesmo
tempo uma nota de violino e a mesma nota dada no violão, o timbre é o que nos permite
diferenciá-las.
O ser humano é segundo Díaz (1998) uma modalidade artística, começa a
inventar seqüências de notas que são agradáveis e as chama de melodias além
disso descobre que se pode continuar inventando outras melodias. Descobre assim
mesmo que ao canto de uma melodia lhe pode adicionar outra voz cantante que,
em outro tom que siga harmonicamente à primeira voz e a segunda, segue estritamente as leis que os pitagóricos encontraram faz mais de 2000 anos e que quem
se separa dessas leis, simplesmente gera outros tipos exóticos de música.
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No caso dos instrumentos musicais; estes são, criações artificiais capazes de produzir
seqüências de notas que previamente se tem calibrado de acordo às escalas musicais. Neste
ponto é importante mencionar que há um convenio mundial para que todos os instrumentos
obedeçam a uma escala musical cuja nota de referência seja o LA central do piano, com
freqüência de 440 Hz, embora esta nota não esteja exatamente no centro do teclado, falando
em termos físicos. E falando de teclados, deve-se mencionar que a escala musical desenvolvida pelos gregos sofreu no passado uma modificação importante, onde a explicação foi
matemática, embora a sua aplicação fosse eminentemente experimental.
Por sua vez a escala temperada surge e se estabelece devido a que com a escala
baseada no trabalho dos pitagóricos, os teclados não permitiam tocar uma obra musical em
qualquer tom. A solução a este assunto foi uma proposição de um compositor, musicólogo y
matemático espanhol chamado Bartolomé Ramos de Pareja; ele resolveu o problema matemáticamente, ainda que não tenha chegado a sua aplicação, mas há que ver que isto ocorreu no Século XV, justo na época do descobrimento de América por Cristóbal Colombo. Foi Johan Sebastian Bach, quem aplicou o conceito de temperado, encontrado por Ramos Pareja e afinou
seus órgãos sob esse princípio, cujo resultado foi poder tocar qualquer peça em qualquer dos
12 tons da escala. A fórmula matemática de Ramos de Pareja nos diz que, para subir de um
tom qualquer ao meio tom imediato superior, há que multiplicar a freqüência do tom pela raiz
doseava de 2, aproximadamente 1.05946. Assim para obter o LA sustenido a partir do LA de
440 Hertz, há que multiplicar 440 por 1.05946 que nos dá 466, que é o LA sustenido, e assim
sucessivamente até completar todas as notas da escala.
Falando de timbre e de Bach este estudo se centra metodologicamente no estudo dos
componentes harmônicos de um trecho do Concerto Italiano-971 de Johan Sebastian Bach
com o intuito de que estes conhecimentos sejam visto não como algo isolado, mas integrador
de forma que tribute ao ensino de Física de alguma maneira.
2. Metodologia
Uma vez definida a música alvo do nosso estudo: o Concerto Italiano-971 de Johann
Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) foi feito um reconhecimento daquele fragmento que subjetivamente identifiquei como um ponto destaque da intencionalidade do autor. A escolha de Bach
não é neste estudo um acontecimento banal ou que desmereça a obra de autores latinoamericanos (em geral), e de forma particular de cubanos ou brasileiros; assim também como
de outros compositores europeus, chineses, norte-americanos, indianos, africanos, australianos. Acho interessante, neste sentido, fazer as seguintes colocações, as quais de nenhuma
maneira deixam entrever a minha devoção pela obra do músico, mas o meu reconhecimento e
respeito pela obra de toda uma vida. Levando em consideração tais pressupostos, acho pertinente mencionar que a obra de Bach faz parte da maioria dos programas de concerto de formatura de estudantes de instrumento de todo o mundo, o que de alguma maneira o converte em
uma referência de compositor a nível internacional. Sendo assim, este trabalho não pretende
atingir unicamente leitores americanos, tanto do norte quanto do sul, mas abranger outros espaços e culturas no planeta, propiciando a possibilidade de intercâmbio ao redor do saber que
envolve a influência do timbre como atributo do som nas emoções musicais. E por sua vez,
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colocar ao alcance das pessoas interessadas o conhecimento que modestamente sejamos capazes de difundir com este estudo.
Outras razões que me fazem afiliar a obra de Bach, em particular, ao seu Concerto
Italiano-971, é que as peças de Bach estão em domínio público e as partituras estão disponíveis gratuitamente tanto em partituras em papel, digitais quanto em gravações no YouTube. Por outra parte os trabalhos de recuperação da obra de Bach são extremamente maduros. Segundo Sampaio (2008), Grout e Palisca (1994) as obras já foram levantadas, classificadas e catalogadas. Dessa forma é possível seguir para outros temas que não para a edição
musical. O que de alguma forma oferece fidelidade à peça escolhida, pois esta(s) existe(m) em
outros formatos além da possível escuta auditiva, possibilitando assim, colocar a(s) mesma(s)
ao alcance de pessoas que se identifiquem com a obra do compositor. Vale à pena chamar a
atenção também que segundo estes autores Bach compôs para inúmeras formações musicais,
exemplo disto o constitui a nossa eleição; a mesma música executada por três instrumentos
diferentes: cravo, piano e violino, o que oferece diversidade de timbres.
Dessa forma, tanto quanto, assinalo argumentos que impulsionam a afiliação do nosso
trabalho a esta obra de Bach, poderia dizer por que não elegemos um (a) compositor (a) mais
próximo de nós. Podemos citar, por exemplo, Villa-Lobos. A obra de Villa-Lobos foi editada
pela francesa Max Eschig, é cara e precisa ser importada. A dificuldade de acesso às partituras
dificulta o estudo de tais obras, assim como as de outros compositores brasileiros, embora seja
reconhecido o potencial que em matéria de música possui este país. Portanto, a solução dos
problemas musicológicos das obras de compositores brasileiros, segundo Sampaio (2008)
ainda está no seu início. Para este mesmo autor, as gravações de obras de compositores brasileiros muitas vezes têm baixa qualidade e/ou estão inacessíveis. Possivelmente seria necessário entrar em contato com a família dos compositores para conseguir material e
informações. Portanto, como este trabalho não é um estudo de musicologia, e é passível de
fazer com qualquer compositor que tenha alguma diversidade na formação instrumental de sua
obra, acredito que não faz sentido ter que resolver tais problemas musicológicos apenas para
satisfazer os meus próprios desejos nacionalistas como cubano ou talvez daqueles existentes
em alguns pensadores brasileiros. Dessa forma, priorizo o conhecimento que envolve este
estudo ao redor do timbre e as emoções musicais.
Os fragmentos analisados do Concerto Italiano- 971 de Bach foram identificados levando em consideração o instrumento de execução; dessa forma foi denominado: Teste1
(ConI)-cravo. Com duração de 33 segundos , o que de certa forma ajudou na segunda fragmentação, pois ainda que o tempo possa parecer pequeno, no que diz respeito a qualquer música
que poderíamos ouvir no cotidiano, neste caso o número de dados é significativo para levar a
cabo nosso estudo sobre os componentes harmônicos, inicialmente, associados a cada teste.
De tal forma, estes (os testes) foram divididos em outros três fragmentos os quais denominei
de: Frag1_1, Frag1_2, Frag1_3 para este instrumento. É desta segmentação que surgem os 96
trechos (fragmentos) aos quais lhes foi aplicada a Transformada de Fourier Rápida (FFT);
correspondentes ao cravo. Este processo de fragmentação da música possibilitou a aplicação
da análise harmônica a partir da Transformada de Fourier Rápida (FFT – Fast Fourier
Transform) com o intuito de identificar os harmônicos associados a pontos específicos (discretos) de cada um dos fragmentos em estudo e a correspondência de cada um deles (os pontos
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relativos aos harmônicos) com valores de freqüência e amplitude. Além disso, a realização
desta última segmentação leva implícita a consideração daqueles trechos periódicos, ou seja,
daqueles que se repetem, embora estes só estejam
presentes em um teste específico, mas devido à
primeira segmentação poderíamos encontrar no
Frag1_1 um fragmento que também aparecesse
no Frag1_2 ou no Frag1_3 para o mesmo
instrumento, portanto um mesmo trecho
periódico, sob este princípio, não foi analisado
duas vezes em nenhum caso. Ver figura 1 a seguir.
Figura 1. Exemplo de fragmento período na
segunda segmentação

A Transformada Rápida de Fourier permite colocar um sinal que está no domínio do tempo no
domínio da freqüência; a utilização desta no nosso estudo encontra subsídio, pois a nossa sensibilidade auditiva tem uma relação explícita com a freqüência e implícita com o tempo, no
momento em que o sinal acústico de um tom chega ao nosso ouvido. Tais oscilações da membrana basilar, Roederer (2009) estimulam as células pilosas que estão na zona de ressonância
que corresponde a essa freqüência estimulando dessa forma a atividade neural. A transformada
foi aplicada aos diferentes fragmentos, e uma vez realizada esta e a plotagem dos pontos a partir da transformada de Fourier foram obtidos espectros acústicos para o cravo. Ver figura 2 da
dereita.
Foi a partir desta que fixamos de valores de freqüência (faixas de freqüência) sobre as
quais foram determinadas as contribuições harmônicas de cada segmento (fragmento)
musical: 32, 64, 125, 250, 500, 1k250, 2k500, 5k, 7k500, 10k, 16kHz. Uma vez determinadas
as contribuições para cada intervalo de freqüência em cada um dos fragmentos, estas foram
somadas e divididas pela largura que separa cada um dos intervalos de freqüência acima, ou
seja, para 32, 61, 125, 250, 750, 1250,
2500, 2500, 2500, 6000. Dessa forma,
tendo o que chamei de “Soma dos
Componentes Parciais (SCP)” para
cada um dos segmentos (fragmentos)
Frag1_1, Frag1_2 e Frag1_3 desta
execução e finalmente somando estes
neste instrumento foi que obtivemos a
curva das contribuições harmônicas
para o cravo. De tal forma que com
elas podemos identificar em que faixa
(intervalo) de freqüência se encontra o
de maior destaque harmônico.
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mente sensíveis à freqüência e implicitamente do tempo. Este trabalho permite a quebra de
concepções alternativas ao redor da relação entre ciência e arte que tanto se persegue e que
aparece plasmado nos Parâmetros Curriculares Nacionais (PCNs 2000).
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www.foreverkidskenya.com

Forever Kids Kenya is a registered
Swiss non-profit organization with the aim
of promoting quality basic education among
underprivileged kids in urban slums of
Kenya.
Every child has the right to basic
school education. Many kids are deprived of
this basic human right due to a life in
impoverished conditions and a lack of
adequate infrastructure in their
neighborhood. Today, half the world’s out-

of-school children live in sub-Saharan
Africa, with the gap largest for children and
adolescents from the poorest households.
We are determined to direct our
efforts towards improving the conditions of
these children. By facilitating quality basic
school education to kids in Kenyan slums,
we want to help them to lift themselves out
of poverty and become active citizens. Our
financial and material support to local slum
schools increases the chances of the kids

from poor families to obtain a solid education
and develop skills and knowledge, which allow
them to take their future into their own hands.
With our contributions we try to make a small
difference on the way towards achieving the
Millennium Development Goal 2 “achieve
universal primary education” and to reducing
poverty in the world by 2015.

and flea market sales while the earnings are
completely transferred into the Kenyan school
project. With its activities and the generous
contributions of our donors, Forever Kids
Kenya was able to help the Precious Vision
Care Centre in Mombasa to overcome its most
urgent debt problems and to secure a future
sustainable operation of the school.

The founding moment of Forever Kids
Kenya was in May 2013, when a group of
friends, inspired by volunteering engagements
in Kenyan and Tanzanian schools came
together and decided to become active. The aim
was to prevent the bankruptcy and closure of
the Precious Vision Care Centre in Mombasa,
Kenya. The day school with integrated
kindergarten and primary school classes had for
several months failed to come up with the
money to pay the rent for the school building,
teachers’ salaries and other expenses.

With this first success, efforts of the
partnership between the Kenyan school and the
Swiss organization are beginning to shift
towards improving the school conditions and
learning environment of the over 200 kids. In
order to be able to enhance and enlarge the
desolate school facilities and to acquire
desperately needed learning utilities such as
textbooks, Forever Kids Kenya is still very
dependent on donations from generous
sponsors.

Since its foundation, the main task of
Forever Kids Kenya has been to find donors
and collect money in order to lead the Kenyan
school out of
these financial
difficulties. To
acquire the
needed money,
the organization
uses a twofold
approach. On one
hand, members
are very active on
finding donors,
who contribute
money on a
single or
recurring basis.
On the other
hand, the team
organizes
activities such as
charity parties

For more information on Forever Kids Kenya
and on how to support us, please visit:
www.foreverkidskenya.com or wirte us to
foreverkidskenya@hotmail.com
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Moving Beyond the National Histories
Introducing Historiana – Your Portal to the Past

www.euroclio.eu
If you are interested and want to know more or contribute by either developing
or testing of material, please contact Judith Geerling at Judith@euroclio.eu.
Only a few weeks ago, on October 24,
the United Nations General Assembly
actively discussed the importance of history
teaching in the world. The Special
Rapporteur for Cultural Rights, Farida
Shaheed, delivered her report on historical
and memorial narratives in divided and postconflict societies. After research in many
countries, she concluded that “education
policies relating to history teaching fail to
acknowledge cultural diversity and the
multiplicity of historical narratives between
and within communities” by “promoting
nationalistic political agendas and/or
monolithic views of dominant powers”.
These conclusions are not new: history has
always been the most politicised subject to
teach.
History is an inseparable part of the
project of integration. National histories are
traditionally introspective and teach little
about linkages between the nations. History
can help young people understand their
environments and its relation to their own
identities. Undoubtedly, most nations count
large numbers of students whose immigrant
or minority families do not share a common
historical experience. To that extent, history
teachers increasingly deal with heterogeneous
historical cultures as reflected by the plurality

of their pupils. Indeed, they cannot simply
create ‘more inclusive’ historical narratives as
the diverse student population also introduces
different and frequently conflicting
perspectives in an attempt to give meaning to
the ‘same’ events. Therefore, it is evident that
a new approach towards history education
based on mutual understanding and multiperspectivity is of urgent need in history
education.

EUROCLIO – European Association
of History Educators has been promoting
development of responsible and innovative
history education for over 20 years now. A
sound use of history and heritage education
demands critical thinking, multi-perspectivity,
mutual respect, and the inclusion of
controversial issues. EUROCLIO is
advocating these values and has therefore
been working on many projects since its
establishment in 1992. These projects are
built on three pillars: building professional
capacity through the development of
innovative teaching tools, fostering a
professional knowledge exchange and
supporting civil society by empowering
independent history educators' associations
across the globe. The projects are
implemented under different programmes,
arranged regionally and thematically.

In this context, in 2008 EUROCLIO
started the programme Historiana - Your
portal to the past , Historiana is an
international programme in which a
community of professional volunteers, who
are history education specialists from more
then 30 different countries, work together to
provide access to high-quality resources for
history, heritage and citizenship education.
The resources are selected, developed and
tested in order to promote active learning,
historical- and critical thinking and
multiperspectivity in history. Historiana does
not attempt to present a comprehensive ‘story
of Europe’ and its relationship with the rest of
the world. It offers a framework for
comparing and contrasting the impact on and
responses by Europe’s nations to a range of
different events and developments which
have shaped the world from the distant past to
modern times.
Historiana promotes historical and
critical thinking, and the acquisition of key
and transversal competences that are
important for preparing a young generation
for active participation as citizens of the 21st
Century. By doing so, it makes use of the
wealth of digitized source materials in
museums, archives and other heritage
institutes. These offer unprecedented
opportunities to make history and heritage
tangible for students.Historiana has received
the World Aware Education Award (in 2011)
and the MEDEA Special Prize for European
Collaboration in the creation of Educational
Media (in 2012).
The very reason for the necessity of
the programme also leads to one of the
challenges for Historiana: connecting to the
diverse curricula of Europe. Every country
has its own subjects and themes. Historiana’s
answer to this hurdle is firstly to accentuate
the white spots that exist in those curricula
and secondly to offer materials on the bordercrossing events that are being covered in
every European country.

The team is working on the
development of Historiana modules that focus
on key moments or historical developments
that are taught in Europe and beyond. Each
module consists of cross-border collections of
sources and online learning activities. The
current project is the EuropeanaCreative
project (2013-2015), in which the first
Historiana module, on “The First World
War in Wider Perspective”, is being
developed. The project will also result in the
first tools that educators can use to create
their own online learning activities that are
specifically suited for the learning of history
and acquisition of historical competences.
The module will be launched in July
2014 during the School History Conference in
Leeds. Future modules are: ‘The European
Revolutions of 1848’ and ‘The Fall of the
Berlin Wall and the Collapse of the Soviet
Union’. The modules feature on the one hand
extensive source collections and on the other
hand exemplary learning activities. The
sources are selected according to three
criteria: their relevancy, quality and
availability for non-commercial educational
re-use. The learning activities are designed to
stimulate users to think critically on issues
related to history and heritage and to acquire
key competences and simultaneously gain
knowledge and understanding of specific
events and long term developments in history.
EUROCLIO is looking for history
education specialists who are interest to
increase the global dimension of the
Historiana website. The material that is now
available is focussed mostly on Europe,
because that is where the majority of the
contributors to Historiana come from.
EUROCLIO recognizes that history does not
stop at the border, and would welcome ideas
for additional material from other parts of the
world.
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Compromisos internacionales con los
Derechos Humanos en el contexto de VIH

accionsolidaria.info

/ @accionsolidaria

Acción Solidaria en VIH/Sida (AcSol) — Venezuela
Gracias a 25 años de persistente labor
de las organizaciones de sociedad civil que
trabajan en VIH y al apoyo de los sistemas
internacionales de protección de los derechos
humanos, nacieron los esfuerzos solidarios
mundiales para erradicar la discriminación en
el contexto del VIH y garantizar la igualdad
efectiva de las personas con VIH al disfrute
de derechos. En 1998, por impulso de Jonathan Mann –médico y defensor de derechos
humanos— y la Organización Mundial de la
Salud, 148 gobiernos suscribieron la
Declaración de Londres sobre la Prevención
del Sida, priorizando la educación, el libre
intercambio de información y de
experiencias, y la necesidad de proteger los
derechos humanos y la dignidad de las
personas con VIH. La Asamblea Mundial de
la Salud adoptó ese mismo año una resolución
para solicitar a los Estados evitar toda medida
discriminatoria contra las personas con VIH.

Oficina del Alto Comisionado de las
Naciones Unidas para los Derechos Humanos
y ONUSIDA elaboraron las Directrices
Internacionales sobre VIH/Sida que pasaron a
formar parte de las obligaciones de los Estados en derechos humanos. En el 2000, 189
gobiernos suscribieron la Declaración del
Milenio, en la que se fijó como sexto objetivo
de ayuda al desarrollo lograr, para el 2010, “el
acceso a tratamiento de todas las personas con
VIH y Sida que lo necesitaran” y, para el
2015, “haber detenido y comenzado a reducir
la propagación del VIH”. En 2001, 189 Estados de la ONU firmaron la Declaración de
Compromiso en la Lucha contra el VIH/Sida,
en la que se calificó la epidemia como “uno
de los desafíos más graves para la vida y la
dignidad del ser humano, así como para el
disfrute efectivo de los derechos humanos,
que afecta a todas las personas, ricas y
pobres, sin distinción de edad, género o raza”.

En 1992, la ex Comisión de Derechos
Humanos de Naciones Unidas elaboró la
Carta de las Obligaciones de Respetar los
Derechos Humanos y los Principios Éticos y
Humanitarios al Abordar las Dimensiones
Sanitarias, Sociales y Económicas del VIH/
Sida, en la que se establecieron normas precisas sobre el cumplimiento de obligaciones por
parte de los Estados con las personas con VIH
y Sida. En 1996, la ONU creó el Programa
Conjunto sobre el VIH/Sida (ONUSIDA), a
fin de lograr una respuesta ampliada en
prevención y tratamiento y, en 1998, la

En el 2002, bajo los auspicios del Secretario
General de la ONU, Kofi Annan, se creó el
Fondo Mundial de Lucha contra el Sida, la
Tuberculosis y la Malaria. Ese año, la
sociedad civil logró que en la Conferencia
Ministerial de la Organización Mundial de
Comercio (OMC) se suscribiera la
Declaración de Doha, en la que se aprobó una
previsión sobre el derecho de los países a proteger la salud pública y a producir medicamentos sin permiso de los titulares de patentes. En
2006, los países ratificaron la Declaración de
Compromiso mediante la Declaración Política

de Acceso Universal a Prevención, Tratamiento,
Atención y Apoyo en VIH.

Se consideran violaciones de los derechos
humanos de las personas con VIH:

El pasado 5 de junio, la Asamblea General de la
Organización de Estados Americanos aprobó la
Resolución 2802 sobre la Promoción y
Protección de los Derechos Humanos de las
Personas Vulnerables al VIH/Sida, Viviendo
con VIH/Sida y afectadas por él, en la cual se
resolvió alentar a los Estados a enfrentar el estigma y la discriminación relacionados con el
VIH/Sida ejercidos por líderes comunitarios y
religiosos, proveedores de servicios, agentes del
Estado o familiares, y apoyar los esfuerzos para
resolver la falta de acceso a seguro médico o
servicios de salud adecuados, la pérdida o negación del empleo y del ingreso económico, la
falta de acceso a créditos y la pérdida de vínculos familiares y sociales.

1. Negar la adecuada y oportuna atención a la
salud por juicios morales sobre estilos de vida.

En este sentido, la historia del VIH constata que
los mayores avances ocurrieron cuando los
gobiernos asumieron sus obligaciones con los
derechos demandados por la sociedad civil, y
cuando internacionalmente las oficinas de asesoramiento a los gobiernos elaboraron estrategias
conjuntas con los órganos de derechos
humanos. Como resultado, hoy existen cerca de
50 instrumentos internacionales de protección
de los derechos humanos en el contexto de
VIH, los cuales los estados tienen el deber de
cumplir. Estos instrumentos disponen:

6. Negar trabajo o exigir pruebas de VIH como
condición de empleo.

Son derechos de todas las personas en el
contexto del VIH:
1. La Información y formación apropiada sobre
VIH/Sida.
2. La enseñanza y las campañas sobre VIH/
Sida sin prejuicios ni estereotipos.

2. Condicionar la atención médica a implementos protectores especiales.
3. Establecer medidas que violen la igualdad de
condiciones de atención médica.
4.Imponer medidas coercitivas que hieran la
dignidad o irrespeten la autonomía individual.
5. Ejercer injerencias arbitrarias en la vida privada y menoscabar el derecho a fundar una
familia.

Son garantías de los derechos humanos de las
personas con VIH:
1. Leyes que hagan frente al estigma y que
eliminen la discriminación.
2. Políticas públicas de acceso universal a tratamientos y la producción adecuada de éstos.
3. Financiamiento sostenido de base multisectorial para políticas de VIH/Sida.
4. Plena participación de la sociedad civil en
las decisiones sobre políticas y programas.
5. Códigos de conducta en el sector público y
privado, adaptados a los derechos humanos.

3. El acceso a métodos preventivos eficaces, en
especial el uso de condones.

6. Respeto a la autonomía individual de las
mujeres para elegir sobre sexualidad, embarazo
y parto.

4. La prevención de la infección por VIH por
medio de drogas inyectables.

7. Un entorno protector y habilitante sin estigmas sociales o prejuicios.

5. Las pruebas voluntarias y confidenciales,
acompañadas de asesoramiento.

8. Seguridad social, recibiendo los mismos
servicios que otras personas con otras
condiciones de salud.

6. La confidencialidad de toda información
sobre el estatus serológico.
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Online Model United Nations: Promoting
Global Citizenship and Inclusiveness in MUN
Lisa Martin
THIMUN Online Model United Nations
E-mail: Lisa.Martin@onlinemodelun.org

Online Model United Nations (OMUN) was born out of the passion and love
I have for the MUN academic simulation
and the deep skill set it helps to instill in
students. In moving this program online, OMUN was able tap into two powerful
educational currents: global education and
technology. Given that our students are
digital natives, this online space is both
comfortable and familiar, and engaging in
ways that go beyond the classroom. Debates
are held in an online Blackboard Collaborate
classroom using The Hague International
Model United Nations (THIMUN) rules of
procedure. Debates are organized and led by
high school students for high school
students. A typical debate might see
delegates logging in from over 20 countries,
and a moderating and chairing team
spanning several continents. The officer
team in charge of executing a debate uses
Blackboard Collaborate, Titan Pad, Google
Docs and Skype in an integrated manner to
allow students to communicate behind the
scenes. An example of this program can be
seen here.
But I began a global education
program almost by accident, and it’s a story
that speaks to the challenges of developing
unique programs in a 21st century economy.
In 2009, I started a small Model United

Nations club at an online school I was
working for, and there I experimented with
pulling this much loved academic simulation
into an online environment. This internet
based iMUN club ended in failure, in part
because my employer had high hopes of
monetizing the program. This seemed to
betray every value I cherished in Model UN,
so I quit my job, waited a year, and in 2011,
launched Online Model United Nations (OMUN).
In deciding to move away from this
profit-driven MUN program, O-MUN’s
future course was charted. The vision of the
program was to democratize the availability
of the MUN experience, using the leveling
effects of technology, and to bring together
high school students from around the globe
to discuss the world’s most pressing issues.
In keeping the program free of charge, the
hope was to make O-MUN accessible in
ways that traditional MUN programs simply
couldn’t. By inhabiting the social media
spaces that students frequented, like
Facebook, I hoped to connect with global
youth. It was my first attempt at educational
entrepreneurship, and my first brave step
into a deep social media environment, since
it had been ingrained in me that this was a
forbidden zone for any serious or prudent
educator.

O-MUN has been driven by THIMUN’s core
philosophy, which stresses that students learn
best by planning and executing MUN for their
peers. So in order to build O-MUN, students
have had to network globally, take initiative
and work collaboratively across timezones.
This might entail working with a fellow student
in your hometown, or an individual halfway
round the world. When you do this often
enough, real friendships and team esprit des
corps emerges. Currently, students from 50+
nations regularly debate, connect via social
media, and develop friendships and partnerships that transcend geographical boundaries,
cut across religious and ethnic differences, and
increasingly, socioeconomic backgrounds.
Uniting students around a cause is not
particularly difficult given today’s technology.
Getting students to work together on an
organic, student driven program, however, is
entirely a more challenging proposition. Certain
basic commonalities must be met: shared
language, connectivity, adequate bandwidth,
and in our case, ability to work in an online
conference room. With these common tools,
however, relationships have formed through
shared collaborative projects. Shared
responsibility for the implementation of
programs spill over into more social, and
ultimately more private spheres. Recently a
delegate from Saudi Arabia told me that OMUN had connected her with a student in the
UAE, whose help in a high level physics class
was proving to be invaluable. More
dramatically, when students confess privately
that this program has been their connection to
the world, a shot at real leadership, kept them in
school, given them a voice or saved them from
troubled times in their home country, these
stories seem remote from O-MUN’s core
debating program, but are fundamental to the
success the community has experienced. These
relationships have authentic meaning for our
participants, even if these are unintended. I am

no longer surprised when students
communicate the degree to which O-MUN has
transformed their lives. Don’t take my word for
it. You can listen to it here.
Online Model United Nations is about
shaping attitudes, instilling confidence, forcing
introspection and connecting with community,
in this case, a global community where people
really do have different views and agendas.
Whether it be through blog posts, face to face
encounters enabled by an online community,
leadership opportunities, travel opportunities,
or simply having a platform to be heard, these
are in themselves tremendously empowering.
Through these relationships, attitudes are
changed and empathy developed. If we are
fortunate, it leads to better decision making and
more articulate, compassionate 21st century
global citizens, individuals able to confront
complexity with an eye to watching out for the
interests of the ‘other’, the other that lives half
way round the world and appears very different
from yourself, but who shares your frustrations
with physics, your love of Tumblr, your shared
fears about climate change, your dream of
justice and equality, and your shared
commitment to a better future. This is the
power of global education and the
connectedness O-MUN can engender. Online
Model United Nations is about giving youth a
voice and fostering the skills needed to solve
the problems they must solve in the future.
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APPEL INTERNATIONAL: MAPEX LUTTE
CONTRE LA PAUVRETE
LE DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE POUR TOUS
Pour une effectivité des droits fondamentaux et des droits sociaux
Jean-Philippe PANCRATE
Président at Perfect Union ONG
E-mail: contact.perfectunion@gmail.com
website: www.perfectunion.fr

DIAGNOSTIC
La pauvreté caractérise «la situation d'un
individu qui n’a pas assez de ressources pour
vivre dignement. Cela se traduit par un manque
de ressources :
*au niveau matériel
- la nourriture,
- l’accès à l'eau potable,
- les vêtements,
- le logement,
- ou les conditions de vie en général...
*mais aussi au niveau des ressources intangibles :
-l’accès à l’éducation,
-la santé.
Les conséquences sont lourdes:
*processus d’exclusion
*climat de violence
* criminalité…
Problématique:
La pauvreté ne cesse de grandir. Avec la crise,
les effets dévastateurs sont encore plus lisibles.
Selon l’ONU (organisation des Nations Unies),
dans le monde, plus d’un 1,4 milliard de
personnes vivent sous le seuil de pauvreté.
En septembre 2000, des chefs d'État et de
gouvernement de plusieurs pays se sont
engagés dans la Déclaration du Millénaire.

Le but étant de faire du droit au développement
une réalité pour tous et à mettre l'humanité
entière à l'abri du besoin. S’ils ont estimé que
les progrès reposaient sur une croissance
économique durable, force est de constater
qu’ils ont reconnu qu’ils devaient faire une
place centrale aux droits de l'homme et aux
pauvres. Afin de mesurer l’efficacité, les chefs
de gouvernements ont annexé à cette
déclaration des objectifs et des cibles
mesurables.
Aussi, 8 objectifs furent baptisés «objectifs du
millénaire pour le développement» (OMD).
Pour les mener à bien quel est le meilleur
moyen à mettre en œuvre ? Pour arriver à le
déterminer, il conviendrait de savoir quels sont
les buts fixés ?
OBJECTIFS
Diverses questions sont soulevées:
Comment lutter efficacement contre la
pauvreté?
Comment contribuer à construire un monde
durable pour tous ?
Comment rendre ce monde plus juste?
Comment agir concrètement contre la pauvreté?

Diverses hypothèses ont été
soulevées:
Hypothèse 1: Les chefs d’Etats et de
gouvernements doivent mettre en place des
actions durables dans le cadre de la lutte contre la
pauvreté
Hypothèse 2: Les institutions internationales
doivent mettre en place des actions durables dans
le cadre de la lutte contre la pauvreté
Hypothèse 3: La société civile, les entreprises, les
ONG… doivent mettre en place des actions
durables dans le cadre de la lutte contre la
pauvreté
Hypothèse 4: C’EST ENSEMBLE QUE NOUS
DEvONS AGIR DE MANIERE DURABLE
SOLUTION RETENUE
Les chefs d’Etats, de gouvernements et les
organisations internationales doivent mettre en
place des actions dans le cadre des OMD.
Peuvent-ils le faire seuls ? Afin d’avoir une action
plus efficace il serait souhaitable que tout le
monde se mettent ensemble: société civile,
entreprises, ONG.
ORIGINALITE
Les actions de lutte contre la pauvreté, en plus
d’être collectives, doivent s’inscrire dans le long
terme. Pour ce faire, il faut un outil efficace et
performant pouvant être accessible à tous.
DESCRIPTION DU PROJET SOCIALL
INCLUSIVE
Vers le management durable des projets de lutte
contre la pauvreté et l’exclusion sociale par le
biais de la mise en réseau de méthodes,
techniques, et outils
*Le projet vise à développer un travail partenarial
autour de la lutte contre la pauvreté et l’exclusion
sociale pour mieux répondre aux besoins des
populations
* Inscrire les actions de lutte contre la pauvreté et
l’exclusion sociale dans le long terme et non dans
l’urgence via la démarche projets

* Accompagner les structures associatives à un
management durable des projets de lutte contre la
pauvreté et l’exclusion sociale
Ce projet a obtenu le Label européen de l’Année
2010 de la Lutte contre la pauvreté et l’exclusion
sociale.
PERENNISATION DU PROJET SOCIALL
INCLUSIVE
Il convient de préciser que les retours d’expérimentation de ce projet ont permis une excellente
transposition d’une bonne pratique. Aussi, la
méthode MAPEX est née.
Le MAPEX, management de projets
d’excellence, est une méthodologie simplifiée du
management de projet ancrée dans le long terme.
Il permet de transformer une idée en un vrai
projet d’excellence. Qu’est-ce qu’un projet
d’excellence? C’est un projet qui met au cœur de
sa démarche des valeurs et des principes tels que
la lutte contre la pauvreté. Le MAPEX est un vrai
outil rendu accessible à tous et pour tous ceux qui
veulent agir significativement pour un monde
meilleur. Par ailleurs, il s’adapte à tous les
domaines si l’action s’inscrit dans le cadre du
développement durable et équilibré pour tous.
PERFECT UNION est une association de loi
1901 qui a pour moteur le développement durable
et équilibré pour tous. Jean-Philippe PANCRATE,
son président, y a développé le concept MAPEX
Management de Projet d’Excellence.
Le travail opéré ces dernières années a permis
que le MAPEX puisse être reconnu tant au niveau
français, européen qu’international.
Le jour est venu pour se rassembler ensemble
autour d’une cause commune. La naissance d’une
nouvelle ère où les pratiques seraient ancrées
dans le champ de l’excellence. Cette démarche
qui porte principalement sur les valeurs et le bons
sens.
Bien décidés à rester dans une dynamique
collective, nous nous sommes rassemblés avec
des personnes altruistes de différents pays du
monde pour que cet appel du cœur fasse écho
dans le monde entier et qu’il puisse offrir des
outils performants pour permettre d’inscrire les
pratiques dans le champ de l’excellence.

ROUTES POSSIBLES
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Ego Has no Place in the Classroom
Leslie Hooks
Tenured sculptor of little minds
E-mail: Lesliehooks1@gmail.com
Blog: lesliehooks1.wordpress.com
Twitter: @lesliehooks1920
Reteaching…”How many more times
do I have to tell you the same information?
Oh, if you would just listen instead of
talking to your friends, you might have
gotten something from my lesson!” If
you’ve been in education more than a week,
unfortunately you’ve probably heard that
very comment and many more like it. I’m
going to play the good guy. I don’t think
teachers want to reteach instruction; as a
matter of fact, I KNOW teachers don’t want
to reteach. Why? It’s common human
thought. Who wants to keep repeating
themselves over and over? “If you don’t
understand the lesson, I’ll go over it again. If
you still don’t get it, I’m referring you to
tutoring.” Aha! And there you have it! There
it is! The problem is not the reteaching, but
the absence of NEW methods. Every year
when I address new teachers, I am adamant
in the importance of understanding the
difference between reteaching and teaching
differently. I’ll give you a moment to reread
that last sentence…

over expecting a different result. This is the
danger with reteaching. It is so important, no
imperative, that teachers understand that
reteaching is not simply repeating the
instruction, but rather REDELIVERING the
instruction in a different way. A. Different.
Way. Reteaching is probably as critical as
the initial instruction, as it provides an
opportunity to ‘catch’ the students who
slipped by. But in order for that to happen,
there needs to be real conversation about
why reteaching occurs. Now, I won’t sit here
and say every time a student struggles, it is
the fault of the teacher, but with that, when
such happens, regardless of fault, as
educators, it is our responsibility to redress
the instruction and more importantly, our
responsibility to reflect on our instruction
and identify where changes can be made to
maximize the potential for student
achievement. Ego has no place in the
classroom.

Reteaching vs. teaching differently. It
goes back to the definition of insanity:
continuing to do the same things over and

A lesson plan is a teacher’s detailed
description of the course of instruction for
individual lessons and/or units of study.

Lesson Planning vs. Planning a Lesson

Before a lesson plan can be created, teachers
must have a firm grasp of the curriculum, its
pacing, and how it will affect daily classroom
instruction. Lesson plans help teachers
articulate a long-term view of the curriculum.
They also allow teachers to make decisions
with regard to pacing, testing and scaffolding
for the varying student levels.
As a curriculum specialist, I am often
asked to assist teachers and other student
stakeholders with developing lesson plans
around a skill or unit of study. Developing a
lesson plan is one of the most critical
components of teaching and instruction. Lesson
plans are not synonymous with planning a
lesson. A lesson plan is the written
identification of what will be taught and the
materials that will be used.
Planning an effective and engaging
lesson involves the deliberate study of
instructional materials, and the identification
and organization of materials and
manipulatives, including enrichment and
intervention components. When a teacher plans
a lesson, he/she must determine:
• how the instructional block will flow:
• how students will transition from one lesson
component to another;
• how struggling students will be addressed
during the instruction;
• how advanced students will be accelerated
during the instruction; and, among other
things,

• how reteaching will be addressed.
When teachers are deliberate with
planning a lesson, the learning trajectory and
meaningful student engagement is clearly
exposed. Students don’t want to feel like they
accidentally came to school. It is always very
apparent when a teacher isn’t prepared…when
the delivery of instruction is compromised, so
is the learning. Let me say that again, in case
you missed it….” When the delivery of
instruction is compromised, so is the leaning…SO IS THE LEARNING!
As instructional leaders it is imperative,
no, CRUCIAL, that we begin to have real
conversations on how the school environment
is playing a role on planning lessons. If testing
continues to be a primary driver of pedagogical
decisions, then we, as a system, are failing our
children. We can no longer educate children
with a lesson plan, but rather through planning
a lesson, our children will be blessed with an
engaging, and meaning learning experience.
Lesson Plans vs. Planning a Lesson…Got
plans?
BE THE CHANGE: The L. Hooks Project
Breathes New Hope Into The Future Of Our
Children's Education. Supervisors and faculty
are fed up with the state of our education
system and they are looking to make a change.
Leslie Hooks’ new blog, Be The Change: The L.
Hooks Project, focuses on challenging
teachers, administrators and parents to commit
to our childrenʼs futures through more
engaging, real world learning experiences.
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Let’s Stand Up: Global
Education through Song
A song to celebrate inclusion and
diversity

www.onemoretime.biz

This exciting new approach to global
learning through song has been produced as
a result of collaboration between former
headteacher Brian Beresford and Andrew
Simpson, an experienced teacher who also
provides teaching resources through his
work for the BBC. The eye-catching cover
features the artistic talent of Matthew
McCrea, a Lancashire Primary School pupil.
Inclusion and diversity are
encouraged and nurtured within a cohesive
society, whether at school, in a community
or in the multicultural world. Teaching
children to respect all others and to show
responsibility for actions and attitudes within
the community is a priority: a well informed
and consistent approach is important if lifelong positive attitudes and values are to be
formed.
Let’s Stand Up is an optimistic,
celebratory song, promoting respectful and
responsible values which are at the core of a
society that is inclusive and diverse. It

reminds us that all people are connected by
being part of a global family tree with “roots
that reach from side to side”: expanding
upon this point, the song continues
“everyone deserves respect, no human being
is second best in our own united global
family tree”. Such an approach demands
commitment from all involved, and the song
teaches that “a very large helping of
responsibility” is also needed in order to
“stand up for the people of the world”.
Our approach is to put the song at the
heart of the celebration of our inclusive and
diverse community, enjoying singing as a
shared activity with an unchanging message:
we believe that this activity must be
supported across the curriculum and
mirrored in the ethos of the school. Schools
include content relating to these issues
through Citizenship and PSHE. A wider
cross-curricular approach is appropriate for
presenting the topic in a broad and balanced
way. The Diversity in Identity planning
sheets provide such an approach, and these

can be adapted for many age groups. The
planning builds upon themes that are raised
through Let’s Stand Up, such as “a part of our
identity” (history), “a united family tree”
(geography) and “a world with one voice”
(music). Literacy, numeracy, art, assemblies
and investigative work are also planned, with
sufficient detail for individual lessons, extended
topics or whole-school approaches.
The song can be heard by visiting the website
www.onemoretime.biz

Brian Beresford was headteacher of Primary
Schools in Lancashire and North Yorkshire for
20 years. He is also a composer, and now writes
a wide range of music for children of all ages as
well as leading music workshops in schools
across the North of England.
Andrew Simpson spent many years working as
an Advanced Skills Teacher supporting schools
and teachers across Lancashire. He has
produced a range of teaching plans and
resources that have reached a national audience
including a wide variety for the BBC. Andrew
is currently working as a deputy headteacher in
Cambridgeshire.

“For we all have one family tree with
branches wide, and our tree has roots
that reach from side to side.”

LET’S STAND UP
CHORUS:
Let’s stand up for the people of the world,
Let’s stand up for the people in our community.
For we all have one family tree with branches
wide,
And our tree has roots that reach from side to
side,
And we stand with arms open wide
And we reach out to those still left outside;
Come on in, come on in, come on in,
Stand with us, stand with us.
People from many cultures are
Living side by side and they are
Sharing their ways of life with one another,
Learning that diversity can be
A part of our identity
And that together we truly can embrace it.
And a multicultural society
Demands a true commitment from you and me
And a very large helping of responsibility.
CHORUS:
Sometimes we don’t see eye to eye with
Someone, which might imply that we
Consider their ways to be a problem.
That’s when we should both decide
To put our selfish pride aside
And show respect for another member of the
human race.
For everyone deserves respect,
No human being is second best
In our own united global family tree.
Let’s stand up for the people of the world,
Let’s stand up, let’s stand up,
Let’s stand up for the people of the world
Together!
CHORUS
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MIGRANTS MATTER

“Montana Educator and Entrepreneur
Awaraded 2013 Purpose Prize Fellowship”

Find us:

www.mapsmediainstitute.com

www.facebook.com/migrantsmatter

Peter Rosten

migrants-matter-advocacycampaign.blogspot.it
@MigrantsMatter on Twitter

(406) 370-3745 (ph.)
peter@mediarts.org

What is Migrants Matter?
Migrants Matter is an advocacy
campaign led by students from close to 40
countries. Before we thought of launching a
campaign, we talked, like most students do.
We talked about boys, girls, wine, movies,
music… And we talked about the challenges
facing the world today. Quite often we ended
up talking about migrants. We realised we
all, even though we come from countries as
diverse as the UK, Greece, Rwanda, Mexico
and Finland, shared the same basic values.
We all got a bad gut feeling when thinking
of migrants being locked-up in detention
centres for up to 18 months. Our voices
always rose when we spoke about trafficking
or migrants being exploited by their
employers. Most of us blushed when
describing how migrants are treated when
they enter our own countries.
One day we got tired of talking. It
was time for action. We decided to launch

“Migrants Matter”. Our long-term goal is to
convince the EU-countries to ratify the
sleeping UN Convention on Migrant
Workers. (You didn’t know it existed? Check
it out here!) Ratification won’t change
everything, but it will be a major step
towards ensuring that migrants are treated
with dignity. Our short and mid-term goals
are to have fun, learn more about the
challenges and opportunities connected to
migration, and to make it easier for people
who share our values to talk about
migration.
We don’t have money. And we don’t
have a big organisation supporting us. But
we have passion, freedom of speech and
good Internet connection. We will use it all
for what it is worth. You are very welcome
to join our fight!

Encore.org announced that Peter
Rosten, from Darby, MT, is a national 2013
Purpose Prize fellow. The Purpose Prize honors
Americans 60 and older and is the nation’s only
large-scale investment award for senior social
entrepreneurs and creative problem solvers.
Rosten received the fellowship because of his
work as the Founder and President of MAPS:
Media Arts in the Public School. MAPS brings
arts and science education to rural middle and
high school students which promotes creativity
and launches careers.
From a pool of more than 1,000 nominees, the
Purpose Prize judges chose this year’s 43
fellows. Rosten is the only fellow chosen from
Montana and only the second Montanan so
honored in Purpose Prize history. (To see his
Encore profile: www.encore.org/peter-rosten)
MAPS: THE BIG PICTURE
MAPS is a state-licensed educational
agency (LEA) and the lead partner of a
collaborative coalition of five Ravalli County
school districts. MAPS students range from
ages 12-17 and grades K8–12. 20% of MAPS
attendees are home-schooled. MAPS teaching

style and the professional backgrounds of its
instructors are the key to MAPS success.
MAPS courses emphasize the development of
higher level thinking skills, and the “cool” but
rigorous instruction prepares students for
college and global work success.
Student progress is monitored
throughout the year to assess what a student
knows; where they are going and implement a
customized plan to assist them in achieving
their goals. These teaching paradigms (by no
means unique) do provide an avenue to
individually evaluate progress instead of
measuring one student versus another. If a
student understands ‘what and why’ they are
learning something, outcomes are authentic and
relevant to their learning experience.
MAPS also places service learning high on its
priority list. In 2011, the school instituted a
“GIVE BACK” program whereby students
produce pro-bono projects for a wide variety of
recipients. Most recently, the Montana Hope
Project (www.montanahope.org) and the
B i t t e r r o o t Yo u t h H o m e s
(http://youthhomesmt.org/) received these
services.
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Human Right of Women a Grey Stand

Your True Nature

Rita Eluwade

Cheri Isgreen

Author of the book “Trafficked Women- a Problem of Vulnerability
without Rehabilitation”

Your True Nature Education Specialist
E-mail: 22monarch@gmail.com

E-mail: rita.wealthygeneration@gmail.com

Human right laws still remain a grey stand
when it comes to women. I will be focusing on
two areas: human trafficking and human rights
laws for women and girls.
Human rights of people should depicts
freedom to make decision regarding all aspect
of their lives. To most people in the world the
ability to make a choice or make a decision
about their lives is indeed very unattainable.
Human trafficked victims have no rights as
they are treated like slaves, if alive because
some of them don’t make out alive. In all
these women are mostly affected because they
are vulnerable and are faced with a lot of
cultural normalities which makes them
subdued and relegated to the background. To a
life that has no voice and meaning.
It is now a known fact that despite the great
advancement made by the international
women rights movement over many years,
women and girls around the world are still
married as children or are trafficked into
forced labour and slavery. They are trafficked
to places where they are made to do jobs
which normally they won’t do. Being slaves,
means they do not have rights to object to their
treatment. Obtaining human rights brings
about freedom and the ability to be who God
made you to be, do what you want to do and
most importantly people respecting that. This
is far for most people across the world today
especially women in most part of the world.
Women and girls face inequalities in
respective of their geographically location.
Haven said this, the right of women and girls
are better in some countries of the world. In

Europe most women worry because they are
not as visible as their male counterparts in
their offices or work place. Whilst in other
parts of the world like Africa and Asia, women
and girls are fighting for the opportunity to be
educated or make choices concerning their
lives. The recent case of Malala Yousafzai; of
Pakistan, shows that women and girl children
are still vulnerable due to deep rooted gender
inequalities and cultural belief which place
women and girls in a subordinate position.
Gender inequalities harm all aspect of human
rights. According to the human right laws, all
are equal to the law, but when the law is
different from the cultural norms of a people it
becomes questionable by people who may
chose to defile, and not recognise that human
rights law.
The human rights of women and girls in
Afghanistan is today questioned, can women
ever be free to make decisions concerning
their lives and their reproductive choices? In
light of the recent happenings in Afghanistan
the world needs to be concerned, about the law
that eliminates violence against women and
girls which was enacted in Afghanistan 2009.
This law imposes criminal penalties for child
and forced marriage, domestic violence, and
numerous other abuse against women,
although this law was not been enforced, it
was very good to know that something was in
place that respects the human rights of women
in Afghanistan. Now that very law is under
threat from those who still see women as less
than human and stand on the cultural and
religious platform which only shows cruelty
on girls and women.

Dear Editor,

feedback include:

We at Your True Nature are happy to
announce free, downloadable curricula for
Environmental Education, Character
Education, and Writing developed from
positive feedback we received from
enthusiastic teachers using Advice from
Nature materials with their students. The
curriculum is available at
http://www.yourtruenature.com along with a
variety of other free teaching resources.

•Advice offers inspiration and guidance to
student positive behavior and seeing the
world from a different perspective.

Knowing how busy teachers are, we have
designed our educational materials to fit
seamlessly and enhance what teachers are
already doing. Our curricula are standards
based, research-based, and peer-reviewed, so
teachers can be assured of using high quality,
common-core, administrator-approved
materials that are highly engaging for both
students and their teachers.

Thank you for sharing our free curricula and
other support materials with your readers.

•The curriculum motivates reluctant learners
in writing and research.
•Because of its (the curriculum) accessible,
high interest content, it develops dispositions
of persistence.

Please feel free to contact me with any
questions.
Sincerely,
Cheri Isgreen

The environmental education curriculum was
peer reviewed by the North American
Alliance for Environmental Education and
identified all Key Characteristics for
Excellence in Environmental Education as
present. The writing curriculum is aligned
with the National Writing project with Six
Traits assessment rubrics. All three curricula
have been piloted by teachers across
America in a wide variety of K12 teaching
environments, including rural, urban, and
suburban; all grade levels; regular ed, special
ed, and ESL classrooms. Samples of pilot
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